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Where We Come From . . .
We began our education in various
ways which consisted of playing
ring-around-the-rosie and tellina Santa
for
wanted
we
what
Claus
Christmas.
Bailey Inglish was a series of firsts.
We started reading, writing, and "I'm
telling on you!" It was our first
individual
our
with
experience
classifications.
I. W. Evans was a big jump. The
changing of classes and the sunken
cafeteria became dally routines. Our
first experience with report cards and
haunting dreams of science projects
and SRA's filled our minds during our
fourth, fifth, and sixth grade years.
L. H. Rather was a disrupted two
years. Some had to hold classes in an
old house, which leaked of gas and was
inch-high in mud and filth. Extreme
temperatures, bad lighting, and millimeter thick boards of paneling used
as walls made it very difficult to learn.
There were few books and cardboard
boxes were used for lockers. At first,
these two years were considered to be
an adventure, but time proved true, and
realism set in. Realism of suspected
arson. Realism that individuals had to
suffer for another's ignorance.
We got a glimpse of Bonham High
School society with school songs that
2

had to be learned and we heard all
about those "pride-filled" pep rallies
and the spirit that bonds four classes
together.
Bonham High School, also affectionately known as Hill High, was built in
1972. Now, a mere eight years later,
walls are shifting and it's raining inside
as well as out. However, "hail alma
mater'' is the basis for twelve hard
years of work, play, and love and we
will continue to be proud whether our
school is in an old house, a dilapidated
building, or in a modern hi-rise.
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Where
We
Come
From

And This
Is ...
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Who We
Who We Are ...
Bonham, a mini-metropolis located in
Northeast Texas, was formally called Bois
d'Arc and was founded in 1836. The first
schools were in homes but by 1920,
Bonham consisted of three high schools,
Duncan High, Bonham High, and Booker
T. Washington. It was even large enough
to establish two colleges, Fannin and
Carlton College.
We were protected by Fort Inglish and
had held court in five courthouses by
1970. It is a town known for sheriffs, for
pep rallies, for Mr. Sam Rayburn·, for
pride. Bonham . . . deep in the hearts of
Texans.
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Ar e . . .

Bu t . . .
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Wh at
We're
All
Ab ou t
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What We're All About ...
The end of another era, the seventies. So many achievements and
disappointments have occurred in the
past ten years. The Vietnam War
("Peace brother"), the mass suicide in
Guyana, the convictions of Patty Hearst
and Charles Manson, the Iran crisis,
rising prices, gas rationing, Watergate.
We went to the moon and were bused
to other schools, conceived our first
test-tube baby, survived the swine flu
shots, elected Richard Nixon, Gerald
Ford, and Jimmy Carter as our nation's
leader, celebrated our bicentennial,
and mourned the deaths of Elvis and
John Wayne.
We listened to the tunes of Jimi
Hendrix, Olivia Newton John, Grand
Funk, KISS, ZZ Topp, Wild Cherry, Bee
Gees, Eagles, Boston, Fleetwood Mac,
DEVO and watched movies about
sharks, towering infernos, space adventures, exorcism, discos, and jerks
("Excccuuuussseee mmmeeeeeee").
We've all changed throughout the
decade. We've been caught up in the
Iranian affair and educated under the
falling walls of BHS, which had busted
loose with an enrollment of 642.
Ten years of seniors have passed the
millstone and gone out into the world,
whether to make a buck, a family, or
both. We will continue to change and
mature but there is no way to predict
out futures. As members of Bonhi, we
can at least be proud of our
heritage.

7

Finesse Is spirit, confetti, and pride. All rolled up In one, Finesse Is a
Friday pep rally.

Finesse Is climbing aboard a Trallways for a victory.
It Is also a good time on the 50 yard line.

8

Finesse Is a sourball or a sourface In between classes.

Finesse Is waiting for the bell to ring so that you can go
to lunchl

We threw our confetti and united as
one as school began again. We played
football, practiced for band contests,
organized clubs, showed off our new
trucks, and began associating with new
and old friends.
We took up residence in our
individual cliques. Cowboys lodged on
the north side of the commons as well
as the square, Zoo Freaks were at the
trees, blacks were in the back corridor,
steadies were in the hall, and the jocks
were in the cafeteria.
We protested certain wles and
praised changes of others but even
so,
BHS'ers were involved and active
and

Finesse is also painting, decorating, and finally winning the spark plug for a great
hall.

Played the Game
With. • •

Finesse
9

Mr. Eagleton, Mrs. Sisk, Mrs. Phillips, and Mr. Richardson, in a skit presented by the teachers.

Pep Rallies Add More
This year's pep rallies had just a little bit of different "ump" than
the last few years. For starters, Bonhi had a new set of Srs. and
Frosh.
The cheerleaders set up alot of skits with different clubs
participating. Those that took part were the Srs. having a Terrell
funeral. Teachers acting like other teams getting beat by the
Warriors. Twirlers being cheerleaders from another planet. The
Home Ee Department rocking Rockwall. And Student Council acting
out Hee Haw.
Something that hasn't been done before in Bonhi was the Orange
and OU decorated hall by Mrs. Phillips, Mr. Shockley, and Mr.
Roberts. Mrs. Phillips received a spirit stick.
The Srs. won the Spirit Stick 6 times, while the Jrs. got it 1 time,
Sophs. 1, and the Frosh, 2.

Coach Brooks Is seen here g(vlng a spirit talk
to the audience and the boys.

10

Twirlers
planet.

acting

like

cheerleaders

from

another

Some of the Srs. waiting for the battle cry to come their
way.
Mrs. Phillips received a spirit stick for her decorated
hall.
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What a Week
WHATA WEEK
It was upon us in no time at all. We were already three
games into the season and now Homecoming was
here.
The week began by choosing princesses and mums;
by planning pep rallies and parades. We worked hard
on our halls and put energy into our performances.
Everything counted this week and we were determined
to do our best. The spirit soared and Bonhi displayed
it well-everywhere. Painted commons, streamered
halls, shoe-polished cars-everything was draped in
spirit.
Weeks of preparing and perfecting were crammed
into days. The team pushed harder, the band stayed
longer while the days passed faster than ever before.
A parade of pride buzzed through the town and
afterwards a bonfire sprang to light. Beating on through
the night and into the morning the seniors kept up the
all-night vigil and the pulse quickened as game time
drew near. The pep rally was great, all the extra work
was paying off. At lunchtime the roofllne was dotted with
drummers and spectators, as the noon pep rally
formulated.
The night was a disappointment, losing 21-7 to the
Paris Wildcats but our team played a good game.
Halftime was highlighted by the crowning of Queen Jill
Dale escorted by John Littleford. Her court consisted
of two other seniors, Princess Delisa Jones escorted
by Scott Meador and Princess Karen Dunlap escorted
by Bobby Ross. The dance was somewhat confusing
when the sound system went crazy but we finally got
it all together and the night came to a close.
It had been a week of work, love and unity. A week
filled with firsts and lasts. And certainly, a week to
remember.

-
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Senior hall shows some spirit by winning the sparkplug.
Purchasing mums Is only one of the traditional Homecoming
festivities, but Ken Barr and Paula Mcfarlane agree It's an
Important one.
V-1 -C-T-0-R-Y that's our Bonhl Battle Cry! Mr. Dawson awards
the Spirit Stick to a screamln' Senior class.
It's been a long, hard night! James Alexander slips away from
the bonfire for a quick snooze In a warm front seat.

At this pep rally nominees JIii Dale, Karen Dunlap, and Delisa Jones don dresses and
heels Instead of sweaters and sneakers. But their smlles are the samel
Band members, football guys, twirlers and nominees Joined their senior class as the
Cheerleaders led the Battle Cry.
Homecoming Queen 1979, Miss JIii Dale, flashes a pretty smlle during the game.

Fannin
County
Fair
Brings
Good
Times
Once
Again
Carol Turnage takes a spin in a fair mobile.

Jim Bono
business.

hawking

for

some

Hit us if you can, says Coach Ashby
and Kim Hayes.
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THE FANNIN COUNTY FAIR
BRINGS
GOOD TIMES ONCE AGAIN
As always the Fannin County fair
is officially opened by the annual fair
parade. The parade was led by the
8HS Band and followed by many
and
cars
brilliantly decorated
floats.
The arts and crafts competition
was held inside the Armory and the
participants designed and decorated
their own exhibits.
The Gene Ledel Shows Inc. ,
provided a variety of spinetingling,
breathtaking rides this year. They
introduced a new thriller, the
Superslide.
Numerous clubs and organizations
offered an assortment of amusing
games of skill.
The Fannin County Queen contest
took place Saturday, October 20, on
the fair grounds. Bonham was
represented by Tessie Johnson who
performed a twirling routine. The
contest was close but the outcome
proved Terri Davis of Sam Rayburn
the 1979 Fannin County Queen, with
Tessie Johnson as first runner-up.
The livestock show was held under
the pavillion and the tents. Many
people displayed their animals in
competition for awards.
The fair lasted 3 days and
everyone who came had a great
time.

....

Mr. Willis and family enjoying themselves.

Rid'em Karen .

Sandra Alexander, Suzanne Sisk, and James Epley find time to goof off when business is slow.

Horsetrailers are made for people too.
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Twilight
Zone's

Horror
Hour
This year like every other year,
the Student Council had their free
Halloween carnival for the children
of Bonham. It was lots of fun for
the kids and it also gave the
members of the Student Council
a chance to show their true
personalities. There were lots of
games and refreshments. The
games were Hit-a-Witch, Fortune
Tellers, Candy Walk, Pick-a-duck,
Bean Bag toss, Spin-a-Prize, and
the haunted house. Everyone
dressed up in a variety of costumes
such as coneheads, fortune tellers,
grandmothers, cheerleaders, and
vampires. They all reported having
the
even
time,
good
a
youngsters!
1. Suzanne Sisk entertains the children .
2. Mrs. Phillips sponsor, cheering for
Texas?I?
3. Gary Smith as the " Mad Vampire"!

1. Toga anyone?
2. Belinda Baker and Kathy Gist enjoy refreshments.

4. James Epley at the Hit-a-Witch booth.

3. "Enjoy yourself tonight!" says Wade York.
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Twenty- five years and still
There are many clubs that have
some projects that are related to
the club 's cause, but one group that
does a wide variety of projects and
jobs is Student Council.
This is a national organization
that was started in Bonham in 1955;
however, Bonham is only a district
and state member. Other schools
that do not have student councils
have student governments that are
not state organized but perform the
same activities.
In 1966 the Student Council of
Bonham tried to persuade some of
the surrounding schools to join the
association and do away with
student government. However,
feeling that they were not big
enough, the schools kept their form
of government.
The Bonhi Chapter feels that the
exchange of ideas and programs
conducted at the District and State
membership
make
meets
worthwhile.
Main projects of the organization
not only include providing entertainment activities for the student
body, but also working out
student-related problems brought
up during and through the homerooms. Keeping club charters
current is one of the periodic
responsibilities carried out every
ten years.
Bonhi Student Council is made
up of members, who are chosen
by their peers and required to meet
every week.

20

•

going
STRONG

I

Student Council
•

1S

Involvement

Suzanne Sisk makes her speech for president.

Any high school has a large
number of projects that go on
throughout the year. Bonham
High School is no different and
one of the most productive groups
is Student Council.
A few of the projects that were
done this year are to decorate the
float , the Halloween Carnival , the
dances, the food drive, take
Valentine cards to men in the VA
hospital , and to organize the
special days.
Assemblies were given throughout the year. One of the last
assemblies was the election of
new
officers
for
Student
Council.
Keeping up with world events,
Student Council had a day for
supporting the American hostages. Members passed out strips
of white cloth to participating
students. They wore the strips of
cloth around their arm for the
remainder of the day.
Participation was a factor that
made many of the activities
possible.

Dawn McRae ties an armband on Peggy Moss.
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Bustin' L o Se
0

Tammy Bogar is shown moving with the
beat.

2

I

3

Wade York hands Kim Hamby her dancing
duds after the game.

Lisa Crittenden can hardly keep her seat
during the dance.

The dances attracted a wide variety of
students, such as twirlers, football players,
other players, kickers and spirit raisers.

4

Our school has the fever.' We have some wild and crazy people who can get a "Soul Train" going in no
time at all. We get the boogie in our shoes and get grooving! We have short ones, fat ones, skinny ones,
and tall ones, but they all can jive down to the floor and get on up. Whether they are country, hippy, soul,
or just plain ole' stiff neck, we have the atmosphere and the music to make you "bust loose!"
22

Ex cite me nt Welcomes Queen

1980 Basketball Homecoming Queen ,
Delisa Jones and escort Jim Bono.
Princesses nominated; Jennifer Robbins,
Delisa, and Tammy Bogar.

Excited is the word that best
describes the spectator s that
attended the January 4, 1980,
Basketball Homecoming game. As
the fans filed into the stands the
band entertained them with
popular tunes, and the cheerleaders made their presence known
by spreading excitemen t all over
the gym. As the game progressed,
the fans grew anxious to see who
would be crowned, while the three
princesses waited nervously. The
time finally arrived for the princesses Senior Tammy Bogar,
escorted by Ted Givens, Senior
Delisa Jones, escorted by Jim
Bono, and Junior Jennifer Robbins,
escorted by Jeff Wallace to enter
the gym. The highlight of the night
arrived as Delisa Jones was
Basketball
1980
crowned
Homecoming Queen.
After the ceremony, the team got
back to business and kept the
crowd cheering as they kept
dunking baskets. The Warriors
ended the Homecoming by defeating the Commerc e Tigers with the
score of 71 to 63.

23

The Bonham High School
Band went through several
changes in this year's marching
season. The major transform ation was going from military to
corps style marching. As an
added feature, a Flag Corps was
introduced to bring variety and
color to the Band.
100% hard work and dedication from every member was
necessary to learn the music and
provide entertaining half-time
shows.
The Band leads the annual
uptown parades on special
occasions such as football
homecoming, county fair, and
Christmas. The Band is also a
major part of Pep Rallies as they
open with the fight song, feature
their twirlers, and close with the
Alma Mater.
For the first time in ten years
the Band marched onto the field
in brand new uniforms which
added a touch of class to their
appearances.
At each football game the
Band put on a new and different
show. During each performance,
the majorettes twirled, the flags
furled, and taking a new
approach, the Band obtained
public interest by dancing while
they played.

Cold Nights, Long Hours,
and S1111·11·ng Band 171y.1A'"e, bel ., .,
~

2

The Three Musketeers plus one?

3
Liz Lane seems to be camera shy during
the band's halftime show.

4

The parade Is eight miles long?
24
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Seniors '80

Singing .
the best of Willie Nelson
Snoozing
. beside the fire
Sticking . . . it out ti] dawn

Drumbe at & Bonfire
Cheryl Hilger can't seem to wake Billy Spindle from his cozy nap by the
fire.
A smoldering bonfire burns into the early hours of the morning.

/
The message on Wade York's shirt sums up the feelings of these seniors perfectly.
Elaine Murray and Teresa McGehee keep up the beat.
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If My Friends Could See Me Now!
Each year the choir entertains the
student body and public with a
talent show. For this show there is
an audition which determines if you
have enough ability to perform in
front of these people.
There are a lot of different talents
which included singing, dancing,
playing the piano and musical
instruments. Not mentioning the
so-called looney, flashing his
birthday suit under a coat.
This year the choir went all out
and had a "master of ceremonies".
Kim Hayes did a great job filling
this position .
Winners this year for the show
were:
Liz Lane-Most Artistic
Kelli Taylor-Best Over All
Susan
Flowers-Best
Vocal
Performance
Laquetta Henson, Lid Morrison,
Leo Ransom and Serina PattersonMost Original.
Jan Hicks sings, "I'll Never Love This Way
Again", for a packed Klva.

26 Laquetta Henson tells Leo Ransom "He's
A Tramp."

The choir harmonizes on some favorite 'SO's tunes during the talent
show.

A Little Rough Stuff for Powder Puff
2
The Sen•or-Fresflman team wrapped
year's Pow er Puff game detemtn
Junior-Sophomore team 2-0. But it was grea
fun for all.
The baseball team, under the direction of
Coach Paul Holliday, sponsored the "girlie grid"
game. Members of the team performed a
precision perfect (well, precision-maybe,
perfect-never) routine at halftime.
Many after school hours were spent getting
ready for the big game. The teams learned some
really neat plays and options, thanks to expertise
coaching. Head coaches were John Littleford
and Donny Baldwin. Although there were quita
-ed.
a ~ bodies, no major injurie
~ a n po
·ust goes
·. st their noses.

Jimmy Wiggins is crowned Powder Puff
player, Jennifer
by Junior
Queen
Robbins.

Three members of the drill team prepare for their
part in the show. And what a part it was.

Nominees Bobby Ross and Juan Jones
are escorted off the field by Referee
Holliday.

Drama Club Presen ts
Talen t Show

The winners of the Drama Club Talent Show.
(Left) Karen Dunlap does a mime
routine from "The Wiz". (Right)
Kevin Barnes rallies applause for
the next act.
Once again everyone had a
chance to prove that they were
talented. This talent show was
sponsored by the Drama Club.
Sponsored by Phillip Seawell , the
Drama Club is in its first year and
one of its main projects is to
sponsor a talent show.
Singing, dancing, and playing
instruments were the majority of
the acts but there were some
variety acts. Kelli Taylor won first
place, Kevin Barnes and Tammy
Pendergrass tied for second with
the BHS twirlers, and Delisa
Jones and Ben Poliakoff placed
third. The competition was close
and many of the acts showed
potential.
28

CONCERTS... An Added Attraction
Concerts at Bonhi seem to be
a good way to break the monotony
of a school day. Students crowded
into the gym just to hear performers
such as Eric Blankenship and his
group, and Kid Cosmo and the
Comets. Different varieties of
popular music were played, from
ear-piercing Rock-n-Roll to hand

clappin, foot stompin, down home
country music. A special concert
was presented at the Old Auditorium and sponsored by the Jr. Class.
The group that performed was
Crossfire. A full house attended the
show, which brought in enough
money to call the concert a
success.

"Cross Fire" raised the roof for the Junior Class.

Ole "Blue Eyes" sings it at play-day concert backed by Cosmo Comets.
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Hand shake s and Happ iness .

• •

Joyce Taylor holds her medal for being an
outstanding senior. She was chosen from the
whole class by the sponsors.
McRae,
Department-K.
Business
Cosmetology-K. Millhollin, G.P.E.-N. Howell,
Civics-D. Shockley, P.V.A.C.-M. Goodjoint,
2nd row-G. Health-C. Winkles, V.O.E.-D.
Hamilton, A. Mechanics-E. Holder, Math-J.
Epley, Math-T. Lee, 3rd row-Health oc.-S.
Whaley, English-L. Lane, English-L. Jackson, Home Ec.-N. Macconnell, B. Health-G.
Smith, Spanish-K. Mendenhall, top rowB.P .E.-C. Stephens, T. Maintenance-M.
Dauster, D.E.-S. Holder, English-J. Wallace,
Psychology-B. Cranfill.

Mrs. Phillips and Mrs. Woodson
receive their awards for Student
Council sponsors.

Competitiveness Without the Points
The chance to miss school , visit other schools,
meet other people, and uppermost compete in a
field of literally learning that one excels in , legally
happens once a year. It's called UIL.
UIL actually stands for University Interscholastic
League.
29 students from Bonhi travelled to Gainesville
on March 28 to hopefully bring back a medal and
a chance to · go to Regionals. Eight of these
succeeded. Sr. Kelly McRae (Shorthand), Sr. Ken
Barr (Number Sense) and Soph . Jan Dale (Typing)
will compete at Regionals in Denton . Sr. Lee
McDowell (Slide Rule) and Jr. Lynette Howell
(Shorthand) will be alternates.
Stress, strain , nervousness, relief and joy were
all feelings shared by those 150 to 200 students
competing , as well as a beautiful day, lots of wild

Ken Barr-1st District , Number Sense
Lee McDowell-4th District, Slide Rule
Jessica Anderson-5th District, Science
Kim Hale-4th District, Newswriting
Gary
Smith-4th
District,
Editorial
writing
Jan Dale-3rd District, Typing
Kelly McRae-3rd District , Shorthand
Lynette Howell-4th District, Shorthand

Rhonda Jones and Cathy Gist look some
things over.
32

stories while sunning on the steps or grass, and
a good feeling that competion is a healthy part
of life.

Waiting around can be as hard as competing.

Soaking up some rays while waiting to compete.

Looking very pleased with things are Shaun Vaughn
and Brad Smithart.

Mr. Ashmore shells out a few hundred to cover
everyone's food bill.

Thinking is hard work , so Shane Hilger and Dana
Sewell catch a few winks.

Bill Gore, Kelly McRae and Weesie Stinson soak up
some sun.
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A Touch

of
Christmas
"Jingle Bells" and "White
Christmas" was the sound of the
season during the week before
Christmas vacation. Students and
faculty members could be heard
humming and whistling throughout
the halls adding a touch of
Christmas to the air.
The Student Council, as always,
supplied the tree, though with one
major difference-usually we have
a gigantic tree placed in the center
of the Commons; the difference
was a somewhat smaller tree
placed in the cafeteria. Ornaments
made by the homeroom classes
adorned the tree and honors for
best ornaments went to Mrs.
Rushings' homeroom class. A white
tree with purple decorations
depicting sport characters was the
center of attention in the library.
Classrooms also were decorated to
add to the Christmas spirit along
with Christmas parties and friends
exchanging gifts.
As far as music goes for the
season, the choir spread the spirit
by strolling through the halls
singing carols. Band had a special
concert featuring season favorites
such as "Sleigh Ride" and "Little
Drummer Boy."
Many thanks went to the
homeroom classes and VOE
students who helped out with the
food and toy drive.
The last school day of the year
was ended when everyone was
gathered in the cafeteria to sing
Christmas carols. There, the joys
of Christmas brought students and
faculty at Bonhi closer together.

Melanie Caldwell, Linda Owens, Becky Adams, Leisha Moses, Robin White, and t>n
Wheless help out with the food drive.

2
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Part of the choir Is shown here as they fill the halls of Bonham High School with
sounds of Christmas.

Valentine's
Day: A
Time
To Say . • •

2

love, for someone who's

"Hey Dad , can I borrow some
money, I gotta send Carol some
flowers," or "Mom , what can I give
James to let him know he's
special."
Well, around Bonhi, lots of girls
received flowers; in fact, there were
over one hundred girls who
received either roses, carnations,
daisies, or a combinatio n of the
three.
Other things were enjoyed
besides flowers-m any groups
entertained students with their
singing talents. Those who had no
sweethearts often heard Mr. Willis
serenading them with, "I'm So
Lonesome I Could Cry. "
What better way to end a great
day than by dancing your heart out
at the Student Council's Valentine's Dance. It was a really special
night for Dana Sewell, who was
crowned Student Council's Valentine Sweetheart.

Kelley McRae was really surprised when someone remembered her on Valentine's
Day.

Gina Cross preparing to go home after an
exciting day.

5
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Acc ide nts
For A
Cau se:

Di sas ter
Dr ill
The sound of sirens and horns usually
brings bad news, but this time it was good
news as Civil Defense members , along with
the police, fireman, the Fannin County and VA
Hospitals and students from Bonhi participa ted in the annual twice a year Disaster
Drill.
The site and set up for this drill was a train
and bus collision near the Southwe st Pump
building. Students were bused to the site
where they readied themselves as best they
could to make the scene realistic. Applying
fake blood and guts with a few missing
eyeballs and limbs the act was begun .
Cries of agony and pain made passersb y
stop and take notice; later finding out it was
only an act to benefit the better service of
Bonham and Fannin County in a disaster of
this and other kinds.
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Pla yda y

Rea lly Spec ial Day s

Cindy Hope gets passed down the sophomore
line-up. Notice all those guys with smiles on
their faces?!
Juniors rejoice after pulling off the tug-of-way
championship.

"Move, that's my face you're
sitting on." "Hey, watch those hands
fella!" These and similar remarks
were heard during the PEOPLE
PASS relays which, by the way, the
seniors won. The field day was
moved into the gym this spring
because of the flood the day before
and it was just too sloppy outside,
but it was still great fun. The Student
Council, with the help of the faculty,
sponsored this extravaganza. Featured were infamous games like the
RACE,
SACK
ROLL,
PEANUT
JELLY-BEAN FIND, and GRAPEFRUIT RELAY. Two bands performed in the afternoon ; Eric Blankenship and his group and Kid
Cosmo and the Comets featuring
Kim Hayes. Mr. Willis, Brad Rattan,
and Susan Flowers sang a song or
two too. It made for a very
interestin g day at Bonhi!

Coatrina Wilson and Tessie Johnson pass a
slice of mutilated grapefruit In the relays.
Weird looking, huh?
Our special days were made really special
when Mrs. Spangler returned to join in the fun .
Mr. Ashmore seems glad to see her too!

SENIOR CLASS OF 1980

presents

Scott Meador as Cornelius Hackll, courts Irene Molloy
played by Nanette Macconnel l.
"You're Looking Swell Liz," with a swash of color and a
handbag full of humor, Liz Lane portrayed the vivacious Dolly
Levi.
Senior Plays are special things. They involve
special people, with a little talent and a lot of desire
to do well. This year's performanc e of "HELLO,
DOLLY!" was no exception. As one of the most
exciting plays ever put on by a senior class at Bonhi,
it was enjoyed by all-perform ers to parents to
townspeopre. For the first time ever in the history
of senior plays at Bonham costumes were rented to
add color to the show. Although the cast suffered
through frostbitten hours of practice in the old
auditorium and rehearsals that just never seemed to
end, it was never regarded as work. Instead, it was

something that the class wanted to do very badly
and were determined to do the best job
possible.
The Senior's of '80 would like to thank Phillip
Seawell and his wife Debbie for helping to make our
show such a great success. But Mr. Seawell taught
us more than just when to cross the stage and how
to say our lines correctly. He has taught us how to
work together as a group, to love and respect one
another, and most of all the realization that we CAN
do something that is better than just good-we can
do something exceptional.

BONHAM HIGH SCHOOL AUDITOR IUM
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MARCH 25, 26 & 27, 1980

7:30 P.M.

"She was there a moment
ago." The guys had a
great time singing to Dolly
in the title number. (Only
it seems. they'be lost her
for the moment.)
Early morning rehearsals
don't seem to agree with
Cristina Long, Jan Hicks,
Karen Dunlap and Carla
Dorrough.
Nanette Macconnell tries
to comfort Suzanne Elliott
when she finds a man in
the Hat Shop closet.
Suzanne flitted across the
stage as the assistant in
the Hat Shop, Minnie
Fay.

Barnaby Tucker, alias
Lee McDowell, shows
he
can
be
quite
"elegant" if he puts his
mind to it.
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The parade passed by on Tenth Street in
Yonkers New York and a happy crowd
turned out to see the festivities.
The Honorable Judge, was a fair and just
man but didn 't enjoy being drug out of
bed in the middle of the night by a bunch
of restaurant brawlers. Gary Smith played
the Judge.
Ken Barr seems to have trouble with his
trousers fitting. Ken played the male lead ,
Horace Vandergelder.
Novetta Branch was in charge of the
costumes for the play. She was always
handy with thread and needle. Tammy
Bogar and Kelly Robbins do some last
minute arranging .
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Joanna Thrasher served as Student
Director. The cast sent her flowers for a
job well done.

The guys behind the scene handling sets
are Jeff Caldwell, Jim Cosgrove, Brad
Jones,
Lee
Hamby,
and
Lawton
Langford.

Karen Dunlap as the feeble Mrs. Rose,
Tessie Johnson as the tearful Ermengarde
and Leslie Booth as the flaunty Ernestina
take a ride in the caboose.

Working the ropes are Kim Kavanaugh
and John Littleford.
Randy Bowen did a bang up job as
stage manager.
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We Prepared . ..

2

. . . we gave out invitations . . .
1

. . . we prepared some more . . .

4

. . . we added some finishing touches .

3

. . . we even played around some!

1. Richie Rivers, Jeff Wallace
2. Mike
Hayes.

McWhorter,

Brad

Jones,

Cindy

3. Jim Bono, James Epley, Mrs. Bono.
4. Industrious juniors.
5

5. Jeff Knickerbocker.
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We Came ...

1

2

... we received some directions . . .

. . . we served ourselves . . .

.-----------1. Richard Sewell, Sandra Alexander.
2.Jim Bono.
3. Liz Thomas,
Broiles.

Gary

4. Lisa Morgan, Clay
Fitch.
5. Randy Bowen.

3,.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..
6. Pigging out.

4

. . . we indulged!

we received more directions .

6
5
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We were chaperoned ...

' 1
.. we acted our age ...
Mrs. Woodson, Mrs. Brown,
Phillips.
Liz Lane and David Marshall.

Mrs

. . . we were chaperoned some more because we acted our age . . .
. . . we danced . ..

LockJesse
Mrs.
hart,
Lockhart.
James Epley
Susanne Sisk.
Couples.
Sandra
Alexander
Richard
Sewell

we posed for pictures . . .
. .. we called it an evening!
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''Sr. day a three
ring circus!"

I

. . . received our exercise by
paddle boating

. . . kept ourselves going by
eating double our weight .

L. McDowell
R. Davis

N.
P.
J.
G.
C.
C.

Macconnell
Vinson
Hicks
Barnes
Hilger
Winkles

~
K. Wix
~• /II
,.-'JI I

-.: :· ,,,. ::;>
f- kf

~'J\1

. . . perfected
baking ..
E. Landers
K. Brown

. . . Kept our cool by drinking
Coke, Dr. Pepper, and Root Beer

L. Lane
T. Johnson

our

tans

by

... even kept our chaperone
sponsors happy . . .

. . . showed off our skills of
balance .

J. Trout

J. Caldwell

G. Jenkins
T. Snead

. . . we got our hair French
Braided, and Cornrowed . . .

threw

B. Jones

pinpoint

passes

. . . we went home with the
agony of a sunburn . . .
S. Meador

. . . pampered our scorched
noses .
B. Gore
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-4-nnuaf Commencement

Bonham fiigh Schoof

May 29, 1980
High Scho ol Stad iu
8:00 P.M
Bon ham , Texa s
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" Do you think it will hold? "
" Yea, but not for long. "
These were two questions that
were asked frequently Thursday,
May 29 at the Eighty-seventh
Annual Commence ment Exercises
cranked up for the soon to be
grads.
The scene, as always weather
permitting , was Bonham High
School's Stadium where the attendance rose to well over 650.
The day was marred by memories filling Seniors' heads, even the
underclassmen had a few tears in
their eyes as they would soon lose
a good friend , a running partner
or maybe even a brother or sister
to the world outside.
141 old faces , filled with memories of happiness and sorrow, grief
and fun left Bonham High to never
cross her door sill as a student
again. During the Eighty-seventh
commence ment exercises the
Valedictorian , Ken Barr, Salutatorian, Kelly McRae, Third highs, Gary
Smith and Cherie Winkels along
with 22 honor grads and 23
National Honor Society Students
were recognized .
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The Graduating Class

of
1980
Alexander, James Sidney
Alexander, Sherry Dea
• Anderson, Jessica
Bailey, Justin Dean
Barnes, Glenda Kay
Barnes, Kevin Paul
• Barr, David Kenneth
Bass, Carlon D.
Bogar, Tammy Denise
Booth, Leslie Inez
Bowen, Randy Pat
Box, Frank
Branch, Novetta Faye
Briggs, Wanda Lee
*Brown, Kimberly G.
Bunch, Cindy
Butler, Ronnie Allen
Caldwell, Jeffrey
Call, Beverly Ann
*Campbell, Carla Jean
Capehart, Karla D.
Caplinger, Ronnie Lyn
Cardwell, Diana Sue
Clark, Lisa Karen
Claxton, Rebecca Jane
Cosgrove, Hugh James
Cox, Laura Gay
*Cross, Gina Renee'
Cullom, James
Curry, Mark Duane
• Dale, Jill Beth
Dauster, Phillip Mark
Davis, Bobby Dan
Davis, Russell D.
Dorrough, Carla V.
Dunlap, Karen Renia
Easley, Dana Denise
• Eaton, David Bryan
*Edwards, Tina Faye
• Elliott, Suzanne
Essary, Davy Joe
Feagan, David Miller
Gantt, James R.
Garrison, Kris L.
Glass, Judy
Gore, William Bonham
Granger, Billy Steven

* DENOTES HONOR GRAD
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Haggard, Glenda Lucille
Hagerty, Michael L.
• Hale, Kimberly Annette
Hall, Cecil R.
Hamby, Glenn Lee
Hamilton, Jeffrey Kenton
• Hamilton, Sara Deneen
Hayes, Mary Lynn
Hicks, Billie Janette
Hilger, Cheryl Ann
Hilger, Shane B.
Holder, Eric J.
Holder, Steve D.
Hollins, David
Hollins, John
Hubbard, Aaron Todd
Hunnicutt, Bradley Scott
• Johnson, Teresa Lane
Johnston, Julie A.
Jones, Delisa Dee
Jones, Juanita Keen
Jones, Justin Brad
Jones, Karol Rae
Jones, Rhonda L.
Kavanaugh, Kim Blair
Kennedy, Brenda Loy
Landers, Emily Ruth
• Lane, Lizabeth Anne
Langford, Lawton Lane
Lawrence, Beverly J.
Lindsey, Roger Kevin
• Littleford, John Lee
Lockaby, Kimberly M.
Long, Christina Dee Lynn
Louis, Bobby Lee
Macconnell, Nanette Rae
*McDowell, Albert Lee
McFarlane, Paula Ann
McGeehee, Teresa N.
• McRae, Kelley Elaine
McWhorter, Robert Michael
Mayberry, Stevie E.
• Meador, Kelly Scott
Millhollon, Kathy Virginia
• Morgan, Lisa Denine
Moore, James Talmage Ill
Morris, Mayo Dennis

Mulder, Allan Lane
Murray, Ruth Elaine
Phillips, Robin Lisa
Pinkston, Glenna Joyce
Poliakoff, Benjamin
Polston, Tina Alyne
Powell, Mark
Purdy, Milton Gary
Rater, Monte L.
Rattan, Don Bradley
Reed, Patricia Ann
Rhine, Donna Dee
• Robbins, Kelly Renee
Roberts, Timothy W.
Ross, Bobby Ray
Ross, Nikita Ann
Sanderson, Cheryl Denise Owen
Shelley, Carla Jyl
Simpson, Mike
Skidmore, Tammy Jean
* Smith, Gary A.
Smith, Michael Wayne
Spindle, Billy Wayne
Stephens, Teresa Jean
Stewart, Melvin Jerone
Stowe, Johnny L.
Swenson, Carlton D.
Swindell, Randy Lee
Taylor, Joyce L.
Taylor, Kennie Nunnelly
*Thrasher, Jo Anna
Veldman, Dee Dee Lynn
Vermillion, David Glen
Vinson, Chrystal Pam
Waggoner, Sammy
White, Sidney
Whited, Ronald Clovis
Wilbanks, Leo Craig
Williams, Jimmy
Williams, Preston E.
Wilson, Coatriana Lanetta
*Winkels, Cherie Ann
Wix, Mary Kimberly
Woodard, James Richard
Wright, Lisa
Wyatt, Jessie Willie Jr.
Yoh, Annette Carmen

-

East Texas State University Blue
and Gold Scholarship
Kim Brown

Rodeo Club Scholarship
Karol Jones
Brad Rattan

Progressive
Scholarship
Karen Dunlap
Stevie Mayberry

Student Council Scholarship
Kim Kavanaugh
Gary Smith

Citizens

~

Vocational Occupational Educalon Scholarship
Novetta Branch

Lanston University
Scholarship
Stevie Mayberry

Paris Junior College
Scholarship
Sherry Alexander

Howard Payne University Football
Scholarship
Bobby Ross

Music

Band Boosters Scholarship
Ken Barr
Texas A&M University Academic
Scholarship
Kelly McRae
Kiwanis Scholarship
Deneen Hamilton

Basketball

New Mexico Institute of Mining
and
Technology
Regent
Scholarship
Joanna Thrasher
Rotary
Club
Scholarship
Kim Kavanaugh

Citizenship

Northwood Institute Cheerleadlng Scholarship
Karen Dunlap

Rotary Club Scholarship
Kelly McRae
Joanna Thrasher

Young Life Scholarship
Karen Dunlap

Lions Club Scholarship
Liz Lane

Texas Tech University Valedictor ian Scholarship
Ken Barr

Hardin University Scholarship
Becky Adams

Distributiv e Education
Scholarship
Pat Reed

__-,...

Danforth Award
Carla Cambell
Scott Meador
Special Service Award
Karen Dunlap
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Winning is taken for granted .
The ability, the skill , and the
strategy are all part of the winning
process. But if you don't win does
that make you a loser? Not in
Bonhi where the winners walk
down every hall and represent the
name of Bonham in everything
they do. They may not have been
the top scorers in the event but
sports at Bonhi went on to heart
stopping finishes and that helped
us.

Play The Game
With ...
STRATEGY
p
0
R
T

s
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BASEBALL .................................... 94
BASKETBALL ........................... ....82
CHEERLEADERS .......................... 56
COACHES ... ... ............. .................. 64
FOOTBALL .......... .......................... 66
GOLF ................. ..................... ..... 104
MANAGERS ..................................63
OUTSIDE SPORTS ....... .............. 105
SPORTS BANQUET ........... ........ 108
TENNIS ........................................ 102
TRACK ...............................•.......... 98
VOLLEYBALL ...... ..........................78
WARHAM ......................................62

T

s
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SPARKIN G
THAT
SPIRIT!
Sparking that spirit with eye catching moves and sounds were the
cheerleaders. Leading the cheers for the Purple Warrior fans were
Juniors Jennifer Robbins and Kelli Taylor, and Seniors Bererly Call
. Jill Dale, Karen Dunlap,

6

1. "And home of the Brave", is sung by Beverly
before the Homeco ming game versus North Lamar.
2. Delisa shows her spirit in the Basketb all
Homecoming pep rally versus Commerce.
3. Karen and Beverly throw crowd-ra ising
footballs in the game versus McKinney.
4. "And Beat the Lions".
5. Leading the Purple Warrior People Eaters onto the field are the
Varsity Cheerleaders.
6. (At Left) Cheerleader mascot Kristel Vaught.

Delisa
Jones.
This very
active group
of girls received
a Superior Star
Ribbon, an Excellent
Award, a Spirit Stick
and four Superior ratings
keeping up a tradition
Bonham has built up at SMU,
which is one of the finest summer Cheerleading Camps in the
State of Texas.
The sidelines and timeouts were kept going on the field
and court with cheers like: "Hey Gang", "Up and
Down", "Stomp

(cont . on page 58)

(cont. from page 57)
Clap" and a new one "Bustin' Loose".
Cheerleading is not a six-out-o f-twelve-m onths
of a year nor a two-out-o f-seven day job, it takes
dedicatio n and determin ation. The Varsity
Cheerleaders are selected in May of the previous
year and begin practice almost immediat ely,
preparing for camp. The job lasts all year round
till May of the next year when they are
rechosen .
So the cycle begins once again, the Sparking
of Spirit Never ends.

TOP: Jill sings to the school
song.
MIDDLE: "Kristel did you see that
bug?"
BOTTOM: "Here we go Jill" repeat
Kelli and Delisa, while showing off
a new yell.
BOTTOM LEFT: Even though out
of uniform Karen still shows her
crowd rousing abilities.
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1. "Oh, my debut is nearly here."
2. "And beat Terrell."
3. "Say Mrs. Trout, that guy In the back row
is looking at my act. "
4. Mrs. Trout, cheerleader sponsor, watches
over her troops.
Another cheer to do well.
Among the jobs of a cheerleader this
year
was a performance at the VA.

8:20 Beca111e a Habit ...
One morning last spring, there
were twelve very nervous girls
about to try out for J.V. cheerleaders. They all knew at the end
of the day that six would be
gloriously happy and six disappointed. The six that were so happy
are: Debbie Bennet, Carolyn
Clayton, Delia Dunlap, Jan Dale,
Terri Long and Sandra Alexander.
These girls knew that there was a
long hot summer of early morning
and late afternoon workouts ahead
of them. But this was just a part
of the fun.
Another big moment of being a
cheerleader is when sponsor Mrs.
Trout issues uniforms. Then, these
girls go through a period of time
when their bloomers don't match
their dress, and their zippers break.
By the end of football season they
have everything worked out and are
ready for the Basketball season.
Really, the only bad part about
electing new cheerleaders every
year is, about the time you get their
parents used to hauling six noisy
girls and learning how to find a
stadium or school with six different
sets of directions, the school year
is over.

J. Dale, T. Long, D. Bennet, S. Alexander, C. Clayton , D. Dunlap.
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Love for it,
and deter111ination to do it!
Although J.V. and Varsity cheerleaders try out in the spring, the
Freshman class hold their elections
the first week of the high school
life. This can be a very big step
for six girls. It can be a very
promising life long job or a short
hair raising one.
There is a lot to do around Bon hi,
but being a cheerleader, you're
usually on top of it all.
The responsibilities of a cheerleader are really rough. They have
to stay up late after school to
practice yells and stances.
The Freshman cheerleaders did
their jobs well at the Pep Rallies
helping to win the Frosh many spirit
sticks, during the season. They also
had to get their act together quickly
for football season which led the
way for basketball.
Although in the spring of the year
there usually aren't pep rallies, the
Frosh help JV and Varsity Cheer-

leaders promote spirit for the
spring athletes.
As the year comes to an end the
big decision most Frosh cheerleaders as faced with is should they
try out for JV, and why not, they
made it through their first year at
BHS as a Freshman.

T. Lee, A. McDonald, C. Bell , J. Hall, J . Cross, Front Center L. Klose.
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Loo kout 1980

Purple
Pride Shall
Co111eth!

Purple Warrior mascot, Darrell Wyatt, a
cheerleader mascot, Kristal Vaught, br 1
good luck to the purple Warriors a:
Warriorettes from 1979-1980.

Not Coaches, Not Playe rs but just

As IM PO RT AN T
Man ager s

B.R.: B. Mathews, S. Mayberry, B.
Williams, J. Bailey, F.R.: D.
Barnet, J. Wilson, J. La ·Methe, G.
Wright, M. Fitch.
J. Sewell, J. Manning, G. Barnes,
D. Milholen, B. Couzens

At the end of July, approximat ely two weeks before two-a-days
began, a group of guys met that
would be seeing a lot of each
other for the next 15 weeks-the y
were known as the "Field House
Gang " or even better as the
Managers.
The job of a manager sometimes takes a full day to complete.
A manager does all sorts of odd
washing,
from
jobs ranging
sweeping , taping, folding towels,
issuing equipment , keeping time,
fetching dummies, to filming and
being represented at the Pep
Rallies.
The Football managers of the
1979-80 season were Freshmen
Mike Fitch , Jay LaMothe, Brent
Mathews, Jerry Wilson , and Gary
Wright; Sophomore s Donald Barnet, and Brent Williams; and
Seniors Justin Bailey and Stevie
Mayberry.
Just as important as the Football managers were to football
were the managers of other sports
at BHS. Managers for each sport
VOLLEYBA LL-Beverly
were:
Couzens, Jeanne Manning and
Judieanne Sewell; BASKETB ALLJay LaMothe, Gary Wright, Glenda
Barnes, Donna Milhollen, and
Beverly Couzens; BASEBAL LBrent Matthews and Brent Williams; TRACK-Ju stin Bailey and
Beverly Couzens.
When asked why they were
managers Beverly Couzens and
Jeanne Manning replied, "It was
good to be able to share the
experience s of winning and loosing and that they (Beverly and
Jeanne) were there when they (the
girls) needed em and they talk to
us about their problems".
When Mike Fitch was asked
what he remembere d most about
the year of a manager he stated,
"When Coach Smith stuffed a
sock down the detergent slot of
the washer (because once the
washer was started you couldn't
stop it until it was finished) getting
it stuck halfway in and halfway
out.

CORNER
0
A
C
H
E
s

MIKE ASHBY
Football-Basketball
Tennis

JIMMIE BROOKS
Athletic Director
Football

DOUG ANTLEY
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Football-Basketball
Boys P.E.-Track
Baseball

VICK I BUR RIS
Volleyba ll-Baske tball-Tra ck

JESS E LOC KHA RT
Football -Basket ball-Trac k

PAUL HOL LIDA Y
Football- Baseball

DAL E SMIT H
Footbal l-Track

MIK E REEC E
Basketb all-Track
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Speed, Size and Numbers Do Help!

Sa111e
Tea111s
Pose
Threats
Injuries and
turnovers slow down
Warriors ...
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F

or the second year in
a row the Purple Warriors have a
new Warrior Mentor and Coaching
staff. With this change of coaches
they received a different concept
on the idea of football.
Jimmie Brooks, the new Head
Coach and Athletic Director, comes
to Bonham from Arlington Bowie,
a 4-A school.
In the middle of the drooling heat
of summer's August, the Purple
Warriors began their 1979 season,
on their way, hopefully to a State
Title. But unknown to the Warriors
what was lurking in the wings would
soon befall them.
Out of the ashes came reminiscences of last year's team in that
our numbers, size and speed fell
short of a desired situation.
An air of question arose as the
first Warrior fans filed into Warrior
Stadium on the night of September
7, to see what the Warriors could
put forth against a team which had
been talked about so much.
Wearing their all-purple uniforms
and helmets adorned with a new
decal, a "broken Tomahawk", our
Purple Warriors ventured out onto
the field to play the Dallas Jesuit
Rangers. But maybe the Warriors
took too much to the story of the
"broken Tomahawk", because it all
unfolded in this game.
The Purple Warriors were fired
up for their season opener against
the Jesuit Rangers, but unfortuna-

tely the Rangers were too, but more
so. In a sizzling game, the Warriors
were not beaten as much by the
Rangers as by the costly turnovers
In this heated match SEVEN
fumbles were sustained by Bonharr
compared to two lost by Jesuit
Even though the Rangers were

-1979Fighting
Purple
Warriors

overtalked in size and number, it
did not faze the Warriors one bit,
or though it seemed, because they
played as if this was not the opening
game but the State Finals. The
Warriors fell victim to the Rangers
and that old sayino "You win some
and you lose some". The final score

turned out Jesuit 21 , Bonham

0.

Once again the Bonham fans
came out to Warrior Stadium to see
if they could get their money's
worth. Well, they did as the Purple
Warriors romped over the North
Lamar Panthers 34-14.

Led by Senior running backs Ed
Owens and Bobby Ross, the
Warriors scored five times. Subsequently glimpses of last week 's
game returned on the Warriors'
first possession after the opening
kickoff, as they fumbled over to the
Panthers. Gladly receiving the ball

PURPLE WARRIOR PRIDE HUD

Jones, Juan

Meador, Scott

Barnett, Barry

Smith, Mike

Speed, Size and Numbers Do Help!
lead of 20-7.
Coming out the second half
scoring, Wiggins found Ross again,
for a 47 yard gainer and the TD,
upping the score even further 27-7.
Ed Owens got in on the act with
5:53 left in the fourth scampering
23 yards to top Bonham's scoring
compilation at 34. The Panthers
were not to be left out of this mirage
of scoring drives, scoring on their
own 76 yard reception up the

Same
Teams
Pose
Threats

middle to end the score at Bonha
34, North Lamar 14.
Being on the road after a tv
game home stand which left the
at 1-1-0, the Warriors traveled !
Sulphur Springs to play tf
Wildcats on their Homecomin
Trying vainly to turn the tables c
tra dition the Wildcats set out
win their first Homecoming in
good span of years. Smiles fell ar
grins hid when the Warriors roll,

from the Warriors, the Panthers
drove it in for the first score of the
ball game with 5:18 left in the
opening quarter.

T

he second quarter of this
wager belonged strictly to Bon ham
as Ross, with 11 :49 left, raced 69
yards around right end to give
Bonham its first points of the game
as well as of the season. The extra
point attempt failed leaving Bonham trailing 7-6.
Both teams exchanged punts as
no one could seem to find the right
combination to put up points. But
only within five minutes of our first
score we scored once again as
Junior quarterback Jimmy Wiggins
handed Ross the go-ahead run of
34 yards to up the score Bonham
13, North Lamar 7. Then within
three minutes of that the Panthers
punted their own "death kick" as
Ross galloped 70 yards on the
return to give Bonham a halftime

Rivers, Richie

Hodge, Phillip

Bowen, Randy

Ross, Bobby

into Wildcat country for what would
be a long droolin g night.
The Wildcat s took the ball first
in this contest but due to a Purple
Warrior wall of defense were forced
to give the ball over. Taking the
ball over the Warrior s played havoc
with that awesome seven letter
word "FUMB LES", giving the
Wildcats perfect scoring position .
Bumbling their chance to score by
giving defensive back Ross a
perfect interce ption he returne d it
for 24 yards ending the first period

of play.
Opening the second quarter the
Warriors fumbled again giving the
Wildcats anothe r chance to score,
which they took gladly and did.
Taking over the lead the Wildcat s
would not relinquish it again in the
game. Disaster struck before the
first half was ended as quarter back
Wiggins was taken down with a
back injury, but we will find him
later to return in the fourth.

llttleford , John

Wiggins, Jimmy

Hayes, Kim

Caldwell, Jeff

Speed, Size and Numbers Do Help!

Same
Teams
Pose
Threats

C

oming out once again in
the second half the Warriors found
that magic word "FUMBLE". Not
capitalizing on this error the battle
of the downs resumed till late in
the period a Wildcat receiver found
the ball 41 yards down field for a
TD. The rest of the game would
remain scoreless but was not all
the Wildcats had in store for the
Warriors as alternating quarterback James Epley sustained a knee
injury which would take him out of
his quarterbacking spot for the rest
of the year.
Wiggins reentered the match for
one series of downs before former
receiver now quarterback Richie
Rivers relieves him to finish out the
game. Thsi would become Rivers'
permanent position .
The Stage was set and the actors
and actresses had their roles to fill
as Homecoming 1979 became of
age. The three leading ladies acted
out their parts to expertise,

Louis, Bobby

knowing only one would receive the
Academy Award . Nominees were
all Seniors consisting of Jill Dale,
Delisa
and
Dunlap,
Karen
Jones.
The aroma of mums filled the air
as love thoughts rambled through
everyone's head. But having a
bigger task ahead of them than
what the first song of the dance
would be the Warriors jogged out
onto the field paced by Chief
Warham Darrell Wyatt.
The only thing that would be
different about this night would be
the eluding of that notorious word
" FUMBLES" . Bonham began this

Epley, James

Siler, Ricky

game behind the signals of on,
week quarterback Richie Rivers
The opening kickoff was helpe,
for a good return behind the teetl
chattering block of Juan Jones
Opening their first possession witr
a steady but sure march down fiel,
by the back field. Though turnover
did not strike injuries did, this tim
it being tight end Jim Bono witl
a believed strained tendon anr
bruised cartilage of the knee.
Punting to Paris the Wildcat,
took hold and began their first poin
obtaining drive. Good ball handlinr
and long gaining runs aided thf
Wildcats in their first score puttin
them up 7-0.
On the next possession thay ha,
to punt but received the ball bac,
on a roughing the kicker violatio'
imposed on the Warriors. Sti
trying to be the state ranked tear
they were destined to be thi
Wildcats marched forty-nine yard
for another score ending the ha
at 14-0 in favor of Paris.
Then the time came to see wh
would reign over Homecomin•
1979. Breaths were held an
fingers crossed as a static sigh ran
out over the speaker followed the
" YoL
statement,
the
by
Homecoming Queen for 1979
. . . Jill Dale" .
Returning to the field to resurn
play the Warriors kicked off t
Paris, to only have it be recovere
by Scott Meador on a WildCi
fumble. Using a concoction of
pass reception by alternating tigr

Williams, Jimmy

both teams unloaded a few
impressive drives, all them winding
up fruitless.
Going into the locker room
trailing 6-0 the BHS Warriors would
emerge a different team. Coming
out to reimburse the Eagles'
opening minutes scoring drive, the
Warriors did likewise. With one play
gone 23 stuck it in from 23 yards
out and Epley added the extra point
conversion giving Bonham the
lead. Epley's made PAT would
fiaure in later on the win.

D

efense became pitted
against defense as each team kept
the other from scoring. The real
breathtaker would come in the
fourth quarter when with 45
seconds the Warriors were faced
with a field goal attempt of 34 yards
I

end Stewart and good gainers by
Ross and Owens BHS scored with
Ross high stepping it across the
line behind the block of Jeff
Caldwell. Epley added the PAT to
put it Paris 14, Bonham 7.
Kicking off to your opponents
with a flaw in your coverage can
be devastating as the Wildcat
returner slipped through the line,
only to be stopped on the ten yard
line.
Again scampering around the
end for a score the Wildcats ended

Baldwin, Donny

the scoring at 21-14 in favor of them
which would last the rest of the
game. Leaving the field again
defeated the Warriors turned their
heads southeast for the Eagles of
DeSoto.
"We are going to fill our war
bonnet with Eagle feathers", were
the remarks of Jimmie Brooks at
the morning pep rally for DeSoto.
Scoring on their opening series the
Eagle quarterback found his best
receiver 23 yards down field for a
39 yard TD. The Eagles ahead 6-0

Stewart, Melvin

Hagerty, Mike

Speed, Size and Numbers Do Help!

Same
Teams
Pose
Threats
by the Eagles. Due to an over
anxious soccer style kicker the
Warriors breathed a sigh of relief
as it was shot wide right. This was
the second of two attempts, the first
was blocked earlier in the third by
Mike Hagerty.
The next week's game would
leave everyone in awe as the
McKinney Lions came to town

leaving their mark on everything
and everyone. It all started
Thursday night asa few faithful Lion
fans came down 18 hours early to
do a little damage before the real
damage would be done. Some of
the damage amounted to painting
up windshields and finishes with
shoe polish and paint, writing on
BHS's bricks, sidewalks and
windows, and strewing blue and
gold streamers throughout segregated sections of Bonham.
They continued their psychic
work, requesting our mascot to not
cross the fifty yard line onto their
half of the field and traditionally
throw the tomahawk through the
goal post.
The harrassment continuing on
into the game as no one could take
control of the game until late in the
period when Lion special kicker
split the uprights giving McKinney

a 3-0 lead. The Lions were
finished by a long shot, blasting t
Warriors for three straight TD's
42, 27 and 4, rocketing the sc
to 22-0.
Coming out and zeroing in t
Lions scored again in the thi
Running 94 yards this time for t
score the Lions pranced arou
with a 29 to 0 lead. Unable to obt
a first down previously hit returni
injured player now part-ti
receiver Epley for a 17 yard ga
and the first down. The dri
stalling the Lions picked it up a
turned it into a score.
Scoring again for the last a
final time of the night the Lions we
21 yards to make the final sco
48 to zero clawing the Warrio
internally with a wound. This ga
brought the McKinney-Bonha
rivalry to 3 wins for the Warrior
winning in 74, 75 and 77 and 3 f
the Lions winning in 76, 78, an

79.
Remember the old fable of th
old nag of a horse going to the glu
factory. Well this evidently was n
the story at Grapevine. The openin
quarter
ticked
away
"Eve
Steven". The Mustangs too
control in the second neve
relinquishing it further in th
game.
Scoring three times in th
second, once in the third and twic
in the fourth the Mustangs corr
piled a game winning total of 4
points. Starting the night off for tr
Warriors in the backfield w,

Hunnicutt, Scott

Bono, Jim

Norris, David

Knickerbocker, Jeff

Jimmy Williams and Scott Hunnicutt and another new face in the
Warrior lineup was that of Mike
Devenport, replacing David Norris
after his injury in the pre-game of
the McKinney game. Devenpor t
became the first and only Sophomore to make the varsity
squad.
Zap, zap, zap went the stings or
should we say scores from the
Rockwall Yellow Jackets scoring
three times in the opening five
minutes of the first quarter. Two
of their three scores came on
turnovers by the Warriors, the first
being an intercepti on and the third
on a quarterba ck sack. The
Jackets' second scoring job came
on a 17 yard run by their backfield.
The remainder of the quarter and
the following one remained scorless with Rockwall leading 21 to
zero.
Mike Hagerty recovered a fumble
when the Jackets came out
faltering in the second half, giving
Bonham an opportun ity to score.
Bonham not taking advantag e of
the chance the Jackets took the
ball back only to fumble over to
Kim Hayes, giving the Warriors
another chance to score.
Not taking this one either the
Warriors would play the rest of the

game would be that of Gainesville
having more turnovers than Bonham, four to two respective ly.
Gainesville scored the winning
TD late in the fourth , placing the
icing on their cake. In doing so
driving 84 yards to take a one point
lead of 8 to 7. This would prove
to be the winning point spread .
Even though having an only two
game winning composit e, a tradition was kept up here at Bonhi of
a great determina tion to be in the
run for the gold someday.

game without any other scoring
possibilities. Cranking up their
offense the Jackets scored twice
in the third and once in the fourth
to shut out the Warriors for the third
straight week in a row.
Do you think lightning can strike
twice in the same spot? How about
three times. Well it did against the
Warriors this week, for it being the
third consecutive week of being
beaten 42-0. This time it was the
Terrell Tigers.
The month, November; the day,
Friday; the date, the ninth; and the
year, 1979; this would be the last
encounter Bonham would have
against Gainesville as our District
rivals. All this coming about
because of the removal of the
Leopards from our zone and the
movement of all teams up one
bracket making the Warriors
7AAAA instead of 6AAA.
Besides it being the last time to
play the Leopards it would be the
last possible opportun ity to score.
Two hundred and forty-thre e
minutes and thirty-thre e seconds
had passed since any Purple
Warrior fan or follower had seen
any points scored or put up for the
Warriors.
Doing the honors on the Purple
Warriors first and last score of
District play was Ross, scoring on
a run around the end. Epley makes
the PAT attempt after two unsuccessful previous tries to give
Bonham some points on the board .
Another remarkab le aspect of the

did you see that move! "

PURPLE WARRIOR FOOTBALL
2-8-0
6AAA

BHS
0
34
0
7
7

Jesuit
North Lamar
Sulphur Springs
Paris
De Soto

21
14
14
21
6

BHS
0
0
0
0
7

McKinney
Grapevine
Rockwall
Terrell
Gainesville

48
42
42
42
42

When Numbers and Experience are Considered .
Dominates

Unity

•

Heros 1n
Hand,--meDowns

B

elng the same freshman team
as the year before except for four transfers,
the Junior Varsity Warriors played Paris for
their season opener.
Looking as a pro team the Warriors played
determined to revenge last year 's J.V. score
of 72-0 in favor of the Wildcats. Playing
under the direction of Coaches Doug Antley
and Mike Ashby the Warriors defeated the
Wildcats 41-6.
Next outing the Warriors traveled to the
city of North Lamar to play the Panthers.
The Warriors scored first with 7:27 left in
the first quarter as Darrell Wyatt dashed
up the middle for a 58 yard gainer and the
touchdown, the extra point failed . The
Panthers returned the favor with a 72 yard
up the middle with 9:44 left In the half. The
score at half, 8-6 In favor of North Lamar.
The Warriors came out scoring though with
3:49 still to follow In the 3rd, on a three
yard spring by running back John Stanley.
Bret Barnes stepped Into the limelight with
a 15 yard keeper to the outside upping the
score 22-6. Once again Barnes steps in on
a 15 yard counter topping the score at 28-8,
Bonham. The WIidcats tried once again late
in the fourth to add onto their score but
were stopped Just Inches short by a mad
Warrior defense shouting "GATA" (Get
After Their Ass).
Playing once again for a victory the
Warriors played the WIidcats of Sulphur
Springs. Bringing their string to 3-0-0, the
Warriors opened this game with Wyatt
running the kickoff back 78 yards leaving
the WIidcats Idling In the mud. The Warriors
went slip, slip sliding away as Bret Barnes

goes up the middle for a 50 yard T.D. giving
the WIidcats a double kick in the opening
quarters. Returning in the 3rd, with another
50 yard return the Warriors failed to score.
Each team takes a couple of series of downs
before Stanley takes a one yard dive for
another score making It 18-0
Traveling for the final time East the
Warriors remet the Paris Wildcats. Trying
to make it 2-0 against the WIidcats the
Warriors found some difficulty In doing so.
Bonham scored against the WIidcats but
not enough to reenact the previous score.
Bonham's only score came on a quick 41
yard run by Wyatt. The WIidcats score three
times making the score Paris 20, Bonham
8.
The Eagles came In next for a two-point
landing only to leave on one leg, beating
the Junior Varsity Warriors 15-14. Trying
desperately to reimburse the week before's
20 to 8 score, the losing streak was extended
to two.
Aiming to lasso the Lions the JV Warriors
did so as they scored three out of five times.
Scores of the night were by Stanley,
Thompson and Wyatt in that respective
order in order to beat McKinney 18-15.
18, 75 and 72 were the yards rushed on
three touchdowns by running back Wyatt
shoeing the Grapevine Mustangs 30-14.
Other Warrior scores were by Barnes hitting
Matt Simpson for a 30 yard TD bomb and
Kasper for another.
Suiting up for the wrong sport as It seemed
the Warriors were playing 14 instead of II
on the night of the Rockwall Yellow Jackets.
Continuing their streak of wins the JV
Warriors swatted the Jackets In a close
game of 28-27. Wyatt scored one of the

Warriors' scores as Stanley scored the
others of one, 35 and 40 yards hoisting
Bonham's score to 28. The highlights of the
game came when the GATA defense halted
the Jackets short of a two-point conversion
which would have given them the lead and
the game. Another came when Coach Antley
encountered the bench on the sideline
breaking his knuckle after an argument with
one of the refs.
Continuing their streak and also Insuring
a share In the District Crown with a win
over the Terrell Tigers 33-20. Bonham
scored quick in the opening quarter with
Wyatt running It In with 10:44 gone. The
Warriors would score again as Stanley ran
one In to finish off the first half. Bret Barnes
would do the honors In the second half 8!
he ran for two TD's giving Bonham the1
30 point score.
The place, Gainesville's Leeper Stadium
the date and day, Thursday November 8th
time, 7:45 p.m. the Junior Varsity Warrior
take to the field in what would be the decide
of their fate In they would win the Dlstrlctltle outright or only share In the crown 811(
be District Co-Champions.
"The kickoff and opening series of th;
game will decide the tempo of the game
were the words of Coach Antley. Well It dk
as the Warriors stuck It to the Kittens o·
Gainesville stopping them short of their firs
first down. The Warriors began their driv,
only to fall short also giving the ball bac•
over to the Kittens, who would In turn retur
It on an Interception by Thompson, ari:
running It all the way back for a Warrlc
score to be called back because of a Warrlc
Infraction.
The first score of the Warriors was dor;

WARRIOR FOOTBALL 1979
8-2-0
BHS
41
28
18
8
14

74

BHS
Paris
North Lamar
Sulphur Springs
Paris
De Soto

12
8
0
20
28

18

30
28
33
32

McKinney
Grapevine
Rockwall
Terrell
Gainesville

15
14
27
20
18

by Stanley with 3:26 left In the first period .
Gainesville retaliated with their own score.
Barnes and Stanley added good TD runs
before drenching rains of Texas halted the
game for 45 min.
Returning to the field, the game was
rebegun In ankle deep mud. Gainesville
scored upon reentering being so used to
the mud, evidently so because the field had

been watered down the morning of the
game.
But the JV Warriors were not to be
outdone as Wyatt side-stepped for a 60 yard
TD run . Just as Gainesville recooperated
from that one John Thompson ran one of
his own as Bonham went " slip, slip sliding
away ... " with the 6-AAA North Zone
District Championship 32-12.

" How about our new triple reverse?"
Members not pictured below are Greg
Curtis, Ben Danner, Tim Davis, Brad
Hearne, Kevin James, Kelly Nelms, Jon
Price and Kenny Roundtree.

1979 6-AA A Junior Vars ity Dist rict Champions
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Underclassmen Show Future Promise

''The

Starters''

T

his being their first year in
High School competition, the Braves
unfurled some promising aspects for future
years. In their first game the Braves faced
the WIidcats of Paris, battling to a 6-6
tie.
The WIidcats scored first on a wide
sweep to the right for a 36 yard gainer and
the TD. The Braves returned thirteen plays
later with a score. Scoring for the Braves
was running back Ken Mason on a sprint
through the Wildcat line for 23 yards. From
then on the contest would remain
deadlocked as neither team could muster
up enough to get the ball across the goal
line again.

76

This the second week the Braves are on
their first road trip which takes them to the
town of North Lamar to play the Panthers
In this match "defense" was the name ol
the game as the Braves held the Panthers
to a 8-6 deposit at the game ending horn.
Scoring for the braves was Ken Mason
who broke around the end for a 37 yard
gainer and a TD putting the Braves up a
to O.
The Panthers did not come on the board
till late in the fourth , on a nine yard sprint
but due to a fine defensive job by the
Brave defensive squad that was all the
Panthers were able to accumulate. With
another feather in their bonnet the Braves
strolled off the field under whoops ol
joy.
The Braves yelps of joy were cut short
though by the Sulphur Springs Wildcats
being tracked down 28-14. The night was
not flt for man nor beast to be out and
especially not playing football. Wet grass
ankle deep mud and drizzling rain
hampered the Braves giving them their
first loss. Taking it with pride the Braves
looked forward to playing the Paris
Wildcats again.
Defense was the name of the game once
again when the Braves played the Wildcats
to a O to O tie. This game with Paris
brought the record to 1-1-2, tying with
Paris both times.

Scoring twice real quick in order to claw
the Braves to a 28-14 loss the Eagles of
DeSoto came to town .
Hoping. to get back on the right track the
Braves played the McKinney Lions to only
get beat by one TD. Desperately trying to
put some points on the board a field goal
try was attempted only to be wide left and
short.
Looking as if they had played together
99 years the Braves outscored the
Mustangs of Grapevine 13-0. Both Braves
scores were made by Mason rushing 52
yards on one and four on the other.
Suffering another hit on the chin the
Braves lost to Rockwall. The two-point
conversion this time was the Braves only
foe being buzzed by the Jackets 8-6.
Bonham 's score was a 30 yard romp by
Mason.
Playing at home for the final time of the

year the Braves lost another, this time to
the Terrell Tigers. Defense was once again
the game as Terrell busied Bonham for two
making the score 13-0.
Can you rebound after losing two
straight?, was the question put to the
Braves. The answer was very positive as
the Braves beat Gainesville 13-6.
Darrell Sanders made the first score on
a quarterback sneak for 2 yards up the
middle. Kenny Briggs made the other on
a 15 yard run up the middle. Gainesville's
only score was on a pass interception
setting up a quarterback sneak to get the
six.

FRESHMAN FOOTBALL

4-4-2
BHS
6

8
28
0

14

Paris
North Lamar
Sulphur Springs
Paris
De Soto

6
6

14

0

13

0

6
0

28

13

McKinney
Grapevine
Rockwall
Terrell
Gainesville

6
0

8
13
6

-1979 Fresh111en-

71 D. 1'ridgas

77

LL EY

Bonham in the grasp of another point.

Coach V. Burris, U. Wyatt, K. McRae, S. WIiiiams, C. Wyatt, All-Districts: C. Hilger, G. Barnes, K. Mllhollen , D. Powell and Mgr.
Couzen.
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BALL
"Set it up", "I got it", and "Mine"
are three of the many sayings heard
this year on Bonham's court as the
"spikers" took to it. The Bonhi
Spikers like any good wine started
off weak but became better with
age as well as experience. Playing
some of the better teams in the
state of Texas such as Paris who

wound up in the volleyball playoffs
in Texas. Under the coaching ability
of Vicki Burris, who entered her
second year of coaching V-ball at
Bonhi, the Warriorette octette
finished the year with a third place
tie in the North-zone District
Standings. Compiling four posi-

tions of the all district team were:
Seniors; Glenda Barnes, Cheryl
Hilger, Kathy Milhollen and Junior
Debra Powell. Congratulation s to
these four young ladies as well as
the whole Warriorette team.

1979 Warriorette Volleyball
BHS-Oppone nts
12-15, 10-15
15-10, 15-5
15-6, 8-15, 16-14
13-15, 13-15
8-15, 15-10, 13-15
4-15, 12-15
9-15, 7-15
15-3, 12-14, 15-3
10-15, 13-15
15-0, 15-6
9-15, 8-15
12-8, 15-13
13-7, 8-15, 16-14
15-1, 15-10

Whitesboro
Greenville
McKinney
Royce City
Whitesboro
Paris
Bells
McKinney
Grapevine
Terrell
Rockwall
McKinney
Grapevine
Terrell
ABOVE: Debra Powell advances to the net for a return slap. BELOW: Game point is
being served on a silver platter to the opponents. LEFT: Debra sets up a spike for Glenda
Barnes and Cynthia Wyatt to return.

J
U - VOLLEY BALL
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his was the last step
before the Varsity level. The
Junior Varsity team consisted of
99% Sophomores which made the
team a closer knit group. Now the
choice is theirs whether to continue to be on the Warriorette
Volleyball staircase or not. There
is a lot more responsibility on the
Varsity level but each one of these
girls has the potential and skill to
compete next year.
They are coached by Vicki
Burriss and competed against
teams such as, Paris, McKinney,
Terrell, and many others. They
competed well and won several of
their games. We can all look
forward to seeing many of these
fine JV'ers next year on the

1979 JUNIOR VARSITY VOLLEYBALL
BHS-OPPONENTS
15-9, 15-8
15-8, 15-9
10-15, 7-15
15-7, 2-15, 11-15
7-15, 10-15
2-15, 3-15
16-14, 1-15, 8-15
15-3, 15-7
15-10, 15-10
10-0, 11-14, 4-15

Whitesboro
Whitesboro
Paris
Bells
McKinney
Grapevine
Terrell
Rockwall
McKinney
Terrell

Fre shm an

V
0
L
L
E
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A
L
L

A new era was begun here at
Bonhi with the addition of Girls
Freshman Athletics . One of these
such addition s was that of volleyball. The Freshman volleyba llers as
well as all volleyba llers are under
the coaching of Vicki Burris. This
is a big step for Bonhi in that all
our competi tion in previous meetings had offered Freshman teams
to play. This also adds one more
of experien ce to be had before the
Varsity one.

" I wonder if mom Is watching? "

"Take that! "

22 R. King,
F.R. Mgr. B. Couzens, 10 C. Furtch , 23 T. Sable, 33 D. Phea, 32 D. HIiger,
41 T. King,
Moore,
T.
42
Jones,
P.
20
,
Polston
S.
25
Burris,
Mgr. T. Boyer, B.R. ; Coach
24 J. Kirkpatric k, Mgr. J. Manning.

197 9 Fre shm an Volleyball
BHS -OPP ONE NTS
3-15, 1-15
15-2, 14-10
11-15, 7-15
15-9, 11-15, 15-6

Paris
Bells
Bells
Rockwall
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77

Leonard

59

58

North Lamar

57

38

Grand Prairie

78

39

Adamson

65

54

Paris

73

65

Coppell

74

47

Allen

38

67

Sacred Heart

48

42

Paris

71

55

Crowley

58

71

Lakeworth

45

63

Keller

81

48

Commerce

70

45

Sulphur Springs

63

46

Newman Smith

60

52

Clarksville

50

71

Commerce

63

35

Clarksville

50

72

McKinney

89

48

Grapevine

44

64

Rockwall

69

62

Terrell

66

52

Gainsville

54

49

McKinney

71

55

Grapevine

57

45

Rockwall

56

59

Terrell

76

70

Gainsville

59

Could this be the Cinderella team that
Bonham has been waiting for? The
characters of this all-time childrens
favorite would be: Cinderella, played by
Bonham ; the Stepsisters, performed by
District rivals such as McKinney,
Grapevine, Rockwall , Terrell and Gainesville, implying , " That the only thing
Bonham ONCE HAD was a track
program . The fairy god mother would
be Coach Jesse Lockhart.
Coming to Bonham from Red Water,
Coach Lockhart came to Bonham not
knowing that he would also be the Head
Basketball Coach . Though finding out
he would be, he took control in an effort
to change the outlook on Basketball at
Bonham , and the outlook to Bonham
from the long-time masters at the sport.
Predicted to be out scored three to one
by the other coaches and people, the
Purple Warrior crew set out to let the
task be done.
The preseason left the Warriors at 7-11
and a consolation in the Sanger
Tournament. The first half of District play
left the Warriors at 8-15 with one more
in the win column and four to the loss,
which besides the game against
McKinney, which left the team at a 17
point deficit , the Warriors lost by two,
three and four points.
The second round of District play left
our crew the same as the first , with one
win and four losses, coming to McKinney
again coupled with Terrell and Rockwall
beating us more than six points. The final
season tally being nine wins and 19
losses.
Even though a State crown was not
won , in one since it was because all in
all the Purple Warrior Team of 1979-1980
made of three Sophomores, five Juniors
and two Seniors proved what they had
set out to prove that roundball at BHS
was still here.

WARRIORETTES
Being unable to take a vacation in the win column
proved too much for the Purple-clad females of
sHS. Compiling a record of 10 wins and 13 losses.
seasoned with a third place finish at their own
warriorette Tournament.
The Warriorettes fell a long way from what was
needed for the District crown . Coached in the 79-80
season by Mike Reece (who entered his tenth year
in coaching at Bon hi) the Warriorettes were plagued
by inexperience, age and height.

Above:
"I'm not going to smile!"
Below:
Dunlap shows the correct way to get away with an elbow.

BHS
33

Leonard

56

19

North Lamar

50

45

Paris

35

24

Allen

19

46

Crowley

40

35

Boswell

49

40

Commerce

35

32

Paris

42

29

Sherman

27

24

Weatherford

52

39

Denison

25

44

Denison

25

32

Prairieland

44

21

Blue Ridge

45

29

McKinney

59

33

Grapevine

39

43

Terrell

27

36

Rockwall

61

39

Gainsville

33

38

McKinney

54

38

Grapevine

39

33

Rockwall

70

60

Terrell

39
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War riors
"Nice meeting you up
here."

"Boy that Jumper sure
does help you jump."

-Mgr. G. Wright, S. Littleford, D. Wyatt, L. Shaw, B. Cranfill, T.
J. Lamothe Mgr., Coach Lockhart.

erns, J. Bono, S.1v1ayberry, J.

"Dr. J eat your heart out."

"Excu-u-u-u-use me!"

I
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Warriorettes

"How Is this coach?"

MGRS. G. Barnes, D. Mllhollen, B. Couzens, Coach V. Burris, D. Givens, L. Ross, K. Milhollen, C. Dodson, C. Dorough, M. Dunlap,
N. Macconnell, C. Long, S. Sisk, Coach M. Reece.
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Warrior.... s

"Listen guys, elbows in, palms down."

"Flip your wrist, Lamon," tells Givens.
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"Say 42 don 't you wish you could do this?"

"At the top of your jump Jeff."

"Head up, eyes forward, Stevie."

Warrior ettes

.
,,,,.
MacConnel showing how Marcus Haynes would do it.

Suzanne Sisk searches for another outlet for two points.
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Bono (52) rushes opponent.

Beverly Couzens and Suzanne Sisk .
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Littleford (30) goes up for a layup .

Wa rrio ret tes
Wa rrio ret tes
Wa rrio ret
Warrio
Wa r
Wa
Wa rrio ret tes
Purple-pe ople eaters doing In an enemy

A warriorett e rush-

Warriors
Warriors
Warriors
Wa rri
Wa

w

Warriors

~

JU NIO R

With sometimes barren stands
except for the varsity players, the
Junior Varsity Warriors and Warriorettes played seemingly as if to
please themselves .
Even though the Warriorettes
ended the season with four players

and the Warriors with six it did not
slow down their pace.
The Junior Varsity Warriors
ended their season with a trophy
and a consolation finish at the Sam
Rayburn Varsity Tournament.

BHS

Above: Some action at a JV encounter with
Grapevine. Right: Explanation of the next
play. Below: Why did you foul Juan? Bottom:
Practice makes perfect.

36
61
59
48
25
32
55
45
34
37
38
28
48
45
48
44
40
42
44
47
48
43
22
44

63
38
32
20
21
47
57
55
53
33
63
63
29
46
43
46
44
60
46
50
42
57
55
47

Savoy
Trenton
Celeste
Leonard
North Lamar
Paris
Greenville
Paris
Commerce
Sulphur Springs
Newman Smith
Clarksville
Commerce
Clarksville
McKinney
Grapevine
Rockwall
Terrell
Gainesville
McKinney
Grapevine
Rockwall
Terrell
GainesviHe

I
2,._ K. :Wintle
54 D. Dorou

,

C. ~en~ls,

~

J\RSITY

Warriorettes

Reamer (32) watches as Klose (14) hooks one in for BHS.

BHS

11
19

Allen

13
6
21
21
16
18
26
22
27
15
32

Paris

Leonard

Allen
Denison
McKinney
Grapevine
Rockwall
Terrell
Gainesville
McKinney
Grapevine
Terrell

16
46
41
20
31
43
53
58
27
36
43
47
37

Munger (12) seems to not know where she Is, but Weeks (35)
does.
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Bra ves
Freshmen
hoopsters
began
their 1979-80 season under the
coaching abilities of Doug Antley.
Coach Antley came to us from
Guam but is originally a Georgia
native.
Some of the highlights of your
freshmen year may be having to
wear the left overs after the
Varsity and JV pickings, or having
to move over when the Upperclassmen come to the court, or
even sitting at the back of the cold
bus on the way to a double or
triple
header
with
the
Upperclassmen.
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11 R. Morrison, 13 B. Danner, 21 M.
Mangrum, 23 J. Ross, 31 L. Partridge, 33 K. Mason, 35 K. Briggs, 41
T. Short, 43 J. Bracket, 45 T.
Ransom, 55 R. Davis.

Greenville
Whitesboro
Gainesville
Rockwall
Commerce
Terrell
Commerce
Clarksville
McKinney
Gainesville
Rockwall
Terrell

61
46
47
35
38
56

36
47
38
45
56
59

Bravette s
BHS

28
29
40
26

11
21

25
23
41

47
42

Denison
Paris
Denison
Argile
Denison
Denison
Denison
McKinney
Sherman Wh.
Sherman M.
Sherman Wh.

Running sprints may not be
your beat but that 's where you
would find the dedicated freshmen Warriorettes. Togetherness
was the name of the game as on
game days the girls paraded
around in their "Roundballers do
it in the Hoop" shirts. When some
of the girls were asked what they
remember about the 79-80 season JANET HALL replied , " I
remember when on our home
court when I fell down and did a
backwards roll and got up and

continued to play the game."
MELODY MUNGER " I remember
when Coach Reece put me in as
a 5'3" center against a 5'9" one."
DENEEN VANDERGRIFF " When
'SNOOKY' of Denison of MacDaniel pinched me on the butt" . But
all in all the girls remember most
vividly when they were going to be
nice and let the Varsity get off the
bus first for a change but
unbenounced to them the Varsity
crept off the back leaving us on
the bus looking like dummies".

J. Hall, D. Brady, D. Vandergriff,
M. Munger, D. Day, B. Couzens,
J. Manning, J. Klose, S. Weeks, J.
Fisher, S. Lambert, J. Seawell,
Coach Burris.
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We
pr ep ar ed
fo r th e
ga m e

by

using our tools.
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taking supervision of the rules .

•

•

•

ponderin g our problem s with strategy.

asking question s with finesse.

"Is this right coach? "

'bunt, steal second, and tag up
on third."
'Ride em cowboy a-au-ha yep!"
"You think he'll put you in
first?"

2

"How is this for a catch
guys?!"

3

1. Coach Holiday and Mike Porter
2. Kelly Hunnic utt
3. Stan Littlefo rd
4. Brent William s and Ben Danner
5. Eric Cole

5
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Recipe

A

Base ball BHS Styl e
What do you get when you
take:
A grassy field
A handful of nuts and bolts
A ton of sand
A mass of chainlink fence
A sprinkle of tire ruts
A six inch ice storm
A barrel of determination
. . . your own private high school
baseball field.
Led by the new coach Paul
Holiday the Purple Warriors
turned what was once a tree
riddened grassy field into what
was needed for varsity competitive play.
But inexperience was the name
of the game while 98%of the team
was made up of Lower classmen,
but determination shone forth
from the team.

S. Hilger, B. Kasper, E. Cole, J. Knickerbocke r, P. Williams, D. Sanders, M. Rushing, Coach Holiday,
R. Siler, D. Baldwin, J. Littleford, K. Darwin, J. Epley, G. Barrow, L. Rich, S. Littleford.
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Purple Warriors
Baseball 1980
BHS
3
23
12
7
2
6
1
16
2
13
5
6
2
3
4
1
6
3
2
3
1
2
3
3
3
4
3
4
3
6
5
1
9
10
3
2
1
3
9
4
7
4

Denison
Sulphur Springs
Paris
Asher, Okla.
Asher, Okla.
North Lamar
Paris
Sulphur Springs
Leonard
Leonard
McKinney
Grapevine
Rockwall
Terrell
Gainesville
McKinney
North Lamar
Grapevine
Rockwall
Terrell
Gainesville
Record: 7 wins-13 losses-1 tie

M. Porter, D. Sanders, K. Hunnicutt, M. Rushing , S.
Hale, B. Danner, Coach Holiday, L. Rich , S.
Littleford, B. Danner, E. Cole, B. Kasper, B.
Mathews.

"Rock and throw."

ior Baseball
1980

" Out at first. "

12
6
Whitewrig
Pottsboro
Pottsbor
ht
White

15
13
7
5
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War rior Trac k:

Coach Lockhart, D. Wyatt, B. Kasper, M. Bennett, D. Norris, C. Swenson , M. Call, D. Sorrell:
J. Bono, S. Mayberry, D. Baldwin, and not pictured B. Ross, and B. Louis.
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Wa rrio r Tra ck:
/

Coach Smith, R. Wilson, J. Ross, M. Porter, K. Briggs, S. Eagleton, R. Davis, G. Hughes,
L. Ransom, C. Johnson, and not pictured L. Partridge, K. Mason, M. Kelly.
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One for all, all for

Event
Discus:
High Jump:
Long Jump:
Shot Put:
Pole Vault:
100 Yd. Dash:
110 HH.:
220 Yd. Dash:
330 Hurdles:
440 Yd. Dash:
880 Run:
1600 Run:
1600 Relay:

M2408
100

Warri o
myself ! T
k
rac

Varsity

Freshma n

Siler, Sorrels

Kelly, Hughes, Davis

B. Ross, Casper
B. Ross, Wyatt

J. Ross, Ransom, Briggs

Bono, Baldwin

Kelly, Hughes, Davis

Bennett
B. Ross, Wyatt

Mason, J. Ross, Partridge

Louis
B. Ross, Wyatt, Norris

J. Ross, Partridge, Mason

Louis
Mayberry

Ransom, Briggs, Wilson

Call, Swenson

Eagleton
Johnson, Porter

Swenson, Louis,
Norris, Mayberry

Ransom, Briggs
Eagleton, Wilson

Warri orette
Track

Five For The Road

B. Couzens, S. Sisk, D. Day, M. Munger, D. Vandergriff, T. Moore,
Coach Reece.
Sisk gets some comforting words as she recooperates from a drooling
race, from coach Reece and injured team mate Dana Day.
Fannin county residents came from all around to help with the picking
and timing at the Warriorette Relays of 1980.

Event
Shot Put: M. Munger
D. Vandergriff
Discus: T. Moore
220 Yd . Os.: S. Sisk
Mile Rn.: D. Day

Vandergriff shows off some of her style with the shot put.
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''The
Net
Set''
Bonhi netters swung into action this year with a
new twist, that being one out of three triple A high
schools to participate in an Interstate tennis meet.
Members of the team traveled to Magnolia Arkansas
where they competed against 4-A and 5-A bids.
Among 343 singles and 141 double entries from 47
high schools in a four state area including
Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas and of course
Texas.
Two Bonhi netters won in the opening round
advancing to the second with only one of these two
still going further into the quarter finals of the meet.
Jim Bono and Brenda Kennedy were the two, with
Bono going on.
While going into District play which was held in
Grapevine the Purple Warrior Netters experienced a
dead battery while trying to leave and a run out of
gas four miles from the nearest gas station.
Besides that, in the rounds of play things went like
this:
Varsity girls, Bryan won over Lloyd (Gainesville)
(6-1,6-1) and lost to Bennett (DeSoto) (3-6,0-6);
Kennedy lost to Albright (Rockwall) after a bye
(5-7,6-4,2-6).
Varsity doubles Gore-Bono won over GriffithCrigger (Ennis) (6-1,6-1) and lost to Fawcett-Harding
(Grapevine) ( 1-6, 1-6); Barnet-Eagleton lost to
Miller-Boykin (Grapevine) (5-7,6-2); Cross-McMillan
lost to Frye-Keneipp (Mansfield) (6-0,6-0); BryanCrittenden lost to Davis-Poague (DeSoto) (1-6,0-6)
after a bye.
JV singles, Turnage won over Renolds of De Soto
(8-5) and Dering of Grapevine (8-5) and lost to Ragle
of Rockwall ( 1-8); Hope lost to Ragle of (Rockwall)
(0-8); Sewell won over Thompson (Seagoville) (8-4)
and lost to Ezell (Grapevine) (0-8); and Hooks won
over Waldrop (Lancaster) (8-1) over Sibley (Ennis)
(8-6) and lost to Birtos (Terrell) (6-8).
Varsity boys, Smith lost to Weed (Gainesville)
(0-6,0-6) after a bye; Barnes won over Webb
(Waxlhachl) (6-1, 6-1) and lost to Tussey (Grapevine)
(7-5,6-7,2-6).
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._ ....

coach Ashby, D. Bryan, P. McMillian, L. Crittendon,
J. Cross, C. Turnage; T. Hooks, S. Bryan, C. Hope,
B. Kennedy, M. Sewell.

B. Gore, K. Barnes, K. Barr, J. Bono, R. Bowen, B.
Smith; M. Fitch, J. Wilson, B. Barnet, J. La Methe,
S. Ea leton.

Street Ball?
7:45 until 8:25 or 11 :40 till 12: 15 can
seem like any old time of day to you but
to most people it is a time to show what
you got by being at the gym to participate
in pick up games of basketball and
dodgeball.
A new breed of athlete was started at
Bonhi this year with the free run of the
gym. Home-brought basketballs can make
it a fun time affair when the maybe not so,
could, athlete in your eye sight can show
you a move in which you have been
working on trying to master for the past
live weeks.
The Fad started early in September with
the beginning of school and lasted the
whole year long. Some of the games
played here included one-on-one, threeon-three and twenty-one (which is a
derivative of cave man but not as rough,
the object being the first sole person
reaching 21 without going over.)

Even the turning out of the gym lights
didn't hamper the playing of ball in the
gym , play was proceeded by the existing
light of the adjoining hall.
You could spot one of these athletes in
the hall because he would be the one
bouncing the ball down the hall or asking
if you brought your ball today.

2 on 2
The second annual 2 on 2 tournament
was held at BHS with a wide variety of
shapes, colors and sizes of participants
entered . The games were played at lunch
and cost of admission was 10 cents. By
coming to the games you could see Julie's
Erving's, Dr. J., Larry Bird , and the
" Iceman " all in your gym. The games were
organized by Mr. Dawson and pitted skill
against skill. Two divisions were held . One
was Varsity and one J.V. Winning the
Varsity division this year was Jeff Wallace
and Jim Bono with runners-up Bruce
Cranfill and Steve Mayberry. In the J.V.
divisions Stan Littleford and Brett Barnes
won first while Matt Simpson and Kevin
Darwin came close but got the title of
second .

Outside sports-Outside sports
Those of a feather . . . flock
together.
Other groups congregated in the foyer
of the gym and on the cafeteria's north
side, first three rows of tables. Here they
would play the latest in hit records and
show off the newest and best loved
dances, which some times were eyecatching sights.
Then on your center six tables of the
cafeteria you had your home work club
which was a club that began with students
who had homework left over from the
previous night or a chance to copy off the
straight "A" student that sat at the front
of the class and never listened .
Out in the commons you had your
lovebirds who couldn't find a better place
than to snuggle up against the trophy case
with your companion. The case was at
times lined with eight or ten couples
making it before class and at lunch.
Still another group of people at BHS was
the tree worshipers who went to the trees

in order to get away from it all and back
to nature or to sneak a quick puff.
Last but not least we had our gas
guzzlers who came to school 45 minutes
early and proceeded to drive around the
loop and up and down the drag and even

Sunday afternoon
football.

through the parking lot right until 8:29 .
They would meet their friends and drive
their cars at 15 and 20 miles an hour
around these areas in order to be
seen.

Sunday afternoons in the middle of
football season may be the time to
recuperate from Friday nights big game
but to Mr. Roberts it was a time to play
by
the
football
yourself.
Plagued
symptoms of boredom Mr. Roberts
rounded a group of guys and gals together
for a little "rough stuff." Even though you
sometimes came away with a few bumps
and bruises it was all in the eyes of
fun.
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Aerobic Dancing . .
. the newest thing
from India?

No, but the latest to Bonham is Aerobic
Dancing along with tumbling . Aerobic
dancing could be obtained at one of two
places: in girls P.E. , under the leadership
of Mrs. Trout or at the Bonham Gymnas-

Outsid e sports -

30-Lu v
Tennis, a very popular sport of Bonhi
was supported by two sights-the city
courts which are located in front of the Jr.
High in Simpson Park or at the Golf Club
which offered 2 courts. Little green,
sometimes yellow or even at times, orange
or white balls flew across the net which
were needed to play the game just right.
Both sets of courts provided 24 hour
playing time, being equipped with lights to
brighten the night sky.

Grapefruit Slugger
Ducking class might be just something
to do but it is an art to some at BHS which
meant that you had to skip English and not
be found by hiding in the restroom or by
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tics Center, where a variety of other sports
were offered such as tumbling and
exercise. Aerobic dancing is a form of
exercise but it is set to music to take away
the ho-hum idea of exercising . The faster

the music and longer you worked at
depicted how quick you wanted to get
shape and stay that way.

.d
0 uts1 e sports Outsid e SJ-"10rts
skipping algebra by hiding out in your
friends car or cutting Civics by roaming the
halls. But thanks to hall patrols like James
Albert you did not keep up the habit
long.

The month of March always brings a
sport that sometimes is played all year
round , that being softball. Three different
leagues are in existence in Bonham, those
being the Church league, company league
and the pick up league.
The Church league consisted of teams
like the Central Baptist Church, Seventh
and Main, and the Methodist, which would '-,,9 ""tget the family out for a friendly Christian ,<~'i,~
competitiveness.

Peek-A-Boo , I See You!

The Company league pitted teams L
like General Cable, Southwest Pum
Ector, and VPG, where men , sor
students as well as Bon hi Faculty could g
out and have some fun .
"Meet me at the ball park" were
members of the pick up league wlu
supplied a round of fun for everyone

7, 8, 9 or maybe even
a

10

Outsi de spor ts-

Licking by a kicking

You may think you have to have
a college education or at least to
have finished high school to be a
coach but not so with Shane
Hilger. Shane is helping the youth
of Bonham by supporting a newly
found and lavishly throbbing sport
at Bonham, Soccer. Shane finds
enjoyment in the sport and gets a
kick out of being called coach,
that's why he devotes his time to
soccer in Bonham.

The old time sport of girlwatching or boy watching, was
brought back by the hit movie
"10" featuring Bo Derek who
represented a 10 herself. You
could always tell the watcher by a
rub of his chin when you went by,
a grab of his chest or even

sometimes a shout of joy. And you
being the illeterate watchee,
would cast a eye over your
shoulder and play hard to get.

.d
0 uts1 e spor tsOuts ide spor tsLiving it up
Self-defense may be just when
you keep the school bully from
stealing your lunch money but to
Kevin Winkler it is a controled art.
The ability for self-discipli ne and
self-protec tiveness is what is
obtained from Karate by Kevin.
Winkler takes lessons in the
second story room of Woodards
Western Wear on weeknights.

You may not like, basketball, softball, dancing or even
soccer to waste your time by, but anything you do with your
free time is your business. So go get caught in the main
stream of life and live a little.
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A bag of jokes and a barre l
laugh sDon Newb erry; Footb all Banq uet
The 10th annual football banquet to
honor the Purple Warrior football teams
plus the managers, coaches, cheerleaders,
and the cheerleader sponsor and mascot,
Chief Warham, Football Queen and team
doctor was held on January 19, 1980 at the
Bonham High School cafeteria. The dinner
for the whole affair was catered by The
Hickory
Bar-B-Que
of
downtown
Bonham.
Master of ceremonies for the occasion
was KFYN 's radio broadcaster Roy Floyd ,
Invocation was given by Sr. Scott Meador
and the welcome by Jeff Caldwell who is
also a senior.
The whole dinner was spotlighted by the
fun and antics of a one Don Newberry. Mr.
Newberry even came equipped with his
own telephone, which he received a call for
Derrell Wyatt.
Introduction of the guest and coaches
was done by head coach and athletic
director Jimmie Brooks. Introduction of
the cheerleaders was performed by their
sponsor Mrs. Jenny Trout also making
known the name of the cheerleader
mascot Miss Kristel Vaught. Introduction
of the players was done by coaches Jesse
Lockhart, Mike Ashby, Doug Antley, Dale
Smith and Paul Holiday. Coach Smith also
had the honor of introducing the managers. The night was all ended with the
benediction given by Jeff Caldwell.

Rece ivin g
Awa rdsReceiving honors as voted by their
teammates are: Hagerty- OUTSTANDING
DEFENSIVE
LINEMAN,
RossOUTSTANDING BACK and MOST VALUABLE PLAYER, the guest speaker Mr.
Newberry, Caldwell-O UTSTANDI NG LINEMAN , Littleford-W ARRIOR AWARD.
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MENU

Bar-B-Qu e Beef and Hot
Links
Slaw
Potato Salad
Pinto Beans
Pie or Pudding
Bread
Tea

of

Goat roper, calf brander, teacher, friend-

Mike Whisenhunt; Sports Banqu et
18 cheerleaders, 33 volleyballers, 57 basketballers, 6 golfers,
17 tennis players, 32 tracksters and
23 baseballers, 195 total, were
honored at the 4th annual Sports
Banquet. The scene for this years'
banquet: Bonhi Cafeteria; the
setting: Bonhi Super Stars.
Two and a half hours were
highlighted by the jokes and life
story of Mike Whisenhunt. He stole
the show with his joke about Coach
Antley and his son in which
Whisenhunt animated Antley talking to his son in which his son is
six inches taller than he, but only
in the seventh grade.
Annual awards were given by
KFYN, the Sportsmen of the Year
Award; and the Progressive Citizens, the Progressive Citizens
Athlete of the Year Award.
The evening was started off by
the invocation being given by
Nannette Macconnell. Master of
Ceremonies for the evening was
David Cole. The welcome was given
by presiding President John Ed
Dennis, followed by Jimmie Brooks
who introduced the Coaches, who
in turn introduced the players and
MVP for each sport. Special
remarks were given by the Mystery
Guest-Mike Whisenhunt. Closing
the evening was John Littleford
giving the Benediction.

Receivin g Awards
as selected by fellow players and
clubs were: Kathy Millholon,
Volleyball MVP; Brenda Kennedy,
Tennis MVP; Kim Hayes, Golf MVP;
KFYN
Macconnell,
Nannette
Award; Stevie Mayberry, Basketball MVP, Track MVP, KFYN
Award, Progressive Citizens; Suzzanne Sisk, Basketball MVP,
Progressive Citizens; Kevin Darwin, Baseball MVP; Bill Gore,

.::.:.a
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Group s
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In our many games, rules were the
guidelines. They taught us how to play
the game and meet one another.
Organizations at BHS were more than
groups of people that were in the same
club. We were groups that assembled
in the corridors to gossip. They gave us
an excuse to make fools out of
ourselves because we were never
alone. We were groups that had a great
time creating lasting memories. Our
groups were a vital part of student life
but, even so, without people we
couldn't have

Played The Game

With . ..
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The Band Switchola!
The Bon hi Band should have made that commercial
about the old switchola. These students have seen
a lot of changes come and go this school year. The
major change of course, was the switch from military
to corps style marching. This change produced an
added attraction-th e Flag Corps. Another alteration
was the change of attire. The band proudly performed
in brand new uniforms which they worked and paid
for themselves. Along with hard work these changes
proved to be beneficial as we brought home an
"excellent" rating at UIL marching and playing
contests.
The "superman" of the BHS Band was Al Alvizo,
director. Every member in band has at least one job
to do, but this man attempts and accomplishes more

jobs than we can imagine. Two band members that
no director can do without, are his Drum Major (Liz
Lane), and Band President (David Eaton). They
assisted Mr. Alvizo in planning and carrying out
activities for the Band.
Two annual programs where the public meets the
Band are the Christmas and Spring concerts. The
Spring concert is the time when the yearly awards
are given. This year's John Philip Sousa Award was
earned by Sr. David Eaton. The title Band Sweetheart
and a dozen red roses were presented to Sr. Liz Lane.
The Spring concert also signifies the end of an exciting
and rewarding year that this year's Seniors will always
remember.

The BHS Band wishes to express a
word of thanks to these who have
supported us this year:

Al Alvizo
Band Boosters
General Public

Director-Al Alvizo
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1979-80 Drum Major
Liz Lane

The Incredible Hulk strikes again?

.,

Dana Sewell hurrying to the Spring Concert.

Award winners, Ken Barr, Liz Lane, David Eaton .

Stephanie Lambert and Ann Ballard doing their
part.
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New Add ition
to the Family
Flattering,
Flashy; FLA GS
Changing from Military to Corps style
marching brought other changes besides
different half-time shows. It brought color
and variety, it brought the Flag Corps.
The Corps consists of eight girls each
trained to perform with flag in hand.
Captain of the Corps is sophomore Kelli
Vermillion , her assistant First Lieutenant is
Junior Weesie Stinson. Working along with
Al Alvizo, band director, they designed
routines to flatter the half-time shows
performed by the band . The group
received much public interest and approval and will continue to be part of the
band for years to come.
Their uniforms consist of a white skirt
and blouse, cummerbund , feathered hat,
and white boots. Their first set of flags
were designed and sewn by Mrs. Jane
Alvizo.
Tryouts are held In the spring for girls,
in band, who would like to be a part of the
Flag Corps and these girls attend a camp
especially held for girls in flag corps. At
this camp they learn the basic principles,
skills and many different and unusual drills
to strive for in the coming marching

Capta in-Kel ly Vermill ion , Dana
Johnso n , Michell e Kuhn , Tracy
Matthe ws, Lt. Weesie Stinson , Debbie Sangster, Lisa Barnes.

season.

The Corps showing their stuff.

Jane Alvizo sewing flags for the Flag Corps.
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Sell It To 'Em Baby

79-80 Bonhi
Majorettes
The twirlers shake to the beat of Basin Street Blues, a favorite
for the Friday night crowd .
Leading the parade is another of the girls' specialties.

The majorettes made a division I
at UIL Competition and will travel
to Austin in the summer "to do
their thing" at the State Level.
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Wrapping hoops (and getting wrapped up in hoops) was a big job. Performing with
the hoop-batons was one of the latest innovations to go with the band 's " new
look".

Flash-that's what it takes to be a
twirler. A perfect combination of style,
smile and sex appeal.
The pretty, precise routines seen
every Friday night didn 't just occur
magically as the majorettes strutted
onto the field . No, not by any means.
Instead these performances are the
product of hours and hours of tedious
practice. " Just when you think you
can't possibly do it again , you get
coaxed up off your seat and talked into
doing it one more time." Getting hot
and tired and downright mad is almost
to be expected , but to these girls, the
tough regime is worth it.
You see, at heart, a twirler is neither
a cheerleader or a competitor, but a
performer devoted and determined to
holding an audience and loving every
second of it.
formed
were
memories
Many
between six girls who served as
majorettes for the '79 season . Inevitably, many memories would be formed
between any group of people that
worked together over 22 weeks a year,
five days a week, up to four hours a
day. Memories of swollen feet , excrutiating muscles and aching heads;
memories of dizzy smiles, infectious
laughter and unsolicited silliness;
memories of nervous stomachs, sweaty
palsm, and a great deal of pride in what
had been accomplished.

Roam With a Band of 1Lions
Leo Club is high school 's
version of Lion's Club sponsored
by the Bonham chapter of the
Lion 's Club. The local sponsor
is W. T. Gilbert and the primary
purpose of the group is to
perform service projects for the
school and town.
One annual project is a mop
and broom sale-items hand
made by blind people. A
percentage of the sales are given
to the club for use in their
projects. Probably the most
important service performed by
the group for the school is the
band provided at the varsity
basketball games. Though small
in number, they are large in
sound .
Members also do a lot of fun
things for themselves; hayrides,
cookouts, Christmas party and
out of town trips. Among the club
officers, is Senior David Eaton
as President and Juan Jones as
Tail Twister.
Each week two members of
Leo Club attend the Lion's Club
meeting to observe the meetings
proceedings and get new ideas
for service projects.

The Leo Club band is an added benefit to
the basketball games and is appreciated
by all.
1979-80 Leo Club
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• ......... - .. -.... •u.

Officers for the Leos; Ken Barr, Kent
Hamilton , Susan Flowers, Paula McFarlane, Liz Lane, Diva Dale, and President
David Eaton.

Talent and Good Times
Choir
This year the choir, which consisted of thirty-five
students, has proven to be very successful and
memorable.
To be a choir member you must respect each
other and respect Mr. Sewell, the director. You must
do what he says and have the urge to exert your
natural talent to succeed. This has proven well
because they have won excellent ratings at contest
with a mixed choir and a girls choir. One ensemble
which consists of Jan Hicks, Susan Flowers, Cathy
King, and Kelli Taylor received a superior rating
which enabled them to go to state competition. Kelli
Taylor received a superior rating on her solo and
also may go to state. Jim Cullom and Ken Barr were
offered music scholarships.
This year the choir has really grown in number as
well as in heart, and we must not forget in voices
as well.

•

•

•

Kim Hale-Captain
Liz Thomas-First Lieutenant
Vicki Nelson-Second Lieutenant
Nannette Macconnell-Third Lieutenant
Susan Flowers-Accompanist

The 1979-1980 Bonham High School Choir.
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Can You
Spot The
Loony?
120

Not in room 222 where nine fruit
loops congregated to form a
Coushatta staff and produce a book.
We traveled to ET this past July to
learn the new techniques in headlines, copy and layouts. We devoted
our time moving all of the furniture
into the elevator, toothpasting other
sponsor's doors and generally
planning YOUR yearbook. Our
photographers caught you at the
silliest moments and the copywriters
wrote about some terrible deed you
had committed that you swore you
only told your best friend. We sat
up until dawn's early light redrawing,

rewriting, and reconsidering. After
nine months of unceasing toil, 95
mph trips to Henington's, and having
to face an exasperated Tomagene
when we swore that we didn't know
anything about the missing 200
pages, the book was completed.
There was a bucket of tears, a
barrel of fun and a ton of friendship
shared. Four walls covered with
Ziggy posters, three photographers
(missing-in-action), ''two'· -many
pages left 'til the last minute and only
one game that was enjoyed to the
finish.

I

Liz Lane
Editor
Karen Moody
Asst. Editor
Gary Smith
Photog .
Stevie Mayberry
Photog/Spo rts/ Art
Tessie Johnson
Copy Writer
Melanie Caldwell
Copy Writer
Carol Turnage
Copy Writer
Belinda Baker
Copy Writer
David Cullar
Photo .
Tomagene Snead
Sponsor
Al Alvizo
Photog . Advisor
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Extra! Extra! Rea d All Abo ut It .

•

•

The group on top of all the latest news at Bonhi is the Totem Poll
Staff. They provide the news throughou t the school by means of the
school newspaper, publishing nine papers a year plus an orientation
issue tor the Freshmen .
Mike Whisenhunt, sponsor for the group, personally interviews each
person who wants to be on the staff. Those chosen attend a journalism
workshop to learn styles and technique s of all types of news writing.
The only real requireme nts to be on the staff are to be willing to give
up time during and after school , and have some talent for writing.
The Totem Poll contains the latest news, feature articles, sports, and
ads. Much hard work, dedicatio n , and love is contribute d by each staff
member in each issue.

Members of the staff-Mr. Whisenhunt , Diana Cardwell.
Editor-Kim Hale, Tina Polston , Cindy Babers, Jim Cullom.
Lisa Morgan, Ben Poliakoff, Cindy Bozeman, Cindy
McDowell.
Editor, Kim Hale planning the next paper.
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F. T.A.
Futu re Teac hers of Amer ica
(Top pie)
LaQuetta Henson
Stevie Mayberry
Leisha Moses
Sherry Alexander
Mike Call
April McDonald
David Cullar

(Mid pie)
Diva Dale
Novetta Branch
Joyce Taylor
Kent Hamilton
Cherie Winkels
Kevin Winkler

(Bot Pie)
Ken Barr
Kathy Manhart
Melanie Caldwell
Weesie Stinson
Paula Mcfarlane
Ronald Whited
Tracy Hooks

One way to try out a career
before training for it is to join FT A.
That is, if you had the teaching
profession in mind. FTA is an
organized club that helps students
decide if they want to be teachers
by giving them a little experience
by being teacher aides at Bailey
Inglish. Something else the group
does is recognize an outstanding
teacher each month. A scholarship is awarded to an FT A senior
and is financed by showing films
and other money projects.

Officers
Pres: Kent Hamilton
V. Pres: Ken Barr
Sec: Cherie Winkels
Treas: Sherry Alexander
Reporter: Leisha Moses
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Joyce Taylor helping out at Bailey Inglish.
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members are shown here cleaning up the ground
s
Health and Retardation Center.

-

Contr ary to popu lar belief the Key Club is not
a
club for future locks miths . Any boy who is at least
a sopho more can join. It's that easy. The only catch
is that you have to go throu gh initiat ion. You get
to
do fun things like have corn relish throw n all over
your body, then you are taken out and told to
find
your way back while you dodg e eggs that are throw
n
at you all the way.
The Key Club has been involv ed and active by
worki ng to bene fit others. Some of the activit
ies
were: a book drive for the Leon ard schoo l library
because a fire destr oyed the schoo l and books
earlie r this year; a cance r preve ntion poster
camp aign ; and they volun teere d to clean up
the
groun ds at the Menta l Health and Retardation
Cente r.
Coac h Holid ay spons ored the club this year as
they also spons ored a dance , helpe d with
t11e
baseball field and had an overa ll active year.

School On Saturday?

Officers: Vice-President-Marcus Dunlap, Reporter-Laquetta
Henson, Secretary-Karen Dunlap, President-Stevie Mayberry,
Parliamentarian-Van Smith , Treasurer-not pictured-Marion
Dunlap .
Members: Kenny Roundtree, Delia Dunlap, Carolyn Shaw, Marie
Dunlap, Lisa Elliott, Deneen Givens, Renee Rayford , Lydia
Morrison.

How do you spend your Saturday
mornings? Most of us catch up on
sleep or work on some sort of hobby,
but one group of students, known as
Upward Bound , spend most of their
Saturdays
bettering
their
education.
Each week they leave from the bus
barn at 7:00 A.M . and head out to
East Texas State University. Classes
start at 8:00 and last till 12:00.
Classes range from your basic
courses of math , English , science, to
Drama , Dance, and basketbal l.
Students receive $5.00 a week for
going to Upward Bound and seniors
attend summer school where they
work on college hours.
Activities Upward Bound is involved in are a beauty pageant
where girls compete for the title of
" Miss Upward Bound ." A banquet is
held each year at ETSU to honor
Miss Upward Bound , present attendance awards , superior growth
awards, most valuable player, and a
sparkplug . Also each year the Sr.
members take a trip and have
money-raising projects to finance
it.
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Helpin g Out Doesn 't
Have To Be Work
To some people who have a conven ient study hall , picking up slips,
delivering messages, and sorting mail
is a great way to pass the time. But it
is necessary to sign up for this position
quickly as only two students work each
period , and it is quickly becoming one
of the most wanted schedule fillers.
Other activities assistants involve
themselves with are listening to the
radio, chewing gum , talking , and
overhearing swats. Daily conversations
range from arguing who will walk to the
Vocational
Building
in
sub-zero
weather to pick up attendance slips, to
counting how many students are in
detention hall. But most of the time it
is an enjoyable way to spend an hour
of school.
Another important role played by
students are library aides. Boys and
girls alike work in the library checking
and shelving books, keeping the library
neat, and running errands for librarians
Thelma Houston and Glenda Meador.
When the library is empty, the aides
can read or study what they want. As
an added attraction and award to this
" free" period , aides enjoy a free
luncheon with the librarians at the end
of the year.

Library Assistants-B obbie Edwards, Tessie Johnson , Jaquita Kirkpa
trick, Craig Wilbanks, Juan Rayford, Tammy Bogar, Carla Shelly, Juli
Edwards, Kelly Robbins, Becky Adams, Beverly Couzens.

Office Assistants-M rs. Crittenden, Shane Hilger, Eric Cole, Tammy
Boyer, Cheryl Hilger, Lee McDowell, Carla Durrough , Becky Vaught,
Carla Shelly, Jill Dale, Beverly Call.
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Susan Robinson and Mrs. Meador
looking through the card file.

Kelly Robbins and James Epley take some time out to shop.

a short
Suzanne Sisk and Doris Shelton made many new friends in
time.

Ne w Ideas fo r St ud en t Council
Why Wer en't You at the Mee tin' Coy?
"That was a great idea." "Yeah!
Who thought of it anyway?" "I think
it was Student Counc il." "Wher e
do they get those ideas? " Well, a
lot of the ideas are brough t back
from the State Convention.
Mrs. Woodson and Mrs. Phillips
took nine members to the Student
Council State Convention in Austin
this year.
The three days they were there,
they attended many sessions. The
general sessions were welcoming
and orientation meeting where
everyone met together. Then they
split up and each member went to
a smaller session . These smaller
sessions were hosted by representatives from differe nt schools.
Everyone was encouraged to share
some of the things their Student
Council had done during the year.
Some of the ideas were not new
to them, but during one complex
session Mrs. Phillips was heard to
say "I don't know what's going on
sir. That's what I'm trying to find
out".
There were some fun times, but
the hard work was evident as some
of the ideas were initiated in the
field day this year.

a rest.
After a long day, Melanie Caldwell and Karen Moody take
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Histo ry
Can
be
Fun!

Do historical records and propaganda
fascinate you? You're not alone in your
interests. There is a club that feels the same
way-Junior Historians. Historical artifacts
(otherwise known as sponsors) leading the
group are history teachers Gene Willis and Pat
Sitzler.
The historians kept busy doing worthwhile
projects this year, such as oral histories for
the Fannin County Historical Commission and
also hosted an exhibit in the Court House
during National History Week.
Becoming broadcasters was not unheard of
by the club. All the members read a short
historical commercial on the air at KFYN.
Attending the State History Convention held

in Austin, were Dana Day, Beverly Couzens
Lori Albert, Cathy King, David Cullar, David
Durrough, and the sponsors. Submitted were
three history papers of which two received
Honorable Mentions. Also the group entered
an exhibit which consisted of photographs of
historical sites in Fannin County and received
an Honorable Mention. Only ten "Honor
Chapter" award trophies were given in the
state of Texas and Bonham received one of
them.
History in the making occurred when during
their stay at Austin, they visited the LBJ
Ranch and the State Capitol Building and ate
in historical places such as the Magic Time
Machine.

The 1979-80 Junior Historians.

Talented Country & Western singer and Jr. Historians sponsor
all rolled into one.

McRae,
Secretary-Ke lly
Officers:
Reporter-Ca thy King, PresidentCherie Winkels, Vice-Preside nt-David
Cullar.

One of the classes observing the Jr.
Historians exhibit.

'

What in the world is this?

Members who attended the State
History Convention in AustinBeverly Couzens, David Cullar, Lori
Albert, Dana Day, David Durrough,
Cathy King.
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NHS:
Builds Character,
Leadership
Qualities,
Encourages Good
Study Habits
Each year ten to twelve
students out of the junior and
senior classes are elected for the
National Honor Society. To qualify
you must be in the top twenty
percent of your class and you
must be outstanding in scholarship , leadership, service, and
character . At graduation , scholarships are given to some of the
N.H.S.
outstanding
most
students.
Our sponsor, Tomagene Snead is finally recognized during the Awards Assembly for
her outstanding work in NHS and other organizations .
Junior members elected are-L. Howell, D. Shockley, S. Sisk, B. Adams, J. Robbins, J. Bono, J. Epley, R. Rivers, D. Norris, J. Wallace,
B. Cranfill.

I
I
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Senior members elected their senior
year-K. McRae, J. Thrasher, K. Robbins,
C. Campbell , K. Brown , K. Jones, K. Hale,
D. Eaton , G. Smith .
Seniors elected their junior year are-K.
Barr, T. Johnson , L. Lane, D. Jones, N.
Macconnell, K. Dunlap, J . Dale, C.
Winkles, J. Littleford , S. Meador, J.
Caldwell, S. Elliott.

I
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Math Power!
2+ 2 5?

Looking confident is Ann Ballard .

Power shortage? Not here at
Bonhi. A new surge of power is
shooting through and it's called
the Math Club. Twenty-five
students have banded together
to spread the magic of mathematics throughout the school.
Different areas of the club are
Number Sense, Slide-rule, and
Calculous. The top students in
each area go to UIL meets.
The highlight of the year for
the group was a math meet
held here at Bonhi. Neighboring
towns brought their wiz kids,
but Bonham came out on top.
The purpose of the meet was to
prepare for UIL.

The 1979-80 Math Club.

I

I

Ronald Whited working hard.

Ken Barr and JoAnna Thrasher think
two heads are better than one.

Experiment ing With
Science Club
A good reason to keep an A
average or to take a science
course and maintain a B average
is to be in the Science Club . This
year the club had some trouble
getting started and right after the
officers were elected the president, Wade York, moved. The
new president is James Epley.
Serving as vice president and
secretary are Kelley McRae and
Kim Hale respectively.
The club planned a trip to
Beaver's Bend during the Easter
Holidays.
The
officers
also
planned a trip to Dallas to visit the
museums of natural history. But
as most of us know sometimes
even the best laid plans go wrong.
The club was sponsored by John
Lockhart.
Officers and John Lockhart, sponsor.

The Science Club in one of their meetings.
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G.

L.

Gifte d

Leaders

Are you glad? This question was fired at
students many times who are in the GLAD
program. Gifted Leaders Are Developed Is
a new project started and funded by
Region 10. The 32 students were chosen
according to peer nominations , intelligent
quotient, teacher nominations, and grade
point averages. This was a program
developed for the gifted student.
GLAD met during homeroom every
Tuesday and was sponsored by Becky
Knight. Delores Babers helped organize
things and Lanelle Southerland went on
field trips with GLAD to ETSU for a type
of workshop.
One project that GLAD did as a group
was to inform the public about the
situation at the schools so that people
would know before they voted on a bond
election. Several committees GLAD had to
inform the people were the slide presentation committee, the radio announcement
committee, the open house committee, the
poster committee, a television committee,
and a committee that wrote editorials for
the paper.

(Top) Bill Gore demonstrates what
is happening to the walls of the
school building.
(Middle) A GLAD meeting during
homeroom.
(Bottom) GLAD students get their
name tags at a workshop.
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A.
Are

D.
Deve loped
(Bottom ) GLAD students look over a
few of the many handout s at a
worksho p.
(Below) Becky Adams gets involved
in a group discussion.

Some of the other projects GLAD did
was to paint the gazebo in the park , paint
the benches in the commons , and to make
a presentation to incoming freshmen to let
them know what kind of organizations are
available to them and let them know what
is expected of high school students.
Throughout the year the GLAD students
learned a lot about public relations and
dealing in politics. They also learned what
it takes to lead and organize a large group
and how to make group decisions. All in
all through the many activities done and
things learned group leaders were
developed.
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The great, refreshed feeling you
get after walking out of the Kiva
door is something very special to
those who really care. This feeling
comes from being a full-time
member of Young Life. Young Life
has been a part of Bonhi for many
years now. This year there were
more members than any other
year in the past.
Our President this year was
Kelli Taylor, and James Epley, our
Vice President. Together they
rounded up some great meetings
with lots of guests that inspired us
all. The First Baptist Church
Puppet team and East Texas
State University BYU's group was
one of the many.
Many times during the lunch
hour, students experienced the
touch of the Lord and took it for
granted. This club has helped
many with its problems and
helped students and faculty alike
become better Christians.
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The Cleansed, Fresh

Mr. Seawell , the sponsor of
Young Life, helps lead the
singing by playing his guitar.

Feeling

•

•

•

You ng Lif e!
Mr. Alexander helps bring the singing
folders in for the group to sing.

James Epley, Vice President, gives an
inspiring talk that helped all that was
there.

ETSU's BYU group puts on a skit for the
Young life students.
Singing was also provided
group.

by the BYU
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FHA-Shopping,
Cooking, Eating,
and Enjoying
The Future Homemakers of
America do not only provide
activities here at Bonhi but they
have been responsible for many
other activities outside of BHS.
One of these activities was
providing the cake and party
favors for the Birthday Club
birthday party. It was held once a
month at the Seven Oaks Nursing
Home.
Other activities included the
annual sale of candy during the
first week of school and the
baking , decorating and sale of
Valentine cookies.
The sponsors for FHA this year
were Mrs. Yvonne Brown, Mrs.
Joann Macconnell, and Mrs.
Eloise Sisk. Miss Sue Ann Bewly
substituted for Mrs. Sisk during
the last few months of school.
Officers Chapter A
Vice
1st
Barnes,
President-Brett
President-Jimmy Wiggins, 2nd Vice
Stephens,
President-Teresa
Allen ,
Secretary/Treasurer-Steve
Activities
Hunnicutt,
Reporter-Scott
Chalrman-Judianne Sewell, HistorianTerri Clement, Photographer-Derrell
Wyatt
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3
1. Future Homemakers of AmericaToward New Horizons. This is the FHA
emblem .
2. Dorothy Taylor and Joyce Taylor enjoy
a meal made by themselves.

3. FHA Beau 's, Brett Barnes, T. Moore.
and Kim Hayes.

1. Mrs. Brown's Home Economics class.
2. Mary Lynn Hayes likes to smell the
different fragrances before deciding which
one to buy.
3. Mrs. MacConnell's class, held in the
sewing room, enjoy tinkering with the
machines.

2

3

We Shopp ed-Coo ked-

2

1. Kim Kavanaugh had a hard time trying
to find a place to scribble his prices for
his grocery list. This was just one of the
many projects In Home and Family.
2. LaTonna Jones cuts a cake for a
birthday party at the nursing home.
3. Julie Chesser and Dana Easley check
prices at Safeway.
President-Lisa Barnes
1st Vice President-Michelle Ayer
2nd Vice President-Brenda Baker
Secretary/Treasurer-Tracy Matthews
Reporter-Cheryl HIiger
Activities Chairman-Kim Hamby
Historian-Carla Dorrough
Photographer-Ted Givens

3
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We Ate Some More!

President-Nanette Macconnell
Vice President-JoAnna Thrasher
Secretary/ Treasurer-Leisha Moses
Reporter-Pam Vinson
Historian-Deneen Hamilton
Activities Chairman-LaTonna Jones
1. Gina Cross, Senior enjoys a meal made
by herself and classmates in Home and
Family.
2. Mrs. Slsk's Home and Family classes
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FFA: Lea der s

for
the Fut ure

Leadership is one of the best qualities that an
organization may have. It is one quality that is seen
often in the Bonham Chapter of the Future Farmers of
America.
Each year the FFA Chapter goes to compete in
district contests. First and second place teams
traveling to area contests held at ETSU were the
Greenhand Conducting and the Greenhand Farm Skills
teams.
Everything changes, and this year the Chapter
elected its first female president. Officers were:
President , Annette Howell; Vice-Presid ent, Lawton
Langford ; Secretary, Cindy Bozeman ; Treasurer, Jimmy
Herpeche; Reporter, Karen Moody; Sentinel , Cindy
McDowell; Advisors, James Alexander and Kelly
Titsworth.

3.

2.
1. FFA officers stand in official dress.
2. Janet Hall, 1980 FFA Sweetheart.
3. Nolan Norris, Happy Wallace, and David
Goodwin are our friends as well as
teachers.
4. Mike Rater enjoys a picnic taken by the Ag
Ill class.
5. Jimmy Caplinger enjoys a little more than
a picnic.

4.
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5.

FFA Greenhands, taught by Mr. Wallace and Mr. Norris.

FFA Chapter Farmers were taught by Mr. Goodwin and Mr. Norris.

Annette Howell works hard on a shop
project.

Threats will get you nowhere with a stubborn animal, thinks Donnette Oliver.
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1. Co-op students are hard to get togethe r
for a picture at school so we used an
awards photo. Sorry if you were not in
the picture .
2. A friendly game of softball is played at
the Ag. farm . Cindy Bozeman takes her
turn at pitching .
3. The FFA emblem shows the wise labor
of a prospe rous day.
4. LaW1on Langford wishing Annette Howell
good luck before she entered the
showring with her prize bull.
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Former FFA member Craig Buford returns
to his Alma Mater to deliver the speech at
the banquet.

Dairy Productio n-Brett Baker
Soil & Water Managem entBrent Hamilton
Ag Processin g-Mark Powell
Ag
Electrifica tion-Bren t
Hamilton
Poultry
Productio n-Ron
Templeton
Ag Mechanic s-Mark Dauster
Home
Improvem ent-Ben
Danner
Diversified
Livestock
Productio n-Chuck Lowe
Beef Productio n-Ken Roberts
Horse
Proficienc y-Brenda
Moss
Swine
Productio n-Eric
Kavanaugh
Public
Speaking -Melanie
Lewis
Outdoor
Recreatio n-Melanie
Lewis
Fruit/Vegetable
Productio nCarla Oliver
Fish & Wildlife Managem entLawton Crutcher
Sheep
Productio n-Brent
Hamilton
Crop
Productio n-Brent
Hamilton
STAR CHAPTER FARMER Brent Hamilton
STAR
GREENH AND-Ken
Roberts
AG CO-OP
Sales
&
Services- Bobby
Crutcher
Placements In Ag Prod.-Tim
Roberts
OUTSTANDING
IN
CO-OP
STUDENT-Mark Powell

Parents and members are shown
through the food line.

going

M ike Rater doesn' t loef around when it
comes to bread .

FFA Award winners for 1980.
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A Game of Chance
Rodeoing once served a purpose
in life to provide transporation. Now
many members of the BHS Rodeo
Club compete in rodeos in this
area.
Competing in these events
comes naturally to these young
athletes. They may be influenced
by their sponsor Mike Whisenhunt
who competes in the calf roping
event.
Many of the female members
participate in the barrel racing
event. It may seem that the guys
just love punishment, for every
weekend during the Spring and
Summer they crawl into a chute for
a brief encounter with another
bull.
Many members may dream of

going to the National Finals, the
super bowl of Pro Rodeo. But
during their high school days, they
must be content to visit the
Copenhagen Skoal Championships. In order for the trip to be
made, four Rodeo Club girls
competed for the title of queen. This
was done by the sale of chances
on a gift certificate. The one who
sells the most is crowned Queen.
"It may sound easy, but it's a lot
of work," says Jimmette Kerr,
79-80 Rodeo Club Queen .
Along with raising money, the
queen also shares the responsibilities of helping with the hamberger
supper, preparing for the Christmas dance, and enjoying every
minute of it.

Cindy Bozeman chases barrels at a local rodeo .
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1. Rodeo club members gather around a
familiar object-a horse trailer.
2. Mr. Willis pleads for more tea from Mike
Rater at the annual faculty hamburge r
supper.

3. Rodeo club officers: James Alexander ,
Pres., Cindy Bozeman, Treas., Cindy
Babers, Sec., Eric Kavanaugh , V. Pres., all
shared responslbllltles of rodeo club
activities during the year.
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V
0

E
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VOE. Vocational Office Education is a curriculum in which many local secretaries have
participated. It is a class geared to Seniors.
Typing is a pre-requisite and a willingness to work
a desired characteristic. Students work in local
offices for 15 hours a week and must attend one
period of VOE lab work a day, plus two hours at
academic classes.
However, all work and no play has never been
one of their problems. Considering themselves a
service organization, VOE carries out many
activities in order to finance these.
The students sell candy and gift items. One of
their favorite selling methods is a booth at Canton
or Trades Day.
Projects include helping needy families at
Christmas and giving a $100 scholarship at
graduation. A parent-employer breakfast at the
begging of school kicks off their year, followed by
an open house for ex-VOE students at
homecoming.
Toward the end of the year they entertained
their bosses with an Employer-Appreciation
Banquet.
The national organization to which VOE is
affiliated is OEA, Office Education Association.
This organization also sponsors a national service
project, special olympics. This is the Olympics for
handicapped and mental retarded children.
During National OEA week of 1979, VOE
sponsored Career Day for the Seniors.

Suzanne Elliot-President
Emily Landers-Vice President
Lisa Wright-Secretary
Karol Jones- Treasurer
Pam Vinson-Reporter
Kim Brown-Parliamentarian
Rhonda Jones-Historian
Deneen Hamilton-Voting Delegate
Denise Owens-Voting Delegate
Beverly Sanford- Favorite
Scott Hunnicutt-Beau

Left Top- Karol Jones, Denise Owens, Lisa Wright,
Jane Claxton, Emily Landers, Kim Lockaby, Dee Dee
Veldman , Juanita Jones, Middle-Kim Brown , Pam
Vinson, Tammy Skidmore, Carlon Stapp, Beverly
Sanford , Bottom-Rhonda Jones, Julie Johnston,
Deneen
Hamilton, Brenda Kenedy,
Novetta
Branch

Kim Brown , Mrs. Georgia Jenkins, and
Suzanne Elliott hold their awards.

Pam Vinson, Karol Jones, Kim Brown ,
and Mrs. Jenkins sort presents for
needy families.

Suzanne Elliott-Pres ident
Scott Hunnicutt-B eau
Beverly Sanford-Fa vorite
Mrs. Jenkins-Sp onsor

Nannette Macconnell listens to two
men from the accounting department
on senior day. Senior Day was
sponsored by V. 0. E.
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Distributive Education is a class in which juniors
and seniors are employed in retail , wholesale, and
service selling businesses. The purpose of D.E. is to
put into perspective marketing and distribution for
students. Any interested in distribution in food stores,
variety stores, drug stores, general merchandising
stores, clothing stores lumber yards, and discount
and office supply businesses should join D.E. To be
a member this last year you have to go to class five
hours a week and work a minimum of fifteen hours
a week.
During D.E.C.A. , or Distributive Education Club of
America, week, cookies were made and taken to the
veterans. Floats were made for all the parades. This
year the old bookroom was shaped into a handy little
store by D.E. students and their sponsor, Mike
Sisk .

Members of the 1979- 1980 D.E. program are Top Left-Mike
Sisk-Sponsor, Randy Furtch , Steve Holder, Marty Charles,
Eddie Johnson , Randy Swindell , Lisa Clark, Pam Hagerty,
Middle-Steve Granger, Chris Shelley, Rhonda Akers, Kriss
Garrison , Gary Bond , Bottom-Teresa McGehee, Gay Cox,
Elaine Murray, Teresa Richards, Susan Robinson .
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Steve Granger designs the showcase in the vocational building.
Sweetheart Teresa McGehee and D.E. student, Randy Swindell.

Kyle Sanderson and Gary Bond are shown at
the D.E. store.
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cos 1ne tol ogy
Cosmetology is the class in which you go to
become a "1 O" . There are many skilled girls
who can cut your hair, do your nails, or give
you a facial. They learn the chemistry of hair
and the correct procedures for cutting it. The
charge is very meager compared to other beauty
salons. Females are charged a small fee but
males can get a free cut as the students need
experience in cutting men's hair.
Some of the ex-students return to teach the
girls some of the newer styles. The sponsor of
this fascinating and fun class is Mrs. Virginia
Bowden. Cutting and trimming are not the only
things that occur in the cosmetology room. They
also have parties and make floats for the various
parades.

Front-Renee Rayford, Tammy Bogar, Mrs. Bowden Teresa
Stephens, Becky Whitfield, Tina Edwards, Pamela Titsworth,
Kathy Milhollin , Back-Wanda Briggs, Lisa Harper, Latonna
Jones, Jerra Johnston, Lynn Ayer, Katrina Wilson. not
pictured-Paula Richardson, Sherry McGuire, Paula
Keaton
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Mrs. Bowden

Sherry McGuire does another student's hair.
Tina Edwards has her hair styled .
Wanda Briggs shows her talents by doing a lady from towns'
hair.
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Health Occupation . . .
The Class for the Future.
Health Occupation-a class of education and a
whole lot of fun.
The students learn how to succeed in the world
of medicine as well as learning the body parts and
functions. Many of the students work in area
hospitals or rest homes.
Two of this years' students went all the way to
state. Donna Rhine won first place on her project
and Donna Allen won third place in the writing
contest.
There were so many special memories of the
1979-1980 year. Like Laquetta Henson getting so
tickled that she often fell out of her chair onto the
floor. Also the excitement before contest when
everyone was working so hard on their projects, and
the honor of actually winning state. We must not
forget the love that all the Health-Occupations
shared for Mrs. Orndorff, otherwise known as "Mrs.
O".
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President-Donna Allen
Vice President- Mary Blanton
Secretary-Karla Towery
Treasurer-Cindy Hazelwood
Historian-Lequltta Henson
Reporter-Diva Dale
Sentinal-Juan Rayford
Parlimentarian- John Burrus
Voting Delegate-Sherry Whaley
Voting Delegate- Ruthanne McClure
The 1979-1980 Health Occupation afternoon class.

The 1979-1980 Health Occupation
morning class.
Ruthanne McClure stands here with
the poster she recleved a superior
rating tor in district contest.
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JCT
Learns From Employers
!CT-Industrial Cooperative Training is a Coop program for
High School Jrs. and Srs. These students are involved in skilled
trades or jobs that require more than 1000 hours to master.
They learn a skilled job by working in the afternoon for a business
in this community, trained by people who have unlimited skill
in their work or trade. The Coop student learns from his employer
a valuable lesson-how to get along with people. After the Coop
student completes High School he is able to earn his own living
or pay his way through college or trade school.

ICT Members: Todd Hubbard, Marcus Dunlap Preston WIiiiams, Dale Hasten, Billy Spindle, Robert Gibbs.
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Auto Mechanics Revs On
Auto Mechanics started in 1972 and is now a very
well established class. One usually begins as a junior
and the course prepares you for a profession as a
mechanic or teaches you how to repair a vehicle for
hobby purposes. Mr. Godbey, the instructor,
recommends you take it for two years for three hours
a day because mechanics are in demand. It may not
always be the easiest job or the cleanest job but it

is very profitable.
If you take Auto Mechanics, you will start by generally
learning the car, the parts, and how the automobile
runs. Later in the year you will learn by actually working
on other's cars. They can fix anything from a simple
spark plug change to a complete overhaul. The great
part is they don 't charge an arm and a leg, only the
cost of the parts.

Top-Bobby Miller, Bobby Giles, Mr. Godbey, Eric
Holder, Craig Wilbanks, Johnny Briggs, WIiiiam
Hicks, Bottom-Tony Calloway, Tommy Hain,
Edward WIiis
Johnny Briggs the " Mad Machanlc"I
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Aft ern oon
Class:
Mr. Flowers, Lloyd Long, Ed Owens,
Jesse Wyatt , David Hollins, John
Hollins.

Morning
Class:
William White Mr. Flowers,
Bobby Ross, Bobby Louis,
Michael Smith .

\

1. tMonte Aater waits
2. ~II~~ s:3rved .
patiently for the food
f r Ied Psteak
ndle seem s to enjoy th
Banquet •
served at thee chicken
co -op

I

3.

What other way to show your
appreciation to someone than to
treat them to supper. That's exactly
what the Co-op classes did, April
28, 1980. These classes invited
their employers to an evening of
fine food and delightful entertainment. The students involved in
these programs were responsible
for deciding on the menu, asking

people to perform, decorating the
cafeteria, and announcing the
the
of
activities
different
evening.
Entertainment was provided by
various students, both in the co-op
programs and out.
The theme for this banquet was,
"From Rags to Riches With Co-op
Classes" .

4.
1. Introduction of the entertainment was
given by Bobby Crutcher, with the help
of "Raggedy Ann"
2. Joe Stephens and Brad Rattan do a little
plckln' and grlnnln' .
3. Mark Curry and Brad Jones listen with
Interest as student and employers were
announced.
4. Part of the entertainment was provided
by Rhonda Jones.
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When students from other schools
heard that we were from Bonham, they
would make snide remarks about our
losing football team, our decrepit
building , and our " corrupt " atmosphere. However, as students of BHS,
we came to realize that the school is
not a football team or a building or a
series of rumors.
In the games we played , tools were
the most Important asset, to the teams,
to the administration, and with the
pride that we CARRIED.
Our student body and faculty made
the year exciting In a way that no other
school can compare. They were the
winners, the achievers. They were the
tools.

And We Played The
Game With.

Tool s
Stud ents
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Mr.BHS:
Mike
McWhorter
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Jill Dale
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Suzanne Elliott & Jeff Caldwell

All School Favorites:
Bill Gore & Delisa Jones
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All School Favorites:
John Littleford & Kathy Millhollon
Bobby Ross & Jan Hicks
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"It's about time," you might have
complained, "we waited a long three
years to become the 'B.P.C.' (Big People
on Campus)." You may be right, but hold
on a minute, let's flash back to that first
day of school-August 1976. As
freshmen, everything seemed to be
blown way out of proportion. Walking
down the hall in individual capsulated
worlds of our own, we practically freaked
everytime one of those god-like seniors
glanced our way. What a bummer! But
it was just one of the many trials we
underwent as frosh .
Nineteen seventy-seven wasn't quite
as startling. As sophomores we had
started getting it all together. A little
hyper maybe but we would pull through.
By the time the school year of '78 rolled
around, we were really getting into the
scene at Bonhi. We had rings to order
and a prom to plan. Responsibilities were
pushed onto us but we held up under
the pressure.
Finally the 79-80 school year had
arrived, at last we had made it. Three
''not-so-long-years-after-all''
had
passed and we had almost reached our
destination (at the estimated time of
arrival). We had become a "class act"
and we were proud of our people. Who
else could capture four of the ten
sparkplugs and seven of the same
number of spirit sticks? Not many others,
we assure you.
So, Class of '80, did we have . . .
Senioritis? You bet, and plenty of
it.
Tears? Just enough to soothe the
pain.
Pride? An abundance, and shared by
all.
Memories? Beautiful ones, to be
cherished forever.

James Alexander
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Sherry Alexander

Jessica Anderson

Justin Bailey

Glenda Barnes
Kevin Barnes
Ken Barr

Tammy Bogar
Leslie Booth
Randy Bowen

Novetta Branch
Wanda Briggs
Kim Brown

Cindy Bunch
Jeff Caldwell
Beverly Call

Carla Campbell
Karla Corley Capehart
Ronnie Caplinger
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Lights, Camera, Action!
Every child at one time or another dreams of
being rich and famous . Since children are so
television oriented most of them dream of being
a "Hollywood Star" . As children grow older they
begin to realize all the hard work and long hours
that go into a star's working career. Children also
realize that the road to the top is narrow and only
a few will make it big. One little first grade girl
wanted her dream of being an actress to come
true.
Leslie Booth took her first drama class In the
tenth grade in California. She enjoyed the class
so much she decided to take another dramarelated course under Mr. Phillip Seawell, after
moving to Bonham. Leslie received honorable
mention in the UIL One Act Play in 1979. As a
result of her outstanding performance she received
a letter informing her of eligibility to attend the
U.T. Summer Drama Workshop in Austin .
By letters of recommendation, Leslie was one
of the fifty-eight out of one hundred students who
was accepted to the workshop. From June 4 thru
July 8 Leslie attended dance classes, acting
classes, and labs(besides building the sets), sewing
costumes, and rehearsing three hours on a play
to be presented at the end of the workshop.
Leslie plans to attend the University of Texas
where she will receive a scholarship for her
participation in the workshop. Leslie knows that
there is a lot of work involved in making a dream
come true.

Diana Cardwell
Lisa Clark
Jane Claxton

Jim Cosgrove
Gina Cross
Mark Curry

Jill Dale
Mark Dauster
Bobby Davis
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Carla Dorrough
Karen Dunlap
Dana Easley

David Eaton
Tina Edwards
Suzanne Elliott

Davy Essary
David Feagan
Jim Gantt

Chemistry may be just formulas and
experiments to some, but to Jo Anna
Thrasher it was a summer of fun and
education. Jo Anna was part of a
Chemistry worksh op held at Texas
Women 's University. She was there for
a six weeks' period , June 10 through
July 24 and there were seven girls and
one boy involved in the seminar.
For a four week period they had four
hours of classwork in the mornings and
a lab class in the afternoon. They were
allowed to use all of the college 's lab
equipment which is only used by junior,
senior and graduate studen ts at
TWU.
The next two weeks were spent on
special project s and a majorit y of the
students, including Jo Anna, tested out
new compounds. Jo Anna plans to major
in Chemistry at New Mexico Institute of
Mining and Technology.
Then worksh op was not allowed to give
college credit but as Jo Anna says,
" Experience . . . that's what I got, lots
of experience.''
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JESSICA ANDERSON: Track; Spanish Club; Science
Club; UIL No. Sense; UIL Spelling; Totem Poll; Math
Club; UIL Science; Student Council
SHERRY ALEXANDER: FT A, Sec. ; FHA; Rodeo Club
Band; Twirler; Young Life; Jr. Class Fav.; UIL Typing:
1st Div. Class II-Coronet
JAMES ALEXANDER: FFA, advisor, rep.; Rodeo Club,
Pres.; Chapter Farmer; Lone Star Farmer; Horse
production award .
JUSTIN BAILEY: FTA: Young Life; FFA; FCA; Key
Club
GLENDA BARNES: V.ball; FHA, V. Pres.; Young Life; Jr.
Hist.; Camp Fire; Bsk.ball manager; Off. Asst. ; 2nd
Team All District V.ball
KEVIN BARNES: FFA; Young Life; Drama Club; Medical
Explorers; Science Club; Totem Poll
KEN BARR: Band; FTA, V. Pres. ; Science Club; Leo Club;
Math Club, V. Pres.; Student Council; NHS Who's
Who; 9 UIL 1st Div.; UIL No. Sense; All Sr. Honor
Band ; All Region Band
fAMMY BOGAR: FHA; Track ; VICA; Cosmo.; Young Life;
B.ball homecoming princess
LESLIE BOOTH: FHA; FTA; Jr. Hist. ; Young Life; Camp
Fire; UIL-One Act Play
RANDY BOWEN : FCA;; Student Council; Young Life;
Ft.Ball; Tennis; B.ball; Sr. Class Pres.
FRANK BOX: Work Student
NOVETTA BRANCH : FTA; Young Life; OEA; Soph. Class
Pres.; School Service Award
WANDA BRIGGS: VICH
KIM BROWN: Jr. Hist. ; Young Life; FHA; Science Club;
OEA; Who's Who; NHS
CINDY BUNCH: VOE
RONNIE BUTLER:
JEFF CALDWELL: F.ball; Hon. Mention All Distr. F.ball;
Soph. Class Fav.; All School Fav.; NHS; GLAD; Student
Council; Young Life
BEVERLY CALL: Student Council; FHA; Young Life; Band;
Cheerleader; Who's Who
CARLA CAMPBELL: Student Council; Band; Young Life;
FHA; UIL Lit. Comp.; Solo & Ensemble; UIL Div. I;
Who's Who; NHS
RONNIE CAPLINGER: FFA; Science Club; Young Life;
ICT; Most Val. Off. Player in Frosh. F.ball; Most Val.
Off. Lineman-Soph.
DIANA CARDWELL: TAHOS; FHA; Young Life;
Band-Rep. ; Totem Poll
LISA CLARK: Office Asst.; Jr. Hist.; FHA; D. E.
JANE CLAXTON: Young Life; FHA; VOE
JIM COSGROVE: UIL Math; Spanish Club; Key Club
GINA CROSS: FTA; Camp Fire; Who's Who; Pres. of
7th & Main Youth
MARK CURRY: FFA; Rodeo Club; Ag Coop; VICA
JILL DALE: NHS; Science Club; Young Life; Who's Who;
Cheerleader; Head Cheerleader; Miss BHS; F.ball
Queen ; Bask.ball Princess
PHILLIP DAUSTER: F.ball; FFA; FTA
BOBBY DAVIS: FFA; B.ball; Ag Coop; Track
RUSTY DAVIS: Frosh. Class Fav.
CARLA DORROUGH : Spanish Club; 2nd Team All Dist.
Bsk.ball; Track

Kris Garrison
Steve Granger
Kim Hale
Kent Hamilton
Jan Hicks
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Ted Givens
Mike Hagerty
Lee Hamby
Mary Lynn Hayes
Cheryl Hilger

Bill Gore
Glenda Haggard
Deneen Hamilton
David Henslee
Shane Hilger

KAREN DUNLAP: Young Life; Upward Bound; Student
Council; FHA; Who's Who; NHS; GLAD; Sr. Class Sec.;
Jr. Class Sec.; Soph. Class Sec.; F.ball Princess
DANA EASLEY: Upward Bound; Miss Upward Bound;
Most Popular; Most Likely to Succeed; Most Versatile ;
Capt. Of Cheerlea ders
DAVID EATON: Band-C apt.; Leo Club; UIL Solo &
Ensemble; State UIL All Region Band; Who's
Who
RICHARD EDWARDS:
SUZANNE ELLIOTT: Camp Fire; Science Club; Young
Life; Cheerlea der; NHS; GLAD; VOE-Pr es.; Engl. Ill
award; UIL Shorthan d; UIL Typing; All School
Fav.
DAVY ESSARY: F.ball; Young Life; Spanish Club;
ICT
DAVID FEAGAN: Key Club
JIM GANTT: FFA; Drafting Club; VICA; ICT; Ag
Greenhand
KRIS GARRISON: Young Life; DECA; FHA
TED GIVENS: B.Ball; FHA
JUDY GLASS
BILL GORE: Key Club; Spanish Club; Young Life; Student
Council; GLAD; Who's Who; Jr. Class Fav.; Golf; UIL
Informati ve Speaking ; Tennis Most Val. Player; All
School Fav.
STEVE GRANGER: Rodeo Club; DECA; Who's Who
MIKE HAGERTY: Ft.ball; FFA; Key Club; ICT; Track
GLENDA HAGGARD: Young Life; TAHOS; Choir;
UIL-Hea dllne Writing
KIM HALE: Choir-P res.; UIL Solo & Ensemble ; Toteni
Poll-Edi tor; UIL Journalis m; Science Club; Jr. Hist.;
Spanish Club; NHS; Who's Who; Student Council
CECIL HALL: ICT
LEE HAMBY: F.ball; Bsk.ball; Track; FFA; Ag Coop; Lone
Star Farmer Degree
KENT HAMILTON: Young Life; Leo Club; Totem Poll;
FHA; FTA-Pre s.; Band; Solo & Ensemble ; UIL Solo;
All Region Band; Drama Club; Leadersh ip Award
DENEEN HAMILTON: FHA-Pre s.; Rodeo Club; FTA;
OEA; Who's Who
MARY LYNN HAYES: Spanish Club; Leo Club; Band,
Young Life; FHA; Totem Poll
DAVID HENSLEE:
JAN HICKS: Choir; Student Council; Young Life; Track,
FHA; Frosh. Class Rep.; All School Fav.
CHERYL HILGER: V.ball; Student Council; Young Life;
FHA; Jr. Hist.
SHANE HILGER: Young Life-Tre as.; FFA; Rodeo Club;
Science Club; Math Club
ERIC HOLDER: FFA; VICA; Auto Mechanic s
STEVE HOLDER: FFA; Auto Mechanic s; DE
DAVID HOLLINS: Ft.ball; Boy Scouts
JOHN HOLLINS : Boy Scouts; Boxing; Bsk.ball
TODD HUBBARD:FFA; FHA; VICA; ICT; F.ball;
Baseball
SCOTT HUNNICUTT: Ft.ball; Student Council; Key Club;
FFA; ICT

Eric Holder
John Hollins
Tessie Johnson
Delisa Jones
Rhonda Jones

Steve Holder
Todd Hubbard
Julie Johnston
Juanita Jones
Kim Kavanau gh

David Hollins
Scott Hunnicut t
Brad Jones
Karol Jones
Brenda Kennedy
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Seniors Presen t Our Favori tes

Cherie Winkels
Gary Smith
Emlly Landers
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Liz Lane

Lawton Langford

Roger Lindsey

abra cada bra
The unknown has always raised questions
In people's minds. People try to come up with
logical explanations to set their minds at ease.
There are some people who make a living at
putting questions and doubts In peoples' minds.
They are known as magicians.
Walking through a shopping center In Atlanta,
BIii Gore went through a magic shop and bought
his first set. He added to his collection of magic
equipment and little by little his hand learned
to move quicker than his audiences' eyes as
he began to master the magic field. Later he
became a member of the Texas Association
of Magicians and attended six magic
conventions . Five of these were held in Texas
and one was a midwest convention held In
Missouri.
Included In his list of accomplishments are;
winning the 1976 Choir Talent show, and
performing at various meetings, parties,
birthdays and shows. "Being a magician Is
enjoyable as a hobby but It Is great to also
make money at It. "

John Llttleford
Kim Lockaby
Christina Long

Bobby Louis
Nanette Macconnell
Steve Mayberry

Morris Mayo
Lee McDowell
Paula McFarlane
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Teresa McGehee
Scott Meador
Lisa Morgan
Denise Owens
Glenna Pinkston
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Kelley McRae
Kathy Millhollon
Allen Mulder
Edward Owens
Ben Poliakoff

Mike McWhorter
T. Moore
Elaine Murray
Lisa Philli ps
Tina Polston

JESSIE JOHNSON: Who 's Who; NHS; Camp Fire ; Young
Life; Student Council ; El Conquistadors; Band;
Coushatta; GLAD; Leo Club; Soph. Class Treas.; Head
Majorette; UIL Flute Quartet; Twirling Div. I; State
Twirling; UIL Typing
DELISA JONES: Cheerleader; Frosh . Class Fav.; A- 1
School Fav.; NHS; F.ball Homecoming Princess;
Bsk.ball Queen
JULIE JOHNSTON: Student Council; Band ; Young Life;
FHA; VOE; Science Club; Tennis; Majorette
BRAD JONES: FFA; Lone Star Farmer Award ; Ag Coop;
Rodeo Club
KAROL JONES: Science Club; Rodeo Club; Young Life;
Bsk.ball; Track; VOE- Treas.; OEA; Hon. Men . All
Dist. Bsk.ball
RHONDA JONES: Band ; Leo Club; Choir; Jr. Hist. ; FHA;
FTA; Young Life; VOE; Science Club; All Region
Band
KIM KAVANAUGH : Student Council; VICA; Young Life;
Band; Who 's Who; Auto Mechanics
BRENDA KENNEDY: Tennis; Young Life; Tennis Most
Val. Player; VOE
EMILY LANDERS: Spanish Club; FHA; Science Club; VOE;
Who's Who; Jr. Class V. Pres.; Young Life
LIZ LANE: Young Life; Student Council; Science Club;
Leo Club; Band; NHS; GLAD; Who 's Who; Camp Fire;
Coushatta; UIL Poetry; Typing; Who 's Who in Music;
Drum Major; All Region Band ; Piano State Div. I; Frosh.
Class Pres.
LAWTON LANGFORD: Rodeo Club; FFA; Ft.ball;
Baseball; Student Council Chief Warham; Lone Star
Farmer Degree
ROGER LINDSEY: Ag ; FFA
JOHN LITTLEFORD: NHS; Young Life; Baseball ; Ft.ball;
1st Team All Dist. Baseball ; Hon . Men . Ft. ball; Warrior
Award; All School Fav.
KIM LOCKABY: Bask.ball; FHA; Young Life; OEA;
VICA
BOBBY LOUIS: Ft.ball; Bsk.ball; Track; State Track
CHRISTINA LONG: FHA; FFA; Who 's Who; Young Life;
Bsk.ball
NANETTE MacCONNELL: FHA; Science Club; Young Life;
Bsk.ball ; NHS; Who's Who; Choir; Jr. Class Pres.;
Soph. Class Sec.
LEE McDOWELL: Ft.ball; FFA; Math Club; Science Club;
UIL Slide Rule
PAULA McFARLANE: Band; Choir; FTA; FHA; Leo Club;
Young Life; Leo Band ; 1st Div. UIL Solo & Ensemble;
State Solo & Ensemble
TERESA McGEHEE: DECA; Young Life; Band ; Camp Fire;
Who's Who
KELLY McRAE: Band ; V.ball; Science Club ; Jr. Hist. ; Math
Club; Student Council ; Spanish Club; Frosh . Class
V. Pres.; Soph. ClassV. Pres.; Who 'sWho; NHS;GLAD;
UIL Shorthand ; State Shorthand
MIKE McWHORTER: FFA; Rodeo Club; Key Club; Young
Life; Mr. BHS
STEVE MAYBERRY: Ft.ball Manager; Bsk.ball; Track;
FTA; FCA; Upward Bound ; Coushatta; CETA's Youth
of the Year; Academic Achievement award ; All School
Fav.; Upward Bound ; Most Handsome; Most Likely
to Succeed
SCOTT MEADOR: NHS; Who's Who; Spanish Club; Los
Conquistldors; Ft.ball; GLAD; Young Life; FCA;
Student Council; Library aide
KATHY MILLHOLLON : Young Life; FHA; Science Club;
Rodeo Club; VICA; V.ball ; Bsk.ball; Who's Who; GLAD;
Soph. Class Fav.; 1st team All Dist. V.ball; All School
Fav.
T. MOORE: Key Club-V. Pres.; Rod Club; Young Life;
Ft.ball man .; Golf; FHA Beau; All School Fav.
LISA MORGAN : Science Club; Jr. Hist. ; Young Life; Who's
Who; NHS
MAYO MORRIS:
ELAINE MURRAY: DECA-Pres.; Young Life; Band;
Camp Fire; Who's Who
DENISE OWENS: Camp Fire; FHA; Young Life; Student
Council ; Frosh. Cheerleader; VOE; Who's Who

Mark Powell
Patricia Reed
Kelly Robbins
Beverly Lawrence
Sanford
Tammy Skidmore
EDWARD OWENS: Ft.ball; Track
LISA PHILLIPS: DE; Camp Fire
BEN POLIAKOFF: Key Club; Student Council; FT A; UIL
Editorial Writing
TINA POLSTON: Band; Camp Fire; Science Club; Jr. Hist.;
FHA; Young Life; Totem Poll; Who's Who; 1st Div.
Solo & Ensemble
MARK POWELL: FFA; Ag Coop; Chapter Farmer Degree;
Greenhand Degree; Outstandi ng School Citizen
MONTE RATER: Rodeo Club; _FFA; Ag Coop; Lone Star
Degree; Chapter Farmer Degree; Tractor Maintenan ce
Award
BRAD RATTAN: FFA; Rodeo Club; Sr. Class Off.; Ag
Coop-V. Pres.
PAT REED: Young Life; DECA; Who's Who
DONNA RHINE: Young Life; Band; FFA; Who's Who;
HOSA; Solo & Ensemble Health Oc. State Winner
KELLY ROBBINS: Student Council; Band; Spanish Club;
Jr. Hist.; Medical Explorers; Key Club Sweethea rt;
State Solo and Ensemble
TIM ROBERTS: FFA; Ag Coop; Greenhan d Chapter
Farmer Degree
BOBBY ROSS: Ft.ball; Bsk.ball; Track; State Track
Champion s; Outstandi ng Running back
BEVERLY LAWRENCE SANFORD: Band; Young Life;
OEA;
FHA;
Who;
Who's
Club;
Science
VOE-Swe etheart
CARLA SHELLEY: Student Council; Band-Se c.; Young
Comm.;
Relations
Public
FTA;
FHA;
Life;
Majorette
MIKE SIMPSON:
TAMMY SKIDMORE: Rodeo Club; Young Life; FHA; DE;
VOE
GARY SMITH: Band; Science Club; Spanish Club; GLAD;
Student Council-P res.; UIL Debate; Coushatta ; NHS:
Who's Who; UIL Edit. Writing; Math Award; Sr. Class
Fav.
MICHAEL SMITH: Ft.ball; FHA; Health Oc.; Track;
Bsk.ball
BILLY SPINDLE: Sr. Class Off.; ICT; Young Life;
Ft.ball
GAY COX STANDLEE: DECA; V.ball; VICA
TERRY STAPLES: Who's Who; VOE; Camp Fire; Spanish
Club; Science Club; NHS
CARLON BASS STAPP: Young Life; VOE
RUSSELL STEPHENS:
TERESA STEPHENS: FHA; Science Club; Jr. Hist.; VICA:
Who's Who
MELVIN STEWART: Ft.ball; Bsk.ball
JOHNNY STOWE: ICT-Pres .
RANDY SWINDELL: FFA; VICA; DECA; Rodeo Club
JOYCE TAYLOR: Young Life; FHA; FTA; Jr. Hist.; Sr.
Award
KENNIE TAYLOR:
ON ETHA THOMAS: Cosmo.; VICA
JO ANNA THRASHE R. Math Club, Science Club;
Student Council; FHA; Young Life; Who's Who; NHS;
GLAD; UIL No. Sense; UIL Science; Bsk.ball; Track;
MENSA
DEE DEE VELDMAN : Spanish Club; Science Club; FHA;
OEA; Who's Who; Camp Fire
DAVID VERMILLION: Ft.ball; Golf; NHS
PAM VINSON: FHA-Rep .; OEA-Rep .; V.ball
RONALD WHITED: Band; FFA; FT A; Math Club; Leo Club;
Young Life
LEO WILBANKS: FFA; VICA-Se c.; Rod Club
JIMMY WILLIAMS : Ft.ball; FCA; Track
PRESTON WILLIAMS : Ft.ball; FFA; Young Life; Baseball;
ICT
COATRIANA WILSON: FHA; VICA-Pre s.; Young
Life
CHERIE WINKELS: Science Club; Jr. Hist.; FHA; FTA;
Young Life; Student Council; Math Club; Frosh. Class
Off.; Who's Who; NHS; Sr. Class Fav.
KIM WIX: Student Council; Young Life; V.ball; FHA
LISA WRIGHT: FHA-Swe etheart; Young Life; Jr. Hist.;
VOE
JESSE WYATT: FHA

Monte Rater
Donna Rhine
Bobby Ross
Carla Shelley
Gary Smith

Brad Rattan
Tim Roberts
Nikita Ross
Mike Simpson
Micheal Smith
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BIiiy Spindle
Gay Cox Standlee
Terry Staples

Carlon Bass Stapp
Russell Stephens
Teresa Stephens

Melvin Stewart
Johnny Stowe
Carlton Swenson

If You Can't Stand the
Heat . ..
If you Interviewed all the hardworking
housewives of America, you would find that
slaving over a hot stove near the end of a day
was not their most enjoyable moment of the
week.
However, there are some people who actually
enjoy cooking and think of It as a hobby Instead
of a dally chore. To some people llke Rhonda
Jones It Is really an enjoyable pastime.
Baking cookies and entering them In the
Fannin County Fair and the Texas State Fair
was a great experience and a good opportunity
for Rhonda. She won third place at the County
fair. She spent a lot of time and effort Including
getting up at 4:00 a.m. to make the cookies
and be at the fair by 8:00. She competed against
over 100 entries and placed first at the State
Fair of Texas. For her accomplishment, Rhonda
had her name, recipe, the year In which she
won, and her address placed In a State Fair
cookbook.
Rhonda, being thoroughly surprised and
thrilled, had no Idea she would win first place
at the State fair even after placing In the county
fair for the past two years. Rhonda feels,
"Everyone has some hidden talent and they
should use It to the best of their
knowledge."
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Leaving on a jet plane
After the recent plane crashes such as
theenginefalllng off the 727 commuter plane
in California and the Cessnas runn ing into
the larger commercial planes, who would
want to fly? The movies about plane crashes
such as all the " AIRPORT 76-'to who
knows when ' " movies only compound
paranoia about flying. One answer to the
question, " who would want to fly? " is
answered by David Eaton .
Learning to fly was important to him, so
he spent a year taking courses to finally
obtain his students' license. He studied
many procedures such as the effect of

weathery night landing, blind flying , etc .
He is well on his way to obtaining his private
license.
When weather conditions are favorable
and David Is free from all activities, he flies
to area towns like Paris, Sulphur Springs,
Greenville, and Commerce. " It is enjoyable
to fly In my free time. Up in the air away
from the earth and its cares, life is very
peaceful."
David may not pursue flying as a career
but It will always remain his No. 1
hobby.

Randy Swindell
Kennie Taylor
Joyce Taylor

Onetha Thomas
JoAnna Thrasher
Dee Dee Veldman
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David Vermillion
Ronald Whited
Jim Williams
Cherie Winkels
Jesse Wyatt

M
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Fill her up sir? A question asked many times
a day by Lisa Morgan. Lisa is employed by her
father and has worked at Morgan's Mobile filling
station since August. She can pump gas, check
and change oil , wash windshields, change oil filters ,
fix flats and run errands for her dad. She applied
for and was awarded this job after her brother
decided to resign. The gas shortage hasn't really
changed the station 's amount of business. Lisa
says, " People do complain but they're back in
three days for another tank. It was closed a lot
in August," she adds. Seventeen days out of the
month carried " no gas" signs because there was
no place to purchase gasoline.
Lisa is debating whether or not to go to college
but either way, she plans to pump gas. The only
things that Lisa does not appreciate are people
that think a girl wouldn 't know anything in a gas
station or anything concerning cars. "Also," she
adds, " it is amazing how rain can make EVERYONE
buy a full tank, and not under the awning
either."

al
Coatrlna Wilson
Lisa Wright

James Woodard
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Pam Vinson
Craig Wilbanks
Preston WIiiiams
Kim Wix
Wade York

oJust a line to let you know we care
Love, Mom & Dad
Kennie (T.),
Remember, you never walk alone.
Love, Mom & Dad
Jeff (C.),
Have you considered a Defensive Driving Course?
Mom & Dad
Gina (C.)
We love you, wish you the best!

Carla (S.),
Your giggling personality, high morals, and smiles have given
me great happiness.
MeMo

Kim (K.),
On your own
But never alone . . .
I'm there mentally!

Love, Mother & Dad
Terry (S.),
We all miss you-Mother, Daddy, Brad,
Marty

Nikki,

Farrah,

Mom
Stevie (M.),
Well conservative but yet determined.
Love, Mom

Kelley (M.),
Don't call home for moneyYou've already spent it honey!
Mom & Dad
David (F.),
FORGET THIS LINE:
No mon, no fun-your son

Gary (S.),
Early to bed, early to rise
Makes a man healthy, wealthy and on time.
Love, Mom & Dad
Carla (D.),
Try not to lock your keys in the car.
Love, Mom & Dad

Mom
Julie (J.),
Don't forget to take your vitamins.

Preston (W.),
Turn the TV off, let's go to work.

Love, Daddy
Dad
Scott (M.),
When you're down and out,
lift up your head and shout . . . HELP!

Elaine (M.),
Do Dodge Colts get 30 miles per gallon everyday?

Dad
Pam (V.),
Thank you for touching our lives.

Love, Mom & Dad
Delisa (J.),
You light up our life.

Love, Mom & Dad

Love, Mom, Dad & Bill

Tessie (J.),
Graduation means: Bonhl . . . Chris . . . red mustang-all
without you.
Love, Mother & Daddy

Nanette (M.),
Just call out our names and we'll come running.
You've got a friend,
Daddy & Mama

Liz (L.),
We are so proud you're our daughter.

Love, Mom & Dad

Beverly (C.),
Next time carry your pom-pom repair kit to the game!
Love, Mom & Dad

Love, Mother

Camera-Shy Seniors
Frank Box
Rusty Davis
Paula Dauster
Ronnie Butler

JUNIORS :
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The stage is set, the students are
dressed in their best, the bell rings
and who else should appear, but
last year's sophomores. The
transition is remarkable they no
longer are on the lower half of the
ladder; they are now just one step
away.
Act one, the money . . . Managing the concession stand at the
home football scrimmages was the
first of the money-raising projects
for the junior class. Through
problems such as running out of
ice, cokes and not having change
for a quarter, they were able to raise
$200.
Act two, the ring . . . The word
is out and it spreads like wildfire.
Signs go up, and everyone is talking
about the "big event". "What's
goin' on?" someone asks, "Juniors
are ordering their class rings,"

JIM BONO-PRESIDENT
JAMES EPLEY-VICE PRESIDENT
SANDRA ALEXANDER-SECRETA RY
MELANIE CALDWELL-TREASURE R
BRUCE CRANFILL-REPORTER

Becky Adams
Rhonda Akers
Sandra Alexander
Donna Allen
Lynne Ayer
Cindy Babers
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another answers. Sophomores
examine the folder to see what kind
of selection there is while seniors
peer at the new choices. Finally the
juniors get a chance to see what
they might order . . . "oh, look at
the green stone! That is definitely
the one I'll get . . . but wait, most
of my classmates will get the purple
one. Yea, I'll get the purple
one."
The big day arrives, all the juniors
are rounded into the Kiva where
the ordering takes place. Each is
sure they've made the right choice,
they think.
Act three, the Prom . . . the night
is here. All the work and late hours
paid off. Now all that matters is
having a good time, and this is one
junior class that knows how to have
a good time, day or night.

Way Down Yonder in the
Cotton Patch
Eric Baker
Ann Ballard
Mark Bennett
Roger Blackerby
Mary Blanton
Gary Bond

Donnie Baldwin
Barry Barnett
Connie Bicknell
Vince Blankenship
Phil Blevins
Allison Bono

Farming is a way of life to some
people. One person in particular
is Cindy Babers. One good thing
about it, is that she enjoys doing
it.
Cindy helps her dad farm 180
acres of wheat and 130 acres
Some of the steps involved in
farming are plowing, bedding,
planting, hoeing, and harvesting. Cindy receives a percentage
of the profit after harvest. One
of the things she does is hoe the

cotton and wheat two or three
times during the summer by
hand. When asked what she
does in the field, hoeing by
herself, she replied, "I think a
lot. I think about what I'm doing,
what I've done, and what I
someday hope to do."
Cindy became interested in
farming through 4-H Club and
projects in 4-H. She plans to
attend Texas A & M to major
in soil and crops science, and
be a farmer herself someday.

John Burris
Sheryl Bryan
Cindy Boseman
Jim Bono
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Melanie Caldwell
Mike Call
Jimmy Caplinger
David Castle
Bryan Castleberry
Teresa Cates

Marty Charles
Julie Chesser
Carolyn Clayton
Greg Coldiron
Vince Cox
Bruce Cranfill

Bobby Crutcher
Diva Dale
Cody Davis
Debra Davis
Sherrill Denney
Edna Dismang

Leslie Dodson
Julle Dollison
Marcus Dunlap
Marion Dunlap
Bobby Jean
Edwards
Julie Edwards

Disco Dreamer
Like to dance, Just can't figure out the
steps? Know some of the steps, just can't
get the beat? Get in touch with Cindy
Hazelwood and who knows, you may be
another Fred Astaire or Ginger Rogers,
with a few dancing lessons.
Cindy has taken dancing for four years
and is currently teaching beginner's and
intermediate's tap, jazz, baton, and her
favorite, disco dancing.
Cindy Hazelwood and Cindy Vanmeter
of "Cindy's Dance Studio" have taught
dancing in many places such as East
Texas State University and Paris Junior
College. They have performed at the
Fannin County Fair, Texas State Fair,
and even put on a fashion show for a
country club in Denison.
She is interested in becoming a
physical therapist and maybe one day
owning a dance studio of her own.
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Country I 'kon-tre/n 5: rural regions
as opposed to towns and cities.
If you referred to Jeff Wallace Instead
of a dictionary, you would probably
receive an answer like this:
Country Is where every creek, hill,
meadow, or bump In the road has a
name.
Someplace where everybody's kin In
some way or another.
Where you work hauling hay or farming
and hope it rains so you can take a day
off.
A place where you make your own
entertainment, such as spotlighting or
stealing outhouses on Halloween.
Wide open space, where there Is plenty
of room to hunt just about any kind of
critter you can think of.
A place where you can go anywhere,
anytime, be alone, or in a crowd .
Where you look forward to growing
old and spending your days at the
"Domino Hall" or "Garage".
Jeff says he Is amazed how useless
some city people are and adds,
"Anybody that can't plow, milk cows,
kill hogs, or just live in the country Is
missing something!"

James Epley
Susan Flowers
Loretta Fuller
Sally Fuller
Randy Furtch
Robert Gibbs

Terry Godbey
Sally Gore
Pam Hagerty
Denney Hanson
Lisa Harper
Dale Hasten

Cindy Hayes
Kim Hayes
Cindy Hazelwood
Laquetta Henson
Brad Herne
Phillip Hodge
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David Hollins
Annette Howell
Lynnette Howell
Richard Hubbard
Greg Hughes
Eddie Johnson

Juan Jones
LaTonna Jones
Cathy King
Jeff Knickerbocker
Harold Kuhn
Melanie Lewis

The first step to becoming a
veterinarian, according to Cindy
Bozeman, is cleaning out cages,
feeding sick animals, and exercising
them. Then comes the hard parteight years in college where you study
such subjects as anatomy, surgery,
chemistry, physiology, and the
breeding and feeding of animals.
Cindy has started her veterinary
work by being an assistant to a

veterinarian here in Bonham. Her
work consists ur the " first steps" to
becoming a vet, plus aiding In some
surgery, giving IV's, some lab work
and making Country Calls (or house
calls to us city-slickers).
When asked when she first became
interested in veterinary work, Cindy
replied, "I've always been interested
in anything having to do with
animals." She also said she owns a
few animals of her own Including two
cats, a dog, a calf and a horse.

Trey Lind
Janice Martz
Clndv McDowell
Kelly Mendenhall
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Kathy Manhart
Ruth Ann McClure
Morris McWhorter
Jackie Minnick

Walk, Trot, Canter . . . Arabian
Style
There are three "showing"
seasons. The fall season
starts the middle of October
through December; the spring
season is February through
April and June through
August is the summer season.
Brenda and her family, during
showing seasons, spend most

Karen Moody
Brenda Moss
Jeff Nelms
David Norris
Linda Palmer
Anil Patel

of their weekends traveling to
and from shows. Some of their
preparations include bathing
the horses, putting up the tack
curtains, polishing the saddle
and bridle and maintaining
various other equipment used
during shows.

Leisha Moses
John Moss
Vicki Nelson
David Oliver
Susan Partain
Ruth Ann Pollakoff
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Debra Powell
Jimmy Pratt
Stan Raper
Mike Rater
Juan Rayford
Renee' Rayford

Teresa Richards
Richie Rivers
Jennifer Robbins
Susan Robinson
Kyle Sanderson
Juan Sewell

Richard Sewell
Dinard Shaw
Tony Shelby
Chris Shelley
Doris Shelton
Peggy Shiftlet

222222222
Is this stuff shorthand? Of course
not, says Junior Vince Blankenship .
These are some of the symbols used
In drawing houseplans. How would
Vince know this? Like many
students he has taken General
Drafting and Architectural Drafting ,
but unlike the others he has
completed and sold several houseplans to a contractor In Irving.
This builder contacted Vince
through his dad. He and the
contractor work together In Irving.
Vince was sent a sketch of measurements he wanted and drew the
floor plan , foundation plan, and
threea
Including
elevations
dimensional view. In these plans
were everything needed to complete
a house. The several different
elevations Included In the drawings
allowed the contractor to build a
variety of homes for business
purposes. Vince received a compensation for his services and will
obtain more when the house is
sold.
Vince's main interest is In designing contemporary houses and office
buildings. Working In his spare time,
most of his plans take two to three
weeks to complete.
His other main interest Is in
music. He Is a part of the BHS Band
and plays the piano for the Elwood
Baptist Church.
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Clinker-Tinker
Vince Cox got interested in old
cars his freshman year because
he thought that a new car was
too high priced. He began to look
for cars on country roads, small
towns and around old barns. On
the way to a Rockwall football
game, Vince sighted the car he
wanted. After a long time of
saving money, he finally got
it.
He has been working on these
old cars for quite a while now.
After replacing glass, rewiring
the entire electrical system, and
fixing the windshield wipers it
was time for registration and
inspection. Vince gets most of

his parts from J.C. Whitney and
a lot from junkyards.
So far, he has spent around
three thousand dollars and plans
to spend an additional two or
three thousand to complete the
car.
While building these cars,
Vince has had to give up things
some would not. He had to quit
football and has to hold down
two jobs because of his cars.
Vince's statement about his
cars is, "Many think I am crazy,
but no one knows the satisfaction I get from driving down the
drag in a car that I sweated,
cried, and worked to build."

Donna Shockley

Rickey Siler

Suzanne Sisk

Van Smith

Dudley Sorrells

Joe Stephens
Weesie Stinson
Gayle Stroud
Dorothy Taylor
Kelli Taylor
Steven Taylor

Liz Thomas
John Thompson
Pam Titsworth
Jeff Towery
Karla Towery
Annette Trail
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Ricky Siler
Susan Robinson
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Carol
Turnage

Becky
Whitfield
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Doris
Waits

Ginger
Walker

Jeff w.
Wallace

Sherry
Whaley

Byrle
Whipple

Jimmy
Wiggins

Sandra
Williams

Lisa
Winkler

Oscar
Wright

Cynthia
Wyatt

Lori
Whisenhunt

Unettla
Wyatt

Sophs Strive
Toward Goals
of Success
We sophomores of 1979-80,
have reached another step on our
way through high school.
We have lived through and
triumphed over many hardships
such as being new, finding our
classes, locating our lockers, and
the supreme accomplishment o1 all,
memorizing and remembering the
combinations of our lockers.
lockers.
Our class is not the largest nor
is it the smallest in BHS. We have
Variety. We are made up of quality
people such as scholars, athletes,
kickers, bandsmen, KZEW freaks
and many more. Everyone in our
class does what he does best.
We are now faced with developing our leadership qualities and
abilities. In the near future we shall
gain the glorious position of
superiority as "SENIORS."
This is our goal for the short time
we spend here at BHS. Meanwhile,
all of us shall work hard and strive
to meet our goal as all other classes
have before us.

~

Steve Allen
Belinda Baker
Brett Baker
Johnny Barker
Brett Barnes
Donald Barnett

Greg Barrow
Steve Bell
Debbie Bennett
Sammy Bogar
Kenneth Branum
Kampy Briggs
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Carla Brooks
Charles Bruce
Diane Bryan
Steve Burns
Leddy Carder
Chris Castle

Kelly Chapman

36-24-36; No, but
Donna Chesser

Janet Clark

Laura Clark

Terri Clements

Johnny Coldiron
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Models are Chris Castle's hobby. No, not the kind that have
a beautiful face or a nice figure, but the type that are held
together with glue. He has 19 cars and pickups, 5 diesel trucks,
and 3 dune buggies that were from scrap articles. Chris says
that he makes these dune buggies out of round pieces of plastic,
heated, and melted together. Chris has been creating models
since he was in the fifth grade. He feels he has done quite
well with this hobby.
Chris sent one of his pictures to a Revell model contest. Entries
from this contest were from all over the U.S. Chris was awarded
an honorable mention for his entry. This is a great
accomplishment for him because a 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 2 honorable
mentions were all that were awarded.

The Future Belongs
Dare
Have you ever wanted to
be one of those daredevilish people who ride
those surfboard looking
things on wheels called a
Well,
"skateboard " ?
sophomore Mike Devenport is one of those
daredevils.
It all started when a guy
who lived by him built a
board with skates on It.
Mike felt that he could ride
this contraption. So he
saved his money and
bought a skateboard and
Improved
since
has
greatly.
He has participated In
many contests and has
won first place in the ramp,
free style and slalom
events.
He has had good luck
with his competitive events
but skateboarding is awfully rough on his body. So
far he has broken both of
his legs , sprained his
ankles twice and pulled a
ligament in his right ankle.
But no matter what happens, Mike just won't quit
skateboarding.

Eric Cole
Jean Cole
Lisa Crittenden
David Culler

Angela Cunningham
Greg Curtis
Jan Dale
Dana Daniels

Ben Danner
Kevin Darwin
Tim Davis
Craig Dennis
Mike Devenport
Marsha Dickson

Charla Dodson
David Dorough
Brian Dubberley
Delia Dunlap
Marie Dunlap
Ken Eaton

Lisa Elliott
Mike Ellis
John Evans
Angela Garrison
Gina GIibert
Kathy Gist
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Deneen Givens

Jennifer Goodwin

Becky Hagerty

SINGER,
SONGWRITER,
AND GUITARIST
Donita Hale
Kathy Hale
Donald Hall
Pam Hall

Brent Hamilton
Jimmy Herpeche
Greg Higgins
Beverly Hilliard

Brian Hilliard
Peggy Hollins
Tracey Hooks
Cindy Hope

Brad Houghland
Lisa Jackson
Kevin James
Susan Johns
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These words describe
Charla Dodson. Many people may not have realized
it, but Charla is quite gifted
with musical talent.
At age seven , Charla
showed an interest in
music and started music
lessons. Six years later, her
lessons completed , she felt
she had not learned
enough and began to play
by ear. Charla now understands her own musical
talent and has taken up
lessons once again to
further It. As a first stepping
stone, she auditioned for
the Grapevine Opry. Although she didn't make It,
she
was
not
discouraged.
Charla devotes herself
totally when writing the
lyrics and music to a song.
The competition In the
world of music Is fierce, but
Charla
believes
that
through hard work and a
little luck she can someday
be a professional singer.
If one day by chance, you
turn on the radio, the song
is good, the music pretty,
and the voice famlllar,
remember
Charla
Dodson.

LEONARDO DE BAKER?
Who is that in the art room
brushing brilliant colors on
canvas? Belinda Baker, indulging
in one of the many fine arts;
painting.
She is one of several students
who are interested in this field as
a career. The instructor for
Belinda, as well as other students,
is Mrs. Sarah Priddy.
Art is a means of expressing
one's inner emotions and means
something different to each
individual who studies it. To
Belinda, art means a feeling of
self-accomplishment and the
discovery of one's inner self.
Her future plans include attending North Texas State University
or East Texas State University and
going on to become an Artist.

Dana Johnson
Michelle Johnson
Jerra Johnston
Butch Kasper

Eric Kavanaugh
Jimette Kerr
Danny Kinkade
Mycheale Kuhn
Tina Lewis
Stan Littleford

Lloyd Long
Terri Long
Chuck Lowe
Mary Manning
Rhonda Manley
April McDonald

Kim McDonald
Marla McDonald
Dawn McRae
Laura Mendenhall
Donna Millhollin
Lid Morrison
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Peggy Moss

Zella Mulder

Jerry Murphy

Rodeo Rambler
Does climbing on the back of a Brahma bull, trying to stay on
for eight seconds, when he wants you off, sound like fun to you?
Well, Eric Kavanaugh says it is one of the most exciting and
dangerous things he has ever done. Being a sophomore this year,
Eric has really just started his high school rodeo career. Last spring
he placed in the top ten at the Pilot Point High School Rodeo.
Eric is really enthusiastic about rodeoing.
Like most cowboys, he dips snuff, drives a pick-up and thinks
rodeo. A lot of cowboys dream of someday being able to qualify
for the national finals in Oklahoma City. Eric hopes that some
day his dream becomes a reality.
Trapping wild animals and motorcycle riding also interest him.
It seems that everything Eric likes to do can be dangerous, but
also adventurous.

Kelly Nelms

Karla Newhouse

Donette Oliver

Darlene Parkel
Nancy Paxton
Ruthann Pharr
Kelly Phillips
Janet Pierce
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Dennis Pool
Norma Porter
Jon Price
Yvonda Ransom
Sonya Rayford

Connie Reeder
Rose Reeder
Lynn Rich
Judy Richards
Sherry Robertson

Lisa Ross
Kenny Roundtree
Milton Rushing
Todd Russell
Debbie Sangster

How do you start your Sunday?
Several people are placed in jails in Bonham and
other surrounding towns each year. Perhaps Junior
Barry Barnett and Mr. Jack Hall will visit them as
they have countless others, ministering the gospel
each week as their personal testimony of their
faith.
Finding most of these offenders in a state of
depression, Barry talks with them, prays and reads
scripture to them, and if desired, leaves
literature.
Barry has been serving this cause for about a
year. Besides Bonham, he and Mr. Hall have
ministered at the County jails in McKinney and
Durant. They visit these institutions prior to their
own Sunday morning services.
Barry first became interested when a deacon of
the First Baptist Church, Mr. Jack Hall, invited him
and others to come along with him to the county
jail. Barry says there are no usual Sunday services
at these houses of correction, but the officers are
very cooperative.
Barry receives nothing for his services except
the satisfaction and self-fulfillment he feels knowing
he has helped his fellow man.
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Sophomore
Favorites
Judianne Sewell
Carolyn Shaw
Lee Shelton
Kevin Simpson
Matt Simpson
Jon Stanley

Duane Stephens
Vernon Stephens
Teresa Stowe
Daphne Swinson
Dedee Swindell
Cristy Tarpley
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Ron Templeton
Gladys Thomas
Kelly Titsworth
Mike Titsworth
William Tolland
Becky Vaught

Kelli Vermillion
Renee Watkins
William White
Karen Wilbanks
Jerry Wilkerson
Brent Williams

Kirk Williams

William Williamson
Kevin Winkler
Barbara Wright
Darrell Wyatt

PICTURES NOT AVAILABLE
Mary Goodgion

John Ray Ivey
Sherri McBride
David Montgomery
Kenneth Paxton
Jerry Raper
Steve Scott
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re Angela Harwood who was seriously
REACT, a local organization, had a drive to raise money for sophomo
injured in a car accident.
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It's only the beginning for the Bonham High School freshman class. They came
into high school scared but determined and the 1st day seemed endless, getting
lost in the big "look-alike" halls. The feeling they had was similar to when they
began Kindergarten-leaving their mothers and starting into their own lives. But
the difference is now they must leave their childhood behind and begin to shape
their careers into perspective.
Finally after a week or so of high school, they all began to know their way
around. But then, pep rallies and football season hit.
The freshman class consisted of 170 students that showed their spirit and unity
by winning 2 spirit sticks and 3 spark plugs. Then when the 1980 school year
was drawing to a close, the class started preparing their schedules for their
sophomore year, and looking back they realized being a "frosh" wasn't all bad.
After all what other class has a flag to represent them throughout four years
of high school? Yes, a flag designed by the wife of one of the sponsors, Mrs.
Heidi Roberts, with the inscription "The Class of 83 Supports the Bonhi
Warriors."
Although they have this much behind them, they've really only just begun.
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Lori Albert
Paul Anderson
Michelle Ayer
Brenda Baker
Sherry Ballard
Lisa Barnes
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Motocross? What is that? Dirt-bike racingrough and tough , scrambling and rambling
dirt-bike racing . That's what motocross is. It is
also on Lori Albert's list of favorite things. Originally
from Lindsay, California, Lori says the sport is not
quite as popular here in Texas as It is on the West
Coast, but she is confident that it will catch on
soon. Lori's dad raced quite a bit in California
so she claims that the trait is hereditary. The
Albert 's live in the country which provides an ideal
setting for riding. A miniature track complete with

jumps and dirt ramps encircles the house and many
a leisurely hour is spent on the bikes right in the
front yard .
" There's something about riding a motorcycle,
it's so much freer than riding in a car. The
wind and just the thrill of going fast make it
all very exciting ," says Lori of riding. "But of
course," she jokes, " there's more to it than
just being free and feeling good-like knowing
where the brakes are."

Jeff Barnett

Robert Barnett

Kira Barr
Connie Bass
Chavonne Bell
Kirk Bell
Rodney Blackerby
Eric Blankenship

Tammy Boyer
John Brackett
Dana Brady
Kenneth Breedlove
Duaine Bridges
Kenny Briggs

Rodney Burnett
Dawn Hilger
Larry Caplinger
Cramer Castle
Tracy Charles
Chad Clark
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Judy Coffee
Lance Cole
Beverly Couzens
Press Cox
Joni Cross
Lawton Crutcher

Mike Curry
Bobby Danner
Danny Davis
Faron Davis
Joe Dan Davis
Peter Davis

Dana Day
Ted Dodson
Kenneth Dubberly
Teri Durst
Shawn Eagleton

Robert Eaton
Stephen Evans
John Fisher
Joy Fisher
Mike Fitch

Lana Flippo
Danny Fuller
Carla Furtch
Rebecca Gentry

Eugene Gibson
Susan Gopfarth
Bonnie Graves
Paula Greenlee

Dennis Hackney
Steven Hale
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Janet Hall
Kim Hamby
Dawn HIiger
Richard Hope
Steven Hughes
Kelly Hunnicutt

Chris Johnson
Donna Jones
Pam Jones
Mike Kelly
Jimmy King
Roberta King

Tammy King
Jaquieta Kirkpatrick
Leanne Klose
Stephanie Lambert
Linda Lamprecht
J. Jay LaMothe
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Rob Lee
Tanya Lee
Gretchen Lind
Melinda Loflin
Micheal Mangrum
Richard Manhart

Jeanne Ann
Manning

Ken Mason

Brent Mathews

(Synonymous with Cross-country
running)
Run, run, run-that's exactly what
Dana Day does. Cross-country
running is a sport that comes easy
to few, but to Miss Day it is simply
a way of staying In shape and
enjoying every mile of it.
"Running takes endurance, it's
not something you can just go
out and do. It takes a lot of
building up and practice just like
anything else that's worth
doing."
Dana usually starts working in the
spring and runs all summer into the
fall. Winter ice storms and summer
heat waves sometime prevent her
da il y two and a ha lf to t hree m ile

Tracy Mathews

Sherry McClure

Steve Mccurry
Andra McDonald
Cindy Mcfarlin
Patsy McMillan
Debra Milsap
James Moore
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schedule, but she makes up for it in
the spring and fall. Nice weather
makes it easier and more enjoyable,
especially out on the road where she
does most of her running.
Mini-marathons (six-milers) are
among her favorite races. She has
participated in the American Heart
Association Marathon, the Converse City Run , and she took third
in the Denison Fun Run. Gymnastics
is another of Dana's hobbies. She
especially enjoys the floor exercises
and may try out for a team In the
spring.
Something
special
Is
required of those who run crosscountry, obviously Dana Day has
it.

Eatin', sleepin', and farmin' are the
only three things that come natural
to Joe Dan Davis.
"When I wake up, I think about what
I gotta do in the fields that day,
what's for breakfast, and what else
I gotta do in the fields that
day."
The Davis' live near Gober where they
farm over 2800 acres each year. Most
all the acreage is planted in wheat,
producing about 75,000 bushels in a
season. Farming could almost be
considered an industry at the Davis
place, they own almost every type of
farm equipment you can think of plus
a fleet of trucks used to haul wheat
to the granary.
Joe Dan and his family moved here
three years ago from Liberty, Texas
where they farmed rice and soybeans.
Rice farming is very interesting and
a much more complicated task than
most people realize. It involves
plowing muddy fields several times,
keeping them flooded with water for
a period of time, and constantly

wading through the rows searching
for snakes and varments that could
harm the crop.
Joe Dan, a freshman, plans to study
chemicals for a year or two after high
school and eventually take over "the
place" along with his brother Billy. He
has quite a responsiblit y on his hands
but anyone who talked to him could
be sure it is a responsibili ty he
certainly does not mind bearing .

Tammy Mo9re
Ronald Morrison
Melody Munger
Mona Norman
Carla Oliver

Sandy Orndorff
Lesley Owens
Linda Owens
Mark Owenby
Debra Partridge
Larry Partridge

Sarina Patterson
Dale Paxton
Kevin Paxton
Lisa Pender
Albert Phillips
Sharla Polston
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Mike Porter
Cristy Purcell
Leo Ranson
Gary Rater
Lea Reamer
Ronnie Reeves

Kenny Roberts
Ricky Roberts
Sharon Roberts
Jerry Ross
Terry Ross

Janssen Roundtree
Kim Ruark
Tracy Sable
Darrel Sanders

"Performer" is a word that describes
this gifted young man most accurately.
Eric Blankenship has been singing only
three years and has accumulated almost
as many titles and awards as most
professionals do in an entire career.
Included in his attributes are: 1st place
in the Regional Country Music Association contest, held in Dallas, Top Male
Vocalist in National Competition, in
Memphis, Tennessee. snd the first
inductee of the Youth Country Music Hall
of Fame located in Nashville. Quite a list
of honors for a freshman in high
school!
Eric has appeared In the Grapevine
Opry and done concerts at Sher-Den
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Mall. He also helps out by entertaining
at benefits and fund-raisers for churches
and school organizations. An album cut
in 1977 entitled LET ME BE THERE has
sold well and he recently finished the
taping of another album which will go
on the market later in the year.
Acting is also among Eric's array of
accomplishments. During the summer he
trained with the Dallas Summer Musical
program and landed singing parts in
SOUTH PACIFIC and FIDDLER ON THE
ROOF. A career in singing and acting
seem to be in accordance for this young
entertainer. Yes, Er1c Blankenship is
definitly a performer In the true sense
of the word.

Kevin Sangster
Dana Sewell
Michelle Sewell
Timothy Short
Ray Dene Sieber
Mike Simpson

Brad Smith
Brad Smlthart
Joanna Spawn
Karla Spiller
Charles Stephens
Jackie Stockton

Sharon Swindell
Tony Southerland
Larry Thompson
John Trump

Frosh

F
A

V
0
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Beverly Turrentine
Deneen Vandergriff
Shawn Vaughn
Leisa Vaught
David Vissage
Jo Beth Walker

Shelley Weeks
Phillip Wheless
Susan Whisenhunt
Janette White

Patricia White

NOT PICTURED
Juanita Brackett
Clifford Cavanaugh
£::lobby Hall
Keith Nicholas

Denise Phea
Ricky Pless
Lisa Underwood
Douglas Vaught

Robin White

Bryan
Gene
Tina
Jerry

Andrea Wix
Roy Wood
Gary Wright
James Wright
Rose Wylie
Phillip Wright
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WIicox
Wilson
Whiley
WIison

Rese arch ing Assi gnm ents .

Resource Room

Marsha Dickenson enjoys studying language arts.

•

•

The Resource Room is fairly new
to Bonhi and is taught by Mr.
Priddy. Set up like a lab the
Resource Room is for students with
a problem or deficiency in learning
abilities.
The students studied many
different things. Some of the
subjects they studied were consumer math, language arts, and
they also developed their reading
skills.
When the students in the
on
Resource Room worked
something they did a very thorough
job. One of the units complete d was
on the art of buying a used car.
Visiting the auto mechanics class,
Ashlock's Motor Company, and
Carter's Chevrolet were just a few
places they researched and gathered Informatio n.
Speakers came and talked to the
students about topics that they
studied. Chuck Guild, who is in
consumer relations with TP&L,
came and spoke. Glenna Pitts, who
works for the Texas Employm ent
Commission, spoke about job
interviews .
Resource Room students found
that going out to investigat e things
they were studying made learning
a better experienc e all around .

Trey studies . . .
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Putting Skills to Use . . .

P. V. A. C.

(above) John Moss and Mr. Jones solve a
problem.
(right) Taking the towels out of the dryer
and getting ready to fold them are Denise
Todd and Mr. Biggers.
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The Pre-vocational Adjustment
Class (PVAC) teaches or coordinates the teaching of pre-vocational
skills and personal and social
adjustment designed to prepare
the severely handicapped for entry
into the vocational adjustment
class.
The goal of PV AC is to move from
the general training obtained in the
special education resource room
and the vocational education for
the handicapped program to a
more specific job skill training in
four subject areas: Janitorial,
horticultural, seamstress, and food
services.
Each student then focuses on
one particular facet of the services
by learning the proper procedures
and use of tools. They receive
on-the-job training through contracts made with the Bonham State
Bank and the Bonham Golf
Clubhouse where they are responsible for the maintenance of the
lawns. They also have a contract
with the Cosmetology lab to wash,
dry: and fold all the towels.
PVAC also learns to help others
as this year they gave the teachers
a Christmas party. Other skills
acquired are job interviewing,
communication and health and
hygiene.
Bob Biggers, Denton Jones, and
Donna Christian were the instructors this year.

good table.
Mary Goodgio n and Mrs. Christia n feel a clean table Is a

Sidney White shows Mrs. Trout the terrarium .
Trey Lind
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Our Principal-Our Pal
Being a principal means having the
knowledge which comes from a college
education and teaching, plus specialization in administrative skills.
But being a "good" principal means
a lot more. It requires patience,
understanding, sensitivity, and a willingness to listen to the problems of others.
It means being accessible to the
students, teachers and parents; always
being there to cheer them on or to share
their tears.

Don't let him scare you, underneath that
rough exterior hides a sweet and gentle
spirit. .. .
Mr. Ashmore doubles as Physics teacher.
His class adores him because he can
express formulas that sometimes resemble
plg-latln (commonly known as physic
everyday
common
into
equations)
garble.
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A "good" principal must be willing to
make the school the major focus in his
life; and take the time to find the perfect
blend of academics and activities that
add up to a profitable education .
We at Bon hi are very fortunate to have
not just a principal that fulfills the basic
requirements for such a job, but a man
that gives so smuch more to our
school-Nolan Ashmore. A "good"
principal.

Wa lkin g

TALL

You name it-he takes care of it.
James Dawson, as assistant principal ,
is a versatile fellow. He handles
everythin g from lost books to lost souls;
is in charge of everythin g from busted
lockers to busted bottoms; and referees
everythin g from basketba ll games to hall
fights. Yep, he's always there to take
care of it. His dedicatio n to Bon hi seems
to be tireless, and his devotion
never-end ing. Although it's not often
said, Mr. Dawson is a man very much
appreciat ed by all.

He's grinning because he finally has a
chance to partake In the luxury of a hot
cup of coffee. Nothing else certainly
could make him so happy after a hard
day In the bookroom.
Mr. Dawson looks on at a pep rally.
The Inside of Mr. Dawson's office Is a
place that some would like never to see.
But, those that have say It's really not
so halr-ralslngly horrible as It's made out
to be. Some even enjoy Just dropping
by for a vlsltl(???)
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Zealous Trout, Assistant Superintende nt,
administration problems that exist at BHS.

helps

with th

James Griffitt, Vocational Director, and Freda Simpson, his
secretary, keep the vocational building In good order.

Delores Babers is our school curriculum director. She makes sure
everyone Is learning to the best of his knowledge.

The y Mak e
It Work

Mrs. Wynell McClure and Mrs. Shirley Manhart are the
Administrative secretaries and have learned to keep many books
and records In order.
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Lend ing A Help ing Hand

Mrs. Jones works with the computer In the Career Guidance office.

Counselors at Bonhi this year are
Lanelle Southerland , Jerry Good , and
Jo Jones. Mrs. Southerland works
particularly with junior and senior
students. Helping with SAT and ACT
examination forms, giving GED tests,
and dropping helpful hints about
college to school-bound seniors.
freshmanthe
is
Good
Mr.
sophomore counselor. Many a student
has enthusiastically received a little
note permitting them to leave class and
journey out to the Vocational Building
to chat with Mr. Good.
As far as career counseling goes, Jo
Jones is on top of everything. She
always has some interesting facts
handy on just about any profession .
She is responsible for lining up guest
speakers for various classes so that the
students can learn about that career.
These three people put in a great
deal of time in order to make the
students of Bonhi feel good about
themselves and their futures.

Mr. Good looks over some papers In his office In the Vocational Building.

Mrs. Southerland Is always ready with a smile and the latest news concerning
test scores and " University Days."
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our School Board members

~

.~,~ad
very busy lifestyle. Besides
-~ ~ spending a great deal of time making
decisions and offering new ideas con cerning our schools, all of them have a full time job or heavy schedule. This past year,
.~ .~ the board and the superintenden t worked hand in -hand with the structural problems of our school.
Surrounding our board (counterclock wise from
the center) is Ray Ashlock dressed in fancy western
threads from his western wear store; Harry Barnes selling
.~
insurance; Jerry Hope and Steve Scofield, Mr. Hope is into
-~ ~ concrete and Mr. Scofield is an airline pilot; Tommy Turner is
~ a journalist; Joy Owens a homemaker and John Burnett, President
of the School Board, is a tire salesman and appliance dealer.

EDUCATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT'S POINT OF VIEW
As the world greets a new
decade the nation mood is
uncertain. The average citizen is
wondering if they can get enough
gasoline, inflation is taking more
of the paycheck, growing bite of
taxes from his paycheck and a
general doubt about the future.
The Superintendent is also wondering about like problems. Political and economic uncertainty,
keeping school buses running,
heating and cooling costs, increasing costs of equipment,
supplies, and materials, and trying
to predict the year to come in
quality
provide
to
order
education.
Of the local problems facing
public educators everywhere, four
seem to be most significant.
These are quality personnel,
finance, accreditation, standards
and instructional resources.
The 11th Annual Gallup Poll
(September, 1979 issue of Phi
Delta Kappa) showed the answer
given to, "What a school would
have to do to earn an "A"
grade?" the answer most often
received was "improve the quality
of teachers." Whenever classes
go without teachers, or are taught

by less than qualified personnel,
student's are the ones who
suffer.
Funding a program for all
students. No one needs to be told
that education is expensive today.
chalkboard
from
Everything
erasers to school buses have risen
Budgetory
astronomically.
demands are by local, state and
federal agencies. The task is to
provide a quality balanced program for all students.
Accreditation Standards imposed by State and Federal must
be met but care is taken not to
overlook the basic objective for
quality education .
Instructional resources beyond
what the regular classroom
teacher provides are not always
available in every community.
specialists,
services,
Support
specialized classrooms and equipment are difficult to secure.
Such problems as the above
have neither quick nor easy
solutions. One thing is for sure,
"QUALITY EDUCATION IS A
MUST AND IT IS FOR YOUNG
MEN AND WOMEN."
Superintendent Bob Hill

Excu ses, Band aids
and
more Excu ses!

Barbra Sutherland, and Tanya Crittenden awaiting some smart-ele,:
student to come in the office and throw more excuses at them.

Linda Kincade, who works as an aid in the Resource room,
has spent many hours working with the students and helping
Mr. Priddy with all the work they need to accomplish.
Majorie Ford, Bonhi 's school nurse has done a great Job
getting splinters out of kids hands and rubbing alcohol on cuts
and sores.

Not Just
Custodians:
But Helping Hands

Clyde Tatum, Ed Hanke, Glen Peters, Ronnie Goodwin.

Mr. Haskell Wheeler, checking the cracks
In the walls.

BIii Ratden Is Malntenence Supervisor
of the Bonham Independent School
District.

Everyone takes something for
granted at one time or another in
our life. At BHS we sometimes
overlook the important role the
custodians play.
Remember all those nights we
came back to school to paint
signs? How about those Friday
mornings we arrived at those
unbelievable hours to decorate
the halls with streamers? We
weren't alone in our task, Clyde
Tatum, Ed Hanke, Glen Peters
and Ronnie Goodwin were here to
open the school and lend a
helping hand. Even though we
tried to pick-up our mess, sometimes we failed and the custodians
took over.
Their job doesn't stop there, it
extends to the commons, Vocagym.
and
building
tional
Remember those games of who
could stand the furthest away
from the trash can and still get the
rest of their French fries in the
basket? Remember when you
didn't quite make it and both
French fries and ketchup went
everywhere? Well, you didn't quite
make it and you certainly didn't
have the energy to go pick them
up, well, never fear, the custodians were there.
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Hamburgers
Hot Dogs
And A Smile!

to notice a group of ladies who are
always here. They see each day
that we have a well-balanced
meal.
Their day begins before school
actually starts, feeding all the
early risers a hot breakfast. By
Eight-thirty, both the snack bar
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appetizing aromas.
Sometimes their job seems a
little like mindreading, never
knowing how many students will
eat in the lunchroom or the
snackbar. However, they always
seem to come up with the very
food you were having cravings
for.

VOE Will Never Be the San1e
Mrs. Georgia Jenkins is retiring after teaching for
twenty-seven years of which twenty of those were
at BHS. She has taught Typing, Shorthand,
Bookkeeping, and English. However, she is most
remembered for her VOE stint which lasted for thirteen
years. She has given each of her girls experience in
an occupation and, most of all, she has given them
respect for others as well as themselves. Mrs. Jenkins
loves young people and enjoys taking them on
excursions. She has traveled with many to
Washington, D.C.; Columbus, Ohio; Inola, Okla.;
Minneapolis, Minn.; Albuquerque, New Mexico and
all points in Texas, and has created several memories
that will always be cherished.
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Our teachers deal
a go od ha nd

s.

Bewley
Home Ecomomics, FHA

A. Alvizo
Band, Coushatt a Photogra phers

B. Flowers
Building Trades

B. Manhart
English
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Cho ir-B and

P. Alvizo
Band Director

Band has changed its appearan ce over
the past few months. They've grown in
number, (eighty, out of which thirty were
Frosh), they added a new look with new
uniforms, and have added a flag corp and
have switched to Corp style marching .
In Corp, there are no marches and no
military drills. They can play anything , do
anything , and march anywhere they
want.
The band attempted some new things
this year such as Soul Man 's jazzy routine
and Horse's pure DISCO!
serveral
added
also
has
Choir
members . They put on their annual terrific
talent show and Christma s concert and
also the Spring one which were all
smashes.

D. Antley
P. E. Coach

M. Ashby
Bio. Coach
The trumpet section attempts to jam-on-dow n on
" Apollo."

V. Bowden
Cosmetol ogy

~

J. Brooks
Ath. Dir./Hist.

Y. Brown
FHA Ch. A
Home-Ee.

V. Burris
Psy./P .E./Coach

J. Crenshaw
Eng./Psc.

Englis h

Vince Cox, LaTonna Jones, Mary Blanton read on as LaTonna prepares for her
part in the self written plays in English Ill.
Lori Whisenhunt and Ruth Poliakoff show off samples of books prepared for the
Elementary English classes.
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Many students only take courses which
they feel will help them in later life. When
subjects are required that they feel are
insignificant they gripe.
Why do we
have to learn this junk. We'll never use it
again in our whole life." A few students felt
this way about English. Many have
changed their minds as they see that no
matter what type of profession they pursue
English will play a great part of everyday
life.
Some courses relate directly to businesses such as the Career English class.
This year the class is writing resumes,
business letters of inquiry and complaint.
They are also using the computer terminal
to explore job opportunities and career
interests. They are given addresses to
write to. Some English classes built their
own products and then had to write a
paper describing the product trying to sell
it to the buyer (the teacher). Some of the
other classes had a writer to speak and
share new Ideas with them. She taught
them some aspects of creative writing
such as self awareness.
Other things covered in English classes
were the parts of grammar, poetry units,
mythology, paragraph writing, how to work
in the library, and many other brings. They
also read stories such as Romeo and
Juliet, Kon-Tiki, Hamlet, and Red Badge of
Courage. On top of all this the dreaded
research papers were written . So as yell
can see it takes fur years of English to
make you gooder.

His tory
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Methods teachers use to encourage student s to explore
history are varied. Learning how
to figure income tax, creating a
political convention, reading western books, and seeing history
exhibits are all pretty common.
Field trips, guest speakers such as
Fannin County Clerk Mrs. Polly
Gilbert and Candidate for State
Representative, David London
visiting the classes are also
common at Bonhi , but we go one
step further- we have our own
exhibition of roping by Mike
Whisenhunt. This American History teacher uses this means to
ariate interest in the old West.
Each faculty member has their
own favorite historical period that
they enjoy teaching. When polled,
they agreed an added Texas
History Class would be beneficial
in the historically-centered area
that we live in.
History, though, thought of by
most students dull and mundane
at times, does seem to repeat
itself and is of interest to every
student at some time of the year
at Bonhi. Methods vary-as do
interests, but each makes history
a part of our lives.

W. Eagleton
Math/Sc i./Upwar d Bound

B. Goodbey
Auto Mechanics

R. Priddy shows off his collection of
Antiques to this History class.

D. Goodwin
Ag.11/Tractore Main./FFA

M. Hembree
Spanish
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Ma th
The teacher called out, "Number
eight". A faint scream is heard at the
back of the room. Many people do
admit to being afraid of numbers.
Others even become faint and have
dizzy spells in math class. But why? It
is just a mental block.
To make things different one class
formed a corporation and learned many
of the business transactions completed
in a fiscal year. Filing income tax, Social
Security, writing checks, balancing a
bank account, and paying salaries and
expenses are just a few of the
transactions learned this year.
Squares, circles, and triangles are
not just for little kids when it comes to
learning all the theorems, postulates ,
and proofs that are involved. The
simple little shapes become challenging

P. Holiday
Hist./Co ach/Key Club

Kelley McRae types into the computer,
purchased from Region 10, the daily
format run as Jim Cosgrove observes the
process.

......
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T. Houston
Librarian

Carla Campbell listens intently to Mr.
Shockley as he analyzes her data run .

G. Jenkins
when you are trying to discover the
angles and length of the sides. The
triangle alone can open up a field
involving trigometric functions and
identies.
Other classes covered the basic
functions and worked on fractions .
Most students found that if they applied
themselves that numbers were not so
horrifying
and
they
could
be
conquered.

VOE

D. Kelly
Civics/H istory
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R. Knight
Eng/Speech/GLAD

Physical fitness is the key to a happy,
healthy outlook on life. This year the
Physical Education instructors, Mrs. Jenny
Trout and Coach Doug Antley were
stressing this point. Discovering the many
different ways to wear out your body is not
the main purpose of taking P. E. Instead,
it is finding a certain sport or form of
exercise that interests you and gives you
something to hold on to for future use. For
example, if you really enjoy table tennis,
this class gives you a chance to develop
your talent and formulate some goals.
Anything that you enjoy doing and keeps
your body in good working condition is
considered useful in the quest for good
health now and in the future.
The PE classes had many new things
planned this year along with the usual units
(volleyball , basketball , badminton). A
couple of these special treats were square
dancing, aerobic dancing , which conditions the cardiovascular and respiratory
systems, and wrestling . So not only could
you think of PE as being a good physically
conditioning course for today and tomorrow, but you could also have a lot of fun
doing it!

L. Leatherwood
English

Jesse Lockhart
Health/Coach

John Lockhart
Bio/Sci/Sci. Club

Physical
Education

T
CPR
j

BONNIE GRAVES, DEBRA PARTRIDGE,
DARLENE PARKER , participated in the
Jump-a-Thon to aid the American Heart
Association . They collected the most
money and won jogging suits for their
three hour effort.

Coach Doug Antley taught his students about the "Submarine races" and how to
see them first hand .

Science
If you plan to major in Chemical
Engineering , Physics, or any other
science after high school you can
get a good background by taking
a variety of the science courses
offered . There are several types of
biological ,
including
science
physical, and chemical sciences.
In the biological sciences things
such as the basic life process, how
different organisms carry out
processes, heredity, and microbiology were studied . In addition insect collections , plant
collections, and the dissection of
certain organisms were completed projects.
In the mechanical sciences
things such as mechanical advantage, physical and chemical
changes, the organization of the
non-living world , and formulas for
distance, mass, time, etc., are
explored by the students. Many
experiments are done including
working with levers, pulleys and
inclined planes, finding the candlepower of a light, and exploring
focal points of a lens and these
are just to name a few.
And finally in chemical sciences
the elements are studied in some
detail before any of the students
are allowed to " blow up" the lab.
correct
the
if
However,
procedures are followed the
experiments done in the lab will
give meaning to the lectures and
an overall picture is developed in
the student's mind .
Even if you don't major in a
science field a good science
background in high school is
worth it.
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J. Macconnell
FHA Ch. B
Home-Ee.

Mike Simpson and Kelly Robbins, Senior Biology 11
students, look over the tomato jungle as David Eaton
and Ken Barr begin the long climb to the greenhouse
with the " Special Tomato Fertilizer."

D. Murray
ICT

N. Neely
Eng/Bookkeeping

N. Norris
Ag . I & 11/FFA

Art-Foreign Languages

G. Orndoff
Health 0cc.

Spanish classes have changed
quite a bit in the last year. Even
teachers have changed in that
respect. Marie Hembree is BHS 's
new Espanol teacher. She added
a little spice to her classes this year
and let her students cook fried
beans and fried bananas. Making
tortillas also became one of their
favorites . To add more fun to the
class, they played games related
to America such as Mexican bingo
and made colorful pinatas.
The Art classes, besides leaving
their marks on the walls, made all
the sets that were used in the Senior
Play.

R. Patterson
Study Hall

Jeff Barnett, Patsy McMillan , and Tanya
Lee construct colorful pinatas in their
clase de espanol.

0 . Phillips
Math/Math Club/Student Cncl.

R. Priddy
Special Ed

Painting on the walls? Sure, Jeff Castle was
one of many to leave his masterpiece so as
to conceal cracks on the wall.
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S. Priddy
Art

M. Reece
Business/Coach

S. Richardson
Draft/ Bookkeeping

J. Roberts
Math

Vocational
Five
hundred
twenty-seven
students are involved in some
type of Vocational program .
These programs help students
learn a trade or skill which often
broaden their choice of career
after their high school years. A
survey was taken this year of
students who had graduated from
Bonhi within the last five years.
Six hundred eighty-seven were
mailed out and 293 were returned
which represented a 40% coverage. Of the 293 survey forms
answered , at least 187 had taken
some vocational classes along
with their required courses. Over
128 of the graduates have used
some of their skills for income
either while in high school or after
graduation.
Students offered these courses
which help build experience while
they prepare for their careers.
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Where IS the motor? A question that can definitely be answered by Steve Taylor. RONNIE
RENCHER, and ALLEN STEVENS.

The typing classes enjoyed their last hours in their old room before being moved upstairs.

The Business classes took trips to JC Penney insurance company and a Secretarial school in Dallas.

Vocational

M. Rushing
English

P. Seawell
Choir

J. Shockley
Math/Computer Math

....

E. Sisk
Home Ee/FHA Ch. C/FT A
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Mr. Whisenhunt and Coach Reece.
Mr. Shockley

M . Sisk
DE

Teaching,
All Work
And No
Play?

D. Smith
Health/Sci/Coach

Why Never!
T. Snead
Business/ Journ/Coushatta/NHS

Mr. Ashmore, Mr. Dawson and Coach Ashbey

J . Trout
P.E./Health/Cheerldr. Sp.
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H. Wallace
Ag. Coop/Ag. 1/FFA

M. Whisenhu nt
Hist/Tote m Pole/Rod eo
Club

G. Willis
Hist/Civic s

M. Woodson
English

Hom e Ee- Hom e Ee

One of the many projects of
Home Ee is to shop at the
nearby grocery and see what
you can 't afford .
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Bonham is a town that's
something to be proud of. Not
only for its varied architecture but
also for the people who support
our endeavors . (Bonham cares
about individuals).
We added some fun to our
advertisement section this year
but we didn't intend to berate or
criticize our patrons. We only
hope this will motivate our
students to read the ads and
thank these people and businesses who helped to defray the
cost of the yearbook . Thanks for
helping us.

PLAY THE GAME WITH ...

AS

s

IS

T

AN

CE
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PROFESSIONAL CARE

For over seventy
years, Wise Funeral
Home has been
family owned and
operated, bringing
good service to all
of Fannin County.

c.

Wise Funeral Home
219 W. Sam Rayburn

583-2161

HARDWOOD SPECIALTIES CO ., IN

FOR A CLEAN
CUT,

"TRUE ARTISTRY IN
FLORAL DESIGNS"
Bonham Floral Shop
422 N. Center

Lumber down to
Hardwood Specialities.
Hardwood Specialities Co., Inc.
Hwy 78 North

583-8684

583-9556

583-3624

Ads
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Assistance . . . investments . . . save . . .
profits . . . good deals
How long has it been since you 've

seen Bonham? Well, that's too
long. Why not take another look
through Coushatta's eyes? Wise
Funeral Home is one of the

The Search
Shop-home of a
million items

Town & Country Food Store
1121 N. Center
583-4224

SPARK UP YOUR CAR
AND SLIDE ON DOWN TO
LOGAN'S GARAGE FOR A
LUBE JOB AND
UP.
Logan Garage
S. Center
583-3372

POP IN FOR PRESCRIPTIONS AND A WIDE
VARIETY OF MAKEUP
SO YOU CAN FEEL
AND LOOK DIFFERENT.
Smith-Moore-Williams
223 N. Main
583-3311

McKnight Rexall Drug
620 N. Main
583-2121

historical showplaces of Bonham.
People have been dying to go
there for years. Bonham Floral
just recently moved to the northeast corner of the square. Hardwood Specialties, for the best
wood you ever "saw," is located

on Hwy. 78N. The store with
customers from the Town and
Country has everything you need.
Traveling south and can't go any
further? Stop in at Logan's
Garage for that extra push. When

you need a one-stop shop drop in
at Smith-Moore Williams. And
even when you don't get into town
very often, McKnight Rexall Drug
delivers all your needs directly to
237
you.

How the

West Was
Worn . . .
Turbyfill Texaco Service Station
W Sam Rayburn Drive

583-9120

SPIVEY'S IS THE PLACE TO GO
TO BRUSH UP ON YOUR ARTISTIC TALENTS AND INTERIOR
DECORATING NEEDS.
Spivey's Paint & Wallpaper Store

210 E 6th
583-4433

At Woodard's Western Wear We have
you
everything
need. So saddle on
up to the store with
the finest western
wear In town

SERVING
RAVENNA WITH
AND
QUALITY
FINE FOODS

Woodard's Western Wear
414 N Center

583-8213
Warren's Grocery
Ravenna, Texas

More Ad S

Good

deals

investments . . . profits
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savings

• • •

THANKS!
A group of businessmen , parents,
and concerned individuals made
donations to the '80 Coushatta in
order to reduce the price for
you.

Patrons
Mr. & Mrs. Carl Adams
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Berryhill
Mr. & Mrs. Jeff Caldwell
Mr. & Mrs. Woody Coch ram
First Christian Church
Mr. & Mrs. David Lane
Dr. & Mrs. Larry Lawrence
Mrs. Anda Llttleford
Mr. & Mrs. Jack Mcfarlane
Mr. & Mrs. BIiiy Joe Nelms
Bryan Peeler
Ray Peeler
Sam Rayburn Library
Larry Simpson
Dr. & Mrs. Walter Sisk
Mr. & Mrs. Bob WIiiiams
Miss Ethelleen WIiiiams
BHS Key Club

If your tastes are a little more
western , try Woodard's Western
Wear for your apparel. Located on
the east side of the square, you 're
bound to find everything you need

for the Bonham styles. For Bonhi 's
art department, Spivy's is the
place to go to get your supplies.
Warren 's Grocery, located in
Ravenna, moved north to serve

you better. Our patrons, businessmen, and parents were concerned
with the '80 Coushatta's price and
donated to help lower costs for
2 39
our students.

TUNE
KFYN
THE

INTO
AND
NEW

KFYZ FOR ALL
YOUR MUSIC
SOUNDS
Juan R. Sewell
1
1

Sewell Quarterhorse RanchRa:.

:1~

Sink

0 ur
S ubmarines
Dub & Dave's Sandwich
Shop
Hwy 78 North
583-7088

THANK YOU
KFYN
FOR
LOANING US
MIKE
PATTERSON WCERY ~ MKT.
KFYN
903 E Sam Rayburn
583-3151

A LITTLE FIRE NEVER HURT
US-WE'RE BIGGER AND
BETTER!

Good deals
Live . . .
Profits . . . Savings
■

Ads Also
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Lehde's Food Store
515 S. Main 1905 N Center

583-3862 583-4634

If you 're serious about being
" horsey" then you can have your
quarter-horse trained by people
with a lot of horse sense. Just
drop by the ranch as you 're
driving through Randolph. When

WE KNOW A GOOD THING WHEN WE
SEE IT . . .
FROM GOOD LOOKING GIRLS TO BEAUTIFUL REAL
ESTATE, JUST CALL LOYD JOHNSON. HE KNOWS
A GOOD THING WHEN HE SEES ONE.

FANNINLAND REAL TY
401 N. Main
Off. 583-8538
Res. 583-3130

you wake up and it is sunny
outside and you wonder if you
have to go to school, just tune into
KFYN or KFYZ for information on
Which schools are letting out.
"KFYN said no school" is the

perfect excuse all the teachers
understand. The word around
town is that Lehde's has the best
fire sale on all their REALLY
smoked meats. Just call in to have
some of the great smoked meat

catered to any occasion . The
twirlers of BHS and Loyd Johnson
share a common slogan , "Sell it
to 'em!" Why not-It's the
choicest in town .
241

WHEN TRYING TO IMPRESS YOUR
DATE, JUST DRIVE DOWN TO CARTER
CHEVROLET AND PICK OUT THE
FLASHY CAR OR TRUCK THAT EVERYONE'S HEADS ARE TURNING TO.

Carter Chevrolet and Buick
301 Chestnut
583-2171 Metro 267-3773

Ads Again
242

More assistance . .
Savings ... and
Good deals

Everyone these days, especially
• students in Bonhi, is looking for
that special car. The place to go
is Carter Chevrolet to find all the
new cars of today. Going somewhere? You don't have to. You

"The Place That Has
Everything"

FOR THE BEST IN
FLOWERS
WHETHER THEY BE
-FRESH-BAS KETS-SPRA VS-GIFTS-WEDDINGS-F UNERALS
COME TO

AE'S FLOWER
SHOP
AE'S Flower Shop
301 W. Sam Rayburn

Sears Roebuck & Co.

312 N Main
583-3164

-

PIGGLY WIGGLY

583-3725

THIS LITTLE
PIGGY WENT
TO MARKET-

for the best In
meats, vegetables,
and condiments

Piggly Wiggly
920 N. Center
583-2344

Pretty
Delicious
Quick
PDQ
705 E. Sam Rayburn
583-8541 583-8542

can order and pick up all your
needs right in Bonham at Sears.
Go whole hog at Piggly Wiggly's
and get all your grocery store
needs in one stop. At Piggly
Wiggly you can even get gas and

you don't have to be the little
piggy that went wee-wee-wee all
the way home. If you 're looking for
a family restaurant just come to
P.D.Q. whose type of service is in
the name.

2

3

Live a
Little!
AFTER ALL GAMES
AND DANCES, BONHI
STUDENTS
KNOW
THAT "THE PLACE TO
MEET AND EAT" IS

Dairy Queen
Dairy Queen
201 E Sam Rayburn

583-6291

Go With

In
fashion

Latest

Lowest

In
price

Green Light
Wholesale and retail
parts
we deliver
"If we don't have itwe'll get it!"
Hayes Auto Parts
1605 N. Center
583-5551

Wanda's Place
Friday 10-6
Saturday 9-5

Ads
Profits ... Savings
Includin g investments
244

•

South 5th
Sunday 11-5

For a meal in a Texas atmosphere,
•
just
join the other dudes for a O.Q.
•
Dude. The only place to get Texas
Country good food is Dairy
Queen. Break the traffic rules and
stop at a green light-Hayes'

Make a Mountain
into a
Molehill with . . .

Classyyou bet!
Even a rhinestone cowboy
would feel at home. Western
belts-BIiifoids
and
tackwestern boots by Acme, Justin,
Texas
and
Durangesworkboots
and
shoes
by
Redwlng.

Bennett & Son Contractors
Hwy 82 West
583-5241

Complete boot and shoe repair

SOMETHING CUTE
AND CATCHY
BOYS THROUGH 16
LEVIS & SEDGEFIELD
JEANS
DONMOOR SHIRTS
HEALTH-TEX
GIRLS THROUGH 14
SPORTSWEAR &
DRESSES
AT

YOUNG MODERN'S
Young Moderns
418 N Center
583-5850

Green Light. If you can 't get out
just call in for delivery. If you want
to buy fashionable clothes and
still keep part of your paycheck,
shop at Wanda's where you care
to look your very best. When you

Hamilton Boot & Shoe Repair
417 N. Center
583-5720

need Rockies to look like the
Sahara or you need a mountain in
your backyard , just see Bennett &
Son for all your land leveling or
grading. Next stop ... Young
Moderns on the east side of the

square, where you can find the
latest in styles for children. Living
in Texas, trucks, hats, snuff, and
boots are part of our everyday
lives. To find the best in all the
west, mosey on down to Hamilton
Boot & Shoe.

Sheddin g Light
and information, TP&L
representatives
spend
time with Bonhi classes
demonstrating
microwave ovens and sharing recipes and energysaving ideas
Texas Power & Light Company
120 W. 5th
583-3184
After Hours 583-3184

HELPIN G
BONHA M
GROW

Banquet Facilities-Ca tering
Comfortable Family Dining

WITH
FEED
SEED
FERTILIZERS
VET SUPPLIES
CUSTOM FERTILIZER
APPLICATION
The Hickory Bar-B-Q
208 E Sam Rayburn
583-3081

Caudle & McGuire
Farm and Ranch Center
Hwy 78 North
583-8556

Plus More Ads
More good deals . . . investments
246

A shocking fact about T.P.&L. is
the way they are on top of the
power failures and the light poles,
always working hard to keep
giving you electrifying service.
Indigestion? Maybe you are eating
too fast because you 're in a

MOVE ON IN TO
OUR SPARE
ROOM

add a plus
to your life.
start saving
now.
Fannin Bank of Windom
583-8131

583-2803

The spare Room
1203 Cedar
583-9429

"All we ask
Chance"

•

IS

a

-to make your life
brighter with a new
PontiacOldsmobile-GMC
Trucks and-more adventurous with a Mobile
Home & Recreational
Vehicle
Ashlock-Harper Motor Company
Hwy 82 West
583-5531

fast-food place. A good bar-b-q
dinner is just what you need.
Come by The Hickory Bar-B-Q or
have them cater just as they cater
at many Bonhi activities. Indians
used to do a rain dance to save
their crops. Indians never learned

to do a fertilizer dance but
fertilizer is very important to crop
yields. Caudle & McGuire realizes
this and can meet all your farm
needs. At our Spare Room, we'll
make it worth your while to visit
as our invited guest. You're not

just another face at Fannin Bank
of Windom. We'll treat you as a
special "plus" individual. You can
get more MPG on Hwy 82W at
Ashlock-Harper Motor Co. They'll
give you a great deal with More
Pontiac to the Gallon.

24 7
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Remember
All of
Those
Term
Papers?
Neatness
Counted
and
it Still
Does. So
For
All of Your
College and
Business
NeedsDash Over
to Bonham
Office
Supply.

Bonham Office
Supply
129 E 5th

583-8601

KUN FUSED?
Throwing your problems at
everyone else Instead of working them out yourself.
Come to our bank for assistance
in all your financial matters
Member F.D.I.C.

The First National Bank of Bonham
120 W. Sam Rayi,urn Dr.

583-2101

Ads Etc.

Savings . . . service . . . interest
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Don't keep using the old H & P
method when typing (hunt and
pick). Pick Bonham Office Supply
for all your business needs. Is your
wallet a constant backbiter?
Maybe it's because you're not
handling your wallet's lifeline-

W. T. MAY

a
Like
neighbor-

A
IS
CRUTCH
CAN
YOU
LEAN ON

W. T. May Pharmacy
6th & Center
583-3157

good

State Farm Insurance
1202 N. Center
Bob Eaton, Agent 583-9131

For Cut Rate
Price$

NO LEMONS ON OUR
PEACHES
LOT-JUST
OF A DEAL.
204 E. S

money-correctly. Come and let
the First National Bank assist youand you'll be able to sit down
later. If you are feeling sick, you
don't want to get out of your car.
Come by W. T. May's convenient
drive-in window or be lazy and

Roy's Used Cars
219 E Sam Rayburn Dr
583-8997

walk in to get all your medical
supplies. Even if you aren't
accident prone, insurance is a
definite need. Drop by State Farm
and meet a good neighbor. If a car
is your need, a good used one is
often your best bet. At Roy's Used

Cars you can find what you need.
At Image barber shop you can get
everything from a simple cut to
fancy trimmings. J. C. Penney's
offered a new Penney's dimension
24 9
with their catalogue service.

IN
HANGING
WITH
THERE
FOR
SUPPORT
BONHI AND ITS
PROGRAMS

WASHING,
AND
DRYING,
IRONING WHO
NEEDS IT?
NO ONE AND THAT'S
WHY YOU SHOULD DRY
CLEAN WHEN THINGS
COME UP ON SHORT
NOTICE
Bonham Drive-In
Hwy 82 W
583-8241

Jess Bono Cleaners
105 East 9th

583-3834

Still more Ads
good deals . . . investments
250

General Cable
800 E 2nd
583-2181

For night-time entertainment,
drive out to the Bonham Drive In
and watch stars under the stars,
and for day-time living, if going
barefoot is not your style, walk on
over to the Shoe-Tique and pick

WEST
SIDE'S
STORY IS
NO
COMPARITO
SON
OURS.

of
Unsure
future?-

the

Let David Cole provide you with protection
and security against unseen risks. Confidence and friendship are his specialty

Southside Grocery & Market
500 S. Main
583-3831

YOU CAN OWN A
DEERE FOR JUST
A LITTLE DOE

Red River Tractor
Hwy 82 East
583-2131

out a pair of shoes that is. To keep
your style up-to-par, wear clothes
that are professionally cleaned
and cared for by Jess Bono
Cleaners. Bono will even tackle

Meade Insurance Agency
308 N. Center St.
583-2231

those " impossible" jobs. And
while touring Bonham , don 't
forget to visit General Cable, one
of the leading industries in our
city. This company has made the

name of Bonham famous through out the country. East-side, westside, all around the townSouthside Grocery is the place to
shop from any-side of town . 25 1

When the drum is stilled and memories
remain, our bank is a good place for
guidance in financial matters
Member F.D.I.C.

Bonham State Bank
502 N Center
583-2163

Ads Once More
investments . . . savings maintenance
252

When shopping for equipment
that will get the big jobs done,
remember that nothing runs like a
Deere, especially at Red River
Tractor, and when chasing your
dreams of ownership, turn to

THIS IS
ONE BIG
FISH
STORY . . .

Hildinger-Hodge Catfish Farm
North of Bonham on Farm Market
Hwy 1753 Near Ravenna

LET US HELP YOU
BUILD YOUR FUTURE ON A GOOD
FOUN DATIO N
QUALITY LUMBER
BUILDING MATERIALS
Owens Building Material Mart
520 S. Center

SPECIAL THANKS TO
JOE & DOROTHY
CANTRELL, WHO
SUPPORTED ALL
SPORTING EVENTS IN
BONHAM PRIOR TO
RE-LOCATING IN
GRAND PRAIRIE
Bonham Sports Center
411 N Main

583-8402

583-8505

Bonham State Bank for financial
assistance and guidance. Located
between the newspaper office and
the Post Office is Meade Insurance Agency, where protection
and security from unseen risks

can be secured with confidence.
At Owens Lumber, you can get
quality materials for any project
on your list, along with guides for
completion of that project. One
sure stop in the Bonham area

should be north of town at
Hildinger Hodge Catfish Farm
where you can see all " the ones
that got away" just waiting for you
to claim 'em.

ALL MY MEN WEAR CLOTHE S FROM
LEATHE RWOOD 'S OR THEY WEAR
NOTHIN G AT ALL.
Mens Wear
Leatherwood's
403 N Main

583-2815

THE
FROM
GULF OF MEXICO TO THE
OF
GULF
FITZWATER WE CAN FILL
YOU UP.

"I SAW IT IN THE WINDOW, AND I JUST HAD
TO HAVE IT"

Mendenhall Draperies
309 Glen Oaks Rd.
583-5194

Fitzwater Gulf Station

301 E Sam Rayburn Dr

583-7031

WE PRINT EVERYT HING FROM

a to z
AND MUCH MUCH MORE
Bonham Printers, Inc
1607 N. Center 583-5410

Ads And

more assistance . . . good deals . . .
254

At Leatherwood 's Mens Wear you
can find clothes to make you fit
right in at fashionable occassions.
At Fitzqater Gulf they treat the
cars as well as the customers.
Clothe your windows with custom
made drapes from Mendenhall

DON'T BE A
DUMM YSHOP AT

YOU CAN
TRUST THIS
EWING . . .
EVEN IN
THE DALLAS
AREA

~ty-d uds
a

touch of class
STATI

I

l
:J

· ·:

STEVE
EWING

AUTO· IFE·FIRE·HE LTH

COME SIT WITH US AND LET
US TURN YOU ON
Bonham Furniture and Appliances
113 W. Sam Rayburn Dr

583-2932

Steve Ewing Insurance
Hwy 78 North
583-8111

Draperies. Were you embarrassed
the last time the programs for a
banquet came out and the names
were left off? Just get the
information to Bonham Printers
and they will do the rest. If you're
looking for fashionable clothes in

a relaxed atmosphere just drop by
Katyduds. Does your old furniture
make you want to sit on the floor?
Stop by Bonham Furniture and
Appliance and then you won't
want to get up from your chair. If
you ever wanted to build a real

B-15, but your mom wouldn't let
you, blast on over to Cardwell's
Book Store for models, hobbies
and books. J. R. may get his thrills
from pushing around other people, but don't get pushed around-255
get Steve Ewing Insurance.

ALL OUR
PARTS ARE
ABOVE
STANDARD

A DINNER
DELIGHT ...
BEN'S
RESTAURANT

Standard Auto Parts
Across from the Post Ottice
583-8511

GOT SOM ETHI NG ON YOU R
MIND ?
WAN TA SELL IT? WAN TA
BUY IT?
THEN GET WITH THE PEOPLE AT
FANNIN COUN TY SHOPPER
Fannin County Special Shopper
300 E Russell Ave
583-3556

FEEL LEFT
OUT?
TALK YOUR SWEETHEART INTO THE MANY
FINE
JEWELS
AT /
BARROW'S
Barrow's Jewelers
327 N. Main
583-2441

PS
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.En d of Ads

Ben's Restaurant
728 E Sam Rayburn
583-4644

Give your tummy a treat by
stopping by Ben 's to eat ... it
may be the first time, but it won 't
be the last. To get all the news all
around the county, just look at
your monthly paper, the Fannin

ACCIDENTS WILL
BUT
HAPPEN
BEING INSURED
IS NO ACCIDENT

Nowell-Devenport &
A11ociates, Inc.
1609 B N. Center
583-8509

County Special Shopper. If your
car contacts the dreaded disease
carburator
the
of
sclerosis
because it uses alcohol fuel, just
come by Standard Auto Parts and
get everything you need to nurse

your car back to health. For a
jewelry store with a ring to its
name, see Barrow's Jewelers.
They'll help you choose all the
right things for the right occasion.
So you never have had a wreck,

and it probably won't happen, but
isn't it nice to know that if it
should, you're covered by NowellDevenport and Associates.
257
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Davis, Tim: p . 193
Briggs, Kenny: p. 201
Hall, Donald: p. 194
54, 44
Dennis, Craig: p. 193
Briggs, Wanda: p. 169, 153
Kuhn, Harold: p. 186
Hall, Janet: p . 203, 60, 142
Denny, Sherrill: p. 184
Brooks, Carla: p. 192
Hall, Pam: p . 194
Kuhn, Mychea/e: p. 195, 115
Devenport, Mike: p. 193
Brown, Kim: p . 169, 48, 131
Hamby, Kim: p. 203, 22
Dickenson, Marsha: p . 193, 209
Bruce, Charles: p. 192
Hamby, Lee: p. f 72, 43
Dismang, Edna: p. 184
Bryan, Diane: p. 192
Hamllton, Brent: p. 195
Dodson , Charla: p. 193
Bryan, Sheryl: p. 183
Hamllton, Deneen: p. 172, 31
Stephanie: p. 203,
Dodson, Leslie: p. 184
Bunch, Cindy: p. 169
Hamllton, Kent: p. 172, 118
113
Dodson, Ted: p. 202
Burnett, Rodney: p. 201
Hanson , Denny: p. 185
Dollison, Julie: p. 184
La Mothe, Jay: p. 203, 107
Burruss, John: p. 183
Harper, Lisa: p. 185
Dorrough, Carla: p. 171, 41
Lampre cht, Linda: p . 203
Hasten, Dale: p. 185, 156
Lander, Emily: p. 174, 239, 48

I Bbers,
N
D
E
X

\

Gldwe/1,

Dorrough, David: p. 193
Dubber ly, Brian: p. 193
Dubber ly, Kenneth : p . 202
Dunlap, Della: p. 193, 61, 106
Dunlap, Karen: p. 13, 171, 168,
20, 57, 58, 59, 41, 43, 28,
131
Dunlap, Marie: p. 193
Dunlap, Marlon: p. 184, 85
Dunlap, Marcus: p. 156
Durst, Teri: p. 202

Egleton,

F

Ley,

Gntt,

K sper,

H ckney,

L ambert,

Lane, Liz: p. 8, 11, 6, 174, 118,
256, 24, 40, 31, 46, 48, 112,
113, 121, 131
Langford, Lawton: p. 174, 43,
144, 142
Lee, Rob: p. 204
Lee, Tanya: p. 203, 60, 31
Lewis, Meksn/e: p. 186
Lewis, Tins: p. 195
Lind, Gretchen: p. 204
Lind, Trey: p. 186, 209, 211
Lindsey, Roger: p. 195
Llttleford, John: p. 174, 69, 242,
43, 108, 131
Llttleford, Stan: p. 195, 84, 95
Lockaby, Kim: p. 175
Loftin, Me/Inds: p. 204
Long, Christina: p. 175, 41
Long, Lloyd: p. 195
Long, Tery: p. 195, 61
Lo/us, Bobby: p. 175, 70
Lowe, Chuck: p. 195

M Bride,

Nelms, Kelly: p. 196
Nelson, Vicki: p. 187, 47
Newhouse , Karls: p. 196
Nicholas, Keith: p. 205
Norman, Mons: p. 205
Norris, David: p. 187, 66, 69, 73,
99, 130

O iver,

Sherry:
McClure, Ruth Ann: p. 186
McClure, Sherry: p. 204
Mccurry, Steve: p. 204
McDonald, Andra: p. 204, 60
McDonald, April: p. 195
McDonald, Kim: p. 195
McDonald, Marls: p. 195
McDowell, Cindy: p. 186, 142
McDowell, Lee: p. 175, 41, 105,
48
McGehee, Teresa: p. 116, 25, 151
McFsrlene, Pauls: p. 12, 175,
118, 24
McFsrlin, Cindy: p. 104
McMIiian, Patsy: p. 204, 229
McRae, Dawn: p. 195, 21
McRae, Kelly: p. 6, 176, 168,
242, 22, 35, 33, 133, 260, 30,
31, 131
Mcwhorte r, Mike: p. 176, 164,
30, 44, 46
McWhorte r, Morris: p. 186
Macconne ll, Nannette: p. 175, 87,
40, 31, 48, 131
Mangrum, Micheal: p. 204
Manhart, Kathy: p. 186
Manhart, Richard: p. 204
Manley, Rhonda: p. 195
Manning, Jeanne: p. 204
Manning, Mary: p. 195
Mstrz, Janice: p. 186
Mason, Ken: p. 204
Mathews, Brent: p. 204
Mathews, Tracy: p. 204, 115
Mayberry, Stevie: p. 175, 86, 165,

Carls: p. 205
O1/vere, David: p. 187
Oliver, Donnette: p. 196, 143
Orndorff, Sandy: p. 205
Owens, Denise: p. 176, 246
Owens, Ed: p. 176, 61
Owens, Lesly: p. 205
Owends, Linda: p. 205
Owenby, Mark: p. 205

P.,ker,

Darlene: p. 196
Partain, Susan: p. 187, 46
Partridge, Debra: p. 205
Partridge, Larry: p. 205
Patel, Anil: p. 187
Patterson, Serina: p. 244, 205
Paxton, Osle: p. 205
Paxton, Kenneth:
Paxton, Kevon: p. 205
Paxton, Nancy: p. 196
Pender, Liss: p. 205
Pharr, RuthAnn: p. 196
Phes, Denise:
Phi/1/os, Albert: p. 205, 107
Phi/1/ps, Kelley: p. 196, 46
Phi/lips, Liss: p. 176
Pierce, Janet: p. 196
Pimkston, Glenns p. 176
Pless, Ricky: p.
Pollskoff, Ben: p. 176, 124
Pollskoff, Ruth Ann: p. 187
Polston, Sharla: p. 205
Polston, Tins: p. 176
Pool, Dennis: p. 197
Porter, Mike: p. 206, 95
Porter, Morms: p. 197
Powell, Debra: p. 188
Powell, Mark: p. 177, 144
Pratt, Jimmy: p.
Price, Jon: p. 197
Purcell, Christy: p. 206
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Meador, Scott: p. 6, 176, 67, 40,
49, 131
Mendenhall, Kelley: p. 186, 31
Mendenhall, Laura: p. 195
MIi/ho/ion, Donna: p. 195
MIi/ho/ion, Kathy: p. 176, 31
MIisap, Debra: p. 204
Minnick, Jackie: p. 186
Montgomery, David:
Moody, Karen: p. 15, 20, 121,
127, 142
Moore, James: p. 204
Moore, T.: p. 176, 240, 165, 124
Moore, Tammy: p. 205, 101
Morgan, Liss: p. 176, 180, 45
Morrison, Lid: p. 195
Morrison, Ronald: p. 205
Moses, Leisha: p. 6, 241, 187,
34, 117, 116
Moss, Brenda: p. 187, 145
Moss, John: p. 210
Moss, Peggy: p. 196, 21
Mulder, Allen: p. 176
Mulder, Zella: p. 196
Munger, Melody: p. 205, 101, 261
Murphy, Jerry: p. 196
Murray, Elaine: p. 176, 25

Nms,

Jeff: p. 187

R

Roundtree, Janssen: p. 206
Roundtree, Kenny: p. 197
Ruark, Kim: p . 206
Rushing, MIiton: p. 197
Russell, Todd: p. 197

S able,

Tracy: p. 206
Sanders, Darrell: p. 206
Sanderson, Kyle: p. 188, 250, 157
Sanford, Beverly: p. 177
Sangster, Bebbie: p. 197, 115
Scott, Steve: p.
Sewell, Dans: p. 33, 113
Sewell, Juan: p. 188, 240
Sewell, Judisnne: p. 197
Sewell, Richard: p. 188, 45, 46
Shaw, Alfonso: p. 188, 84
Shaw, Carolyn: p. 198
Shelby, Tony: p. 188
Shelley, Carls: p. 177, 241, 116,
117, 49
Shelley, Chris: p. 188
Shelton, Doris: p. 199, 156, 127
Shelton, Lee: p. 198
Shiflet, Peggy: p. 188
Shocklry, Donna: p. 189, 31, 130
Slier, Ricky: p. 189, 70, 37
Simpson, Kevin: p. 198
Simpson, Matt: p. 198
Simpson, Mike: p. 177
Sisk, Suzanne: p. 17, 189, 88, 87,
18, 101, 165, 21, 46, 127,
130
Skidmore, Tammy: p. 187
Smith, Gary: p. 177, 20, 18, 42,
31, 121, 131
Smith, Micheal: p. 177, 67
Smith, Van: p. 189
Smithhart, Brad: p. 33
Sorrells, Dudley: p. 189
Spindle, BIiiy: p. 178, 168, 25,
22, 160, 156
Standlee, Gay: p. 178
Stanley, Jon: p. 198
Staples, Terri: p. 178
Stapp, Carlon: p. 178
Stephens, Dwayne: p. 198
Stephens, Joe: p. 189, 161, 31
Stephens, Teresa: p. 178
Stephens, Vernon: p. 198
Stewart, Melvin: p. 178, 71
Stinson, Weesoe: p. 189, 33, 115
Stowe, Johnny: p. 178
Stowe, Teresa : p. 198
Stroud, Gayle: p.
Swenson, Carlton: p. 178
Swlnde/1, Deanne: p. 198
Swindell, Randy: p. 179, 151
Swinson, Daphne: p. 198

snsom, Leo: p. 206, 26
Raper, Jerry: p.
Rater, Gary: p. 206
Rater, Mike: p. 188, 147, 145,
142
Rater, Monte: p. 177, 160
Rattan, Brad: p. 177, 168, 161
Rayford, Juan: p. 188
Rayford, Renee: p. 188
Rayford, Sonja: p. 197
Reamer, Les: p. 205, 203
Reeves, Ronnie: p. 206
Reed, Pat: p. 177
Reeder, Connie: p. 197
Reeder, Rose: p. 197
Rhine, Donna: p . 177
Rich, Lynn: p. 197
Richards, Judy: p. 197
Richards, Teresa: p. 188
Rivers, Richey: p. 188, 68, 19,
44, 130
Roberson, Sherry: p . 197
Roberts, Kenny: p . 206
Roberts, Ricky: p. 206
Roberts, Sharon: p . 206
Roberts, Tim: p. 177
Robinson, Susan: p. 188, 126
Robbins, Jennifer: p. 23 188 59
'
'
'
130
Robbins, Kelley: p. 177, 242 20
'
'
127, 131
Ross, Bobby: p. 177 bl 68 108
'
'
'
'
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Ross, Jerry: p. 206
Ross, Liss: p. 197, 83
p. 177
Ross,
Ross, Terry: p. 206

Nikita:

T,p/ey,

Christy: p. 198
Taylor, Dorthy: p. 189
Tay/ore, Joyce: p. 179, 128, 31
Taylor, Kelli p. 189, 58, 59, 106
Taylor, Kenny: p. 179
Tsy/ot, Steven: p. 189
Templeton , Ron: p. 199
Thomas, Liz: p. 189, 45
Thomas, Gladys: p. 199
Thomas, Oneths: p. 179
Thompson , Hohn: p. 189
Thrasher, JoAnns: p. 179, 171,
43, 142, 131
Titsworth, Ke/y: p . 199
Titsworth, Mike: p. 199
Titsworth, Pam: p. 189
Todd, Denise: p. 210
Toland, WIiiiam: p. 199
Towery, Jerl: p. 189
Towery, Karls: p. 189
Turnage, Carol: p. 14, 11, 102
'
121
Turrentine, Becer/y: p. 208, 244

U erwood,

Liss: p.

Eerlrlff,

Deneed: p. 208, 54,

101
Vaughn, Shawn: p. 208, 33
Vaught, Becky: p. 199
Vaught, Doug: p.
Vaught, Liss: p. 208
Veldmsn, Dee Dee: p. 70
Verml/1/on, Kell/: p. 199, 115
Verm/11/on, David: p. 180
Vinson, Pam: p. 180, 48
V/sssge, David: p. 208

-W.s.

Doris: p.
Walker, Jo Beth: p. 208
Wallace, Jeff: p. 185, 86, 31, 44,
130
Watkins, Rennee: p . 199
Watkins, Sherry: p.
Weeks , Sherry: p. 208
Whaley, Sherry: p . 31, 189
Wheless, Phil/Ip: p. 208
Whiley, Tins: p. 208
Whisenhunt, Susan: p. 208
White, Jsneete: p. 208
White, Patricia: p. 208
White, Robin: p. 208
White, Sidney: p. 211
White, William: p . 199
Whited, Ronald: p. 180, 132
Wiggins, Jimmy: p. 27, 69
Wilbanks, Craig: p . 180, 157
Wilbanks, Karen: p. 199
WIicox, Bryan: p. 208
Wilkerson, Jerry: p. 199
Williams, Brent: p. 9, 199
Will/ams, Jimmy: p. 180, 70
Williams, Kirt: p. 199
WIii/ams, Preston: p . 180, 156
Williamson, William: p. 199
Williams, Sandra: p.
Wilson, Cotrlns: p. 180, 37
Wilson, Gene: p. 208
Wison, Jerry: p. 208
Winkels, Cherie: p. 180, 31, 48,
131
Winkler, Kevin: p. 199, 107
Winkler, Liss: p.
Wix, Andra: p. 208
Wix, Kim: p. 180, 48
Wood, Roy: p. 208, 209
Woodard, James: p. 180
Wright, Bsrnrs: p. 199
Wright, Gary: p. 208, 107
Wright, James: p. 208
Wright, Liss: p. 180
Wright, Phillip: p. 208
Wyatt, Cynthia: p.
Wyatt, Deres/I: p. 199, 62
Wyatt, Jesse: p. 180
Wyatt, Unettls: p.
Wylie, Rose: p. 208
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Wade: p. 180, 25, 22, 19,
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Gosh

Thanks , Merci , Danke , Gracias ,
Obrigado , Grazie, Arigato, Onze Dank!
The Bonhi Coushatta Staff would like to
take a few minutes to thank the people
that made our games much easier to
play. Henington Publishing Company ,
thanks for accepting those frequent
urgent phone calls, for deciphering all
the copy, and for understan ding about
our late deadlines . Thanks teachers and
custodians for allowing us to journey to
222 with cokes cleverly concealed in our
palms, for looking the other way when
we decided to have our annual " hall
length cartwheel races ", for identifying
two million and six students and
misspelling their names, and most of all ,
for forgiving our less than sane behavior.
We'd also like to thank Al Alvizo for
showing us that a camera lens is usually
pointed toward another subject other
than your own belly button . For the
picture departme nt at Wal-Mart , thanks
for making things develop, since our own
photographers didn 't care to hibernate
in the " Black Hole" for longer than fifteen
minutes at a time. Thank you, moms and
dads, for convincing us that suicide was
not the best way to get out of the
advertisement section and also for
heating those wonderful TV dinners
when we stayed up until 2:00 the night
before a deadline. Thank you ts for letting
us steal your heater (even though your
lips were blue) when we had arctic drills,
for butchering our papers in cold red
260
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Thanks!

ink, and for being a terrific friend and
sponsor. Ah .. . yes ! Thank you '78
Knight for the terrific inspiration to make
our yearbook look different. There are
literally millions of others that deserve
recognition but that would take up too
many pages.
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We Pla yed Our Gan1e With
The 1979-1980 headlines held much
in store for us. They brought the news
about the loss of one of America's finest
heroes-J ohn Wayne. They were filled
with news concerning the volcano on
Mount St. Helens located in Washington.
This was the first time in sixty years that
such a tragic event had taken place
within our fifty states. Entertainment
sections brought us the newest fashions
and what to wear to the discotheques
(some even entered wearing Hefty trash
bags!) Winter brought us several gold
medals, Eric Heiden, and our own
Olympic Champion Hockey Team.
Russia entered Afghanistan and attempted to ruin the summer Olympic
games. Dustin Hoffman and Bo Derek
were screen idols and brought us terrific
movies as "10" and "Kramer vs.
Kramer''. President Carter had his hands
full with campaign maneuvers and the
tragedy in Iran. Iranians held our U.S.
hostages for several months. Back at the
home front, Bonham High School elected
new cheerleaders, tried out Bo's "10"
hairstyle, tried to pass two bond
elections to save BHS from being
condemned, and handed out the bucks
for everything from $1.50 per gallon gas
to $18.00 steak dinners. Yes, our game
was played with new pieces but headlines
made it all the more interesting.
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So111 e New Pieces

HIGH SCHOOL CRACK RAG
(Tune: Hok ey Pokey, Words: Philip Seawell)
First you bump into a wall,
Run for cover to the hall.
Slip and fall onto your tb~c~h:n !ack ' watch the crack.
Watch the crack, wa c
Try to make it through the door'
But you're trampled on the floor.
e body's running 'round,
"6GWfl.- .
Dodging r
Doin' the High School Crack Rag.
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Thank You For The
Games We Played
"Senior-itis" occurs in all of us when
the twelve-year goal is finally reached.
Many questions race through a
graduate's mind-continued education,
marriage, profession. Which one to
choose? The excitement of finally
ma~ing it into the world is coupled with
the feeling of being pushed away.
Memories of being a newcomer, of being
a freshman, or of just not being counted
drift into reality. "Next year" is the
certain topic for any graduation party.
We suddenly cling together, but why did
we wait so long? Finally getting the
courage to ask the girl that sat by you
in English I to see "Kramer vs. Kramer"
with you, riding down the drag with a
new crowd, reminiscing with your new
"old" friends about how you REALLY
did forget to wear your underwear in 3rd
grade, and enjoying your most despised
enemy's company are just a few of the
moments that were cherished and
shared. Sure, we got sick of each other,
talked about each other, and generally
despised high school life for its immature
atmosphere. But we pulled together,
produced a terrific play gave our best
effort in every activity, acted more
immature than any other group and loved
BHS with every inch of our hearts. Thank
you for the locker (of which we broke
the locks our freshman year.), the
flooded commons, the kickers that rode
around each morning until 8:27, never
knowing which classroom would be
condemned, and the best friends that
we will ever find.
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